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Abstract

The Development of Slurs in Violin Bowing during the Italian Seicento:
Printing and Rhetoric
by
Joan Plana Nadal
Advisor: Antoni Pizà
Venice and Bologna were the leading Italian publishing centers for violin music during
the seventeenth century. While composers in other countries circulated their music in manuscript
or copper engraving, Italian publishers continued operating with movable type. Although this
printing method was cheaper, it was also inadequate when faced with more advanced
instrumental music. With the fast rise in popularity of the violin at the beginning of the century
and the new stile moderno, composers started adding more technical demands for the violin,
including requests that publishers were not always able to add later in print. Some of the most
challenging additions were slurs. Slurs created a conflict between composers and publishers:
while composers had to decide to add them or not as they knew the printing result could be
inaccurate, publishers had to use their creativity to manage the requests of the composers.
There is little information that survived about slurs in violin playing during the Italian
Seicento. Violinists considered slurs as an ornament, possibly because the most common bowing
for violin was to play one note per bow. In order to explore any information about violin playing,
one needs to look into the scarce information that appears in treatises for other instruments.
Among those, diminution manuals for voice or cornetto remark on the expressive qualities of the
violin, which aspired to imitate the human voice. In some cases, these treatises included slurs
iv

when referring to expressivity. We should rethink seventeenth-century slurs, not only as plain
ornaments but as expressive ornaments that might denote rhetorical qualities in the slurred notes.
In my dissertation, I compiled, compared, and analyzed slurs in seventeenth-century
violin published works using movable type to demonstrate any connection between slurs,
expression, and rhetoric. By doing this research, I tried to prove that seventeenth-century
violinists, reading from editions where the printed slurs were inexact, would have played them
differently from our current literal interpretation of these signs.
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Preface

Over the last fifteen years, I have been involved in historical performance practice. Soon
after I started playing the baroque violin, I noticed that the difficulties of playing this instrument
for a modern violinist were not limited to the instrument, the bow, or gut strings, but also
included in the music material in front of you. One of the first steps to perform in a historicallyinformed manner is to understand and interpret the facsimiles of manuscripts and early published
editions of the time. The leading urtext publishers, such as Bärenreiter or Henle Verlag, do not
always contain in their catalogs most of the repertoire for violin of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and not all the music appears in modern scholarly editions. Therefore,
baroque violinists need copies of the original editions for his or her performance. In my case, one
of the big problems I had was when my teacher put a facsimile edition of a movable type print in
front of me. It took me a long time to feel comfortable reading music from a movable type
publication: the shape of the head of the notes, the individual stems, the grouping and separation
of the notes, and the imprecise addition of the notes on the staff. However, among all the
symbols on the page, there was always one that I found simultaneously fascinating, problematic,
and essentially chaotic: the slurs. Slurs were not as common in seventeenth-century violin music,
and they usually covered a few notes. However, there were slurs of different shapes and lengths,
which unfortunately did not always appear to cover the notes correctly.
I found myself frequently questioning my understanding of the slurs. Could it be possible
that what the publishers printed on the page did not accurately represent composers’ original
intention or how violinists of that time would play? Could the violinist add slurs extempore, but
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also as part of an ornament practice of the time? Could it be possible that the rudimentary
technology of movable type did not add the correct length of slurs the way the composer wanted
and therefore did not cover the expected number of notes? Or could it be that, because of this
elementary system of printing, the few slurs added meant not only a few notes in a bow direction
but rather a specific way of performing those notes, implying an expressive approach of playing
and, therefore, a rhetorical device for our performance?
For the last ten years, I have studied seventeenth-century Italian violin repertoire to
understand how and why slurs appear in the music of that period. I wanted to understand better a
repertoire that I love to perform. I would like to think this research will help my violin
colleagues, especially those violinists interested in historical performance. At the very least, I
intend to rethink the way we interpret slurs.
This journey brought me to study the published repertoire, as well as the violin itself, the
strings, and the bow that violinists of the seventeenth century would have used, which may have
affected the performance of slurs. I compiled the most relevant information regarding slurs from
both primary and secondary sources. The starting point of my research was grounded at first by
three important secondary sources: David Boyden’s History of the Violin, Willi Apel’s Violin
Repertoire of the Seventeenth Century, and Constance Frei’s L’arco sonoro. I then studied the
vocal and instrumental performance treatises to clarify what exact information has survived to
our days regarding violin playing, violin technique, and especially anything concerning slurs.
The focus of my study was the violin solo repertoire, but I also studied chamber music,
ensemble, and to a lesser extent, sacred and secular vocal repertoire which may have included
violins (ogni stromenti). From an initial index based on Willi Apel’s book, I created a catalog of
Italian seventeenth-century violin repertoire, which I added in the final Appendix of this paper. I
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studied these works from facsimile editions I own, using online databases such as IMSLP and the
works digitally added by several libraries. Of particular help for this paper was the Gasparini
online catalog of the Museo Internazionale e Bibliotecca della Musica di Bologna, as well as the
time I spent at that library in the summer of 2017.
For this research, I classified slurs according to the number of notes per slur and their
value, the designs (including handwritten slurs), and finally, words that could appear on the page
that would imply a slur, such as affetti or tremolo. I then distinguished the relationship between
composers, cities, and publishers of those works containing slurs. Finally, I listed the works that
have imprecise slurs, which could cause confusion. Along with this last point, I classified works
containing series of small consecutive slurs, which I believe represent a longer slur.
Throughout the dissertation, all translations are by me unless otherwise specified.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A. The Early Seventeenth-Century Violin and Bow: An Organological Introduction

Although the seventeenth century did not see the birth of the violin as an instrument, it
represented the beginning of an idiomatic repertoire for the instrument, which coincided with
further development of the violin technique. The birth of the European violin family took place
between the last few decades of the fifteenth century and the early decades of the sixteenth
century.1 The violin developed during the previous century from the lira da braccio, the rebec,
the Renaissance fiddle, and other instruments without frets distinguishing it from the viol family.
By the time the violin finally appeared, both the family of liras and the viola da gamba consort
were already co-existing and formed as a group of instruments. So it is no surprise that the first
instrumentalists to play the violin were most likely rebec players or viola da gamba players.
Nevertheless, due to its increasing popularity, the violin would replace rebecs or fiddles as the
main instrument for the soprano line by the middle of the seventeenth century.2
Liras appeared in six different sizes, from the lira de braccio to the lirone, but their
popularity faded around 1626 with the growing acceptance of the violin. One of the
characteristics of the liras was their flat bridge, which favored the use of chordal playing, and
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encouraged the use of open strings as drones. The number of strings was not standard, and the
lira could include from seven to twenty strings. In the case of the larger instruments, some of
them had movable frets made of gut. The lira da braccio3 was held on the left shoulder, like the
violin, but with the neck angled lower than the body of the instrument.4
The violin most likely adopted the tuning in fifths from the rebec, which allowed for a
much more consistent fingering technique. The rebec had a nasal tone because of its lack of
sound post. It had a flat bridge that facilitated chordal playing, although examples of bridges
with a slight curve made it possible to play individual strings. The rebec passed on to the violin
the manner of playing the instrument on the chest or neck and a fingerboard without frets. As
with the lira, the use of the rebec (especially in dances) started declining during the sixteenth
century as the violin family instruments overshadowed it.5
At the beginning of the sixteenth century, the Renaissance fiddle appeared as an
evolution of fiddles from different countries. It had five strings (one of which was a drone), was
fretted, and played on the chest. It was played with an overhand bow grip if the repertoire was of
some technical difficulty. The fiddle would have had a similar tonal sonority to the violin, as it
most likely had a sound post but with a different neck and fingerboard. While the fiddle with a
side drone could have evolved into the lira da braccio, the fiddle with no drones would
eventually become the viola da braccio and the violin. Early examples of those instruments
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appear in Martin Agricola’s Musica instrumentalis deudsch6 and Michael Praetorius Syntagma
musicum.7
The first members of the violin family appeared in Northern Italy around the 1520s in Brescia
and Cremona, particularly in the ateliers of Gasparo da Salo and Andrea Amati. They began
making what we now consider the “standard” model of the violin. Unfortunately, few examples
of unaltered violins from that time and up to the seventeenth century have survived to the
present.8
The sound and technique of those instruments which coexisted during the violin family’s
early decades probably influenced composers writing music specifically for the violin. However,
within the first decades of the seventeenth century, the violin would inspire composers and
players to develop a new and particular idiom for the instrument.
By the turn of the seventeenth century, there were three styles of music where the violin
could appear: a basic instrumental style, where the violin would play for dances; a second one
where the violin would double voices in vocal music – which would eventually die out as
composers writing vocal music started writing obbligato parts for the violin; and a third one,
purely instrumental, that would develop along with the violin technique throughout sonatas, the
first pure instrumental form per sonare, which came from the vocal canzona and the early
Renaissance chanson.9
There is consensus among scholars to link the beginnings of the violin to a much lower
social status than the viol. At first, servants usually played the violin, primarily for dance events,
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folk and peasant songs, and weddings. While viols would not have been the only instruments in
consorts, they were the preferred ones. Over time, the role of the violin changed along with a
change in Italian society’s taste, which developed to solo singing and, in particular, for the opera.
These changes would set the first steps for the birth of the orchestra.

B. Implications for Performance Practice

i. The Violin
The addition of slurs in baroque violin playing adds a new technical demand for the
player. If a violinist uses an instrument with a historical setup and a bow model of the
seventeenth century, even the most minor differences in the instrument’s set-up may affect how
one performs the slurs. Differences in the way we hold the violin, playing chin on or off, the
gauge of the strings, bass bar, neck of the instrument, the height, thickness, and model of the
bridge, all can considerably affect how our violin will respond when playing slurs. We should
also consider that historically informed players tend to have instruments with a set-up more in
concordance with the eighteenth-century standards (or even hybrid instruments which have not
fully transformed to a baroque setup), rather than the seventeenth century.
There have been long discussions among scholars and players about how performers held
the violin during the Baroque period. While probably the first players would have held the
instrument right under the collarbone,10 others would have placed it in different parts of the
torso, from the ribs to the shoulder. One of the first theorists to discuss the violin hold was
Philbert Jambe de Fer, who in 1556 wrote that Italians would call the violin violon da braccia as
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they would hold it on the arm, sometimes using a scarf, strings, or some other things.11 The
position and hold of the violin relate intrinsically to the weight one can add to the bow and,
consequently, to the tone and articulation of the playing. With a low violin position, the violinist
cannot change the sound quickly, resulting in equalized up and down-bow strokes.
One of the functions of the violinist of the seventeenth century was to accompany
dancers. Those players held the instrument low towards the armpit, in a position where the
down-bow would release the arm’s weight in a general free movement, creating a sensation of
uninhibitedness necessary for the dance music, as David Douglass states.12 As the violin hold
raised towards the shoulder by the end of the seventeenth century, the right arm raised as well.
Moreover, with the right arm higher, there is a more significant separation between the right
underarm and the torso, which creates a different added weight to the bow, and therefore, a
different sound quality.
The rise of the sonata and the concerto asked for greater technical demands and larger
dynamic range, which resulted in more experimentation on the instrument by Italian makers.
With the development of these new instrumental forms appeared the figure of the soloist, who
needed a more significant dynamic range. The instrument needed to sound louder and more
precise. Changes in the position and design of the bridge, and the thickness of the strings, would
help the player augment the range of sound.
Along with this discussion, one needs to add playing with chin on or off and how this
difference could affect the sound produced.13 While not discussed in my dissertation, there is a
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need for further research on this topic as it might considerably affect the use of the bow, and
therefore, the execution of slurs in violin playing.
There is no agreement among scholars, luthiers, and performers about which bridges
violinists used during the Baroque period. Few bridges from the time survived to today and
iconography is usually the preferred research method. We could assume there was probably
some difference in personal taste between players and violin makers in the bridge preferences,
which were not standardized. Nevertheless, the Stradivari bridge model, which has become
common among baroque players today, probably did not exist during the early stages of violin
history. The seventeenth-century bridge probably varied to such a degree that it is hard to
generalize its design, height, material, thickness, shape, and placement, which can cause essential
differences in sound on the violin.14 Changes in the shape and placement of the eyes and heart
(or circle) of the bridge would affect the tone color, the volume, and allowed a much more
precise response in articulation.

ii. Strings
David Boyden’s statements about early violin strings during the seventeenth century
remain the standard reference on the subject to the present day.15 However, recent research led
primarily by Mimmo Peruffo16 has been revelatory, helping us understand in a much more
precise way how makers produced strings during the Baroque period.17
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During the seventeenth century, the early diversification of violin schools most likely
developed different tastes in the violin sound quality. This diversity of preference could relate to
the bows used, the violin set up, and the choice of strings.18 Violin strings were presumably all
gut during the seventeenth century, even with the slow response of the G string. Although, at
some point during the last part of the century players started using a metal wound G string,
composers still avoided writing for this string because of its unresponsive quality. The strings
used in the violin family instruments were more substantial and thicker than those used for the
viol family. The taste of the particular player determined the thickness of the strings (Italians
tended to use thicker ones) as well as the particular pitch center in different cities and countries,
which would change the tension of a string.19 The balance between the tension and the gauge
intrinsically affected the articulation and bowing. For example, a violinist playing at a lower
pitch and with thicker strings would have to change the speed and weight on the bow when
playing slurs, as the strings’ response would be different depending on the number of notes
slurred.
For years there was a belief that violinists of the Baroque period would have used thinner
gut strings, producing a much more nasal sound. During the seventeenth century, violinists
played the treble lines along with different wind instruments such as sackbuts, cornetts, or
trombones. As some wind players had to tune their instruments at a’ = 460 or higher, it would be
normal to think that string players added thicker strings that readily resisted the higher pitches
used in mixed instrumental ensembles. The response of thicker strings would be much slower
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than thin ones, and the sound would be noisier, as they could require much more effort from the
bow arm to allow a regular vibration of the string.
Boyden states that string tension in the seventeenth and eighteenth-century violins was
lower than on their modern counterpart. However, Peruffo affirms this is not supported by any
evidence, except for constructional aspects of early instruments, such as a shorter and thinner
bass bar, and the angle between strings and bridge (greater than the one today). Nevertheless, the
idea of lower tension on strings during the Baroque period became so widespread that it grew
into a standard setup for violinists in the early music scene today.
Performers of string instruments have used gut for thousands of years. However, the
development, improvement, and innovation of these strings did not go through a gradual
transition over the centuries, but rather through abrupt technological discoveries to create them,
which even caused the disappearance of some musical instruments. There were four eras of
string evolution, starting with early Mediterranean civilizations, which used gut and silk to
produce strings. A first era up to the Middle Ages predominantly focused on the discovery of
materials (such as gut and silk) which could produce sound, while the second era, between the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, saw the birth of the first professional string makers. The third
era started in the second part of the sixteenth century by reducing the string length in bow
instruments and adding a new kind of bass string that allowed producers to make strings thinner.
During this time, the level of string making would arrive at its highest level.20 One of these
innovations was the use of overspun bass strings, using a gut core and a wire of silver or copper
and brass, which favored the emergence of the cello by the end of the seventeenth century. Still,
even with overspun bass strings, composers writing for violin continued avoiding the G string
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because of its unresponsive quality. Thus, as strings developed, we find only two kinds of strings
by the eighteenth century: the ones oiled all-gut for the higher registers and the ones overspun for
the lower registers. This duality created a much more difficult balance in timbre and dynamics
between both kinds of strings.
Another relevant change between old strings and the ones from today is the sacrifice of
elasticity in favor of resistance to tension. As a general idea, makers started abandoning the
elasticity of the strings, which eventually produced a higher quality sound. Because of this,
today’s strings are built to last longer, even if this causes a worse quality of the sound produced.
The most important document about string making before Bach was the treatise by Thomas
Mace.21 Until that time, players would have chosen strings from different locations based on the
thickness of each string: Roman strings for the thinnest strings, Venetian ones for the middle
range, and Lyons for the lowest. In general, maximum resistance for treble strings resulted in a
maximum elasticity for the medium register, and increased weight and elasticity for bass strings
resulted in a more powerful lower register. Along with Mace, Marin Mersenne was the only
author of the seventeenth century who wrote in detail about the gauge of the strings.22
One of the ways scholars have studied gut strings of the Baroque period is through
iconography. Starting in the late seventeenth century, in Italy, England and Germany, the violin
string setup included three plain gut strings on top and an overspun G string. However, this
statement is not always consistent: while Evaristo Baschenis paints bow instruments with
stringing all on plain gut around 1670, we can identify in Domenico Gabbiani23 paintings an
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overspun G-string. While iconography is an important (if not the only) source to the study of
seventeenth-century strings in violins, we always need to consider the limitation of the exactitude
of paintings.

iii. The Bow
Over the last fifty years, scholars involved in the historically informed movement have
classified different violin bows according to specific repertoire or periods. While violinists still
acknowledge Boyden’s monumental input as a reference for the early history, making, and
repertoire of the violin, part of his findings on early bows has become obsolete.24 Boyden stated
that the history of the bow is a neglected and challenging subject and mentions Henry SaintGeorge’s book The Bow (1909) as the best source he found at the moment of his research.
We can consider Robert Seletsky’s work on the pre-Tourte bow as definitive. He has done
extensive research on baroque bows from the seventeenth century, and even some of the original
bows he owns have been copied over the last few decades by some of the most well-regarded
bow makers in North America, such as David Hawthorne and Steven Marvin.25
Surviving bows from the seventeenth century are rarer than violins of the same period. It
was hardly more expensive to buy a new bow than to repair an old one during that time. As a
result, the extant information about bows in treatises of the time is scarce, and scholars again
utilize iconography.26
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Bows varied in lengths and shapes from maker to maker and from city to city. It is
difficult to generalize about bows from the beginning of the seventeenth century and very
difficult to date bows and makers prior to 1700. It was not until the mid-eighteenth century when
bow-making became an independent art. Boyden believes that the length of the bow differed
depending on its function, with probably shorter bows used when playing dances and longer ones
for solo instrumental music. Different variables on the construction of the bow would affect the
tone of the violin as well as the way violinists used it: different wood, length, and tension of bow
hair, balance point, attachment of the hair to the bow stick, or the degree of convexity of the
stick. The shortness of the bow also increased the sharpness of the articulation of the playing.
The bow developed quickly through the first few decades of the seventeenth century, due
in part to the new technical demands of the violin repertoire in Italy. This new bow evolved from
the old renaissance one, appearing for the first time around the 1630s with the particularity of a
pike head and a clip-in removable frog. This new bow lengthened between sixty to sixty-five
centimeters and was predominant among players throughout the seventeenth century until the
middle of the eighteenth century, when it coexisted with the first long “sonata” bows. These new
“sonata” bows, which probably started appearing around the 1720s, were longer and had a
different head, allowing the player to use different parts of the bow for different articulations,
while the short bow was used predominantly in the lower part. According to Boyden, the
development of the sonata form inspired Italian bow makers to produce longer bows capable of
creating more subtle strokes, with a more significant range of tone, dynamics, and expressive
differentiation.27
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One of the possible reasons for the perpetuation of the short bow during the last part of
the seventeenth century and the first few decades of the eighteenth century is the violinist and
composer Arcangelo Corelli. He was the most influential advocate in Italy for the use of a short
bow. His fame in Rome and abroad was such that anything he did, composed, played, or used
(short bow), was taken into consideration and matched by players throughout the different
musical centers of Europe. He was also a very influential violin teacher, and his students traveled
and taught in some of the most important cities of the continent. The publication of his Op. 5
violin sonatas in 1700 was reprinted more than forty times during the first part of the eighteenth
century, becoming an essential part of the basic repertoire for any violinist, amateur or
professional. It would not have been strange that players, trying to imitate the Corellian style,
kept using the short bow for much longer than the first decades of the eighteenth century. Apart
from Corelli, virtuoso Pietro Locatelli used a short bow when he moved to Rome around 1711.
Although it is not clear if he studied for a short period with Corelli, he worked with Giuseppe
Valentini and Antonio Montanari. At least in Rome, it seems that the short bow continued in use
because of Corelli’s tradition, which continued among his students. However, we should not
assume that everyone in Italy or any other European city or court used the same kind of bow.
Violinists replaced bows quickly rather than repairing them, and it would not be strange to see
members of the same orchestra use different kinds of bows, especially around the middle of the
eighteenth century. Nonetheless, during the first half of the eighteenth century, long bows (any
bow longer than sixty-six centimeters) were uncommon among most violinists and were used
only by specific violinists, such as Giuseppe Tartini or Francesco Maria Veracini.
During the early seventeenth century, there were two ways of holding the bow: while
French players used a “thumb-under-hair” grip, Italians would favor the “thumb-between-hair-
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and-stick” (also called “Italian grip” or “modern grip”), which offered a greater subtlety and
nuance for the sonata player.28 On the other hand, the French grip allowed the player to vary the
tension by exerting different amounts of pressure on the hair, emphasizing the articulated rhythm
needed for the French dance repertoire. The French grip quickly spread to other parts of Europe
and England. In the second half of the sixteenth century, violinists would probably have used the
French grip, as some were also viol players. Nevertheless, during the first part of the seventeenth
century, as composers started writing idiomatic music for the violin, some violinists started
placing the thumb alongside the stick, facilitating more significant nuances in phrasing.
However, it would not have been strange for violinists to change the bow grip depending on the
type of music they were playing. French violinists would have kept the French grip during the
Jean-Baptiste Lully years, but during the first few decades of the eighteenth century, the French
grip would become obsolete soon after 1720, with the new French violin school and longer bows
with a screw frog.
Despite the different styles of holding the bow, it is clear that the short pike-head bow
was in use in Italy throughout the whole seventeenth century. The playability characteristics of
this style of bow assume relevant importance for this thesis, and in particular for the performance
of slurs in the violin repertoire. Any considerations that appear through my thesis have the violin
bow as reference.
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CHAPTER 2
TREATISES

To understand the use of seventeenth-century violin slurs, one should first study its
primary sources, from the specific repertoire for violin to the relevant treatises of the time.
However, two main issues one faces are first, a lack of a consistent and updated catalog of this
violin repertoire, and second, the scarcity of detailed information on violin technique of the time,
as no treatises appear for professional violin players until the end of the Baroque period.
The “Rule of the Down-Bow” was known during the sixteenth century and developed during the
seventeenth century.29 Yet, it is not known when it started, and there are no records of using the
specific term in any literature of the early seventeenth century. Playing with more substantial
stress on a down-bow must have appeared from the early stages of violin playing, first in dance
music and later during the seventeenth century, to organize the musical ideas. Georg Muffatt is
probably the primary source to describe Lully’s bowing style and the Rule of the Down-Bow in
his text of Florilegium Secundum (1698).
We consider Muffatt’s writings as a reference for French bowing rules and one of the
only written sources of performance practice for professional violinists of the time. Today’s
performers and scholars conceive the Rule of the Down-Bow as a French technique, although
Italian viol players were already using it one hundred years before. Later in the eighteenth
century, and with the publication of much-advanced violin treatises, violinists stopped using
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these series of bow indications, usually associated with dance music, as a much more rational
bowing style interfered with a new expressive discipline of bowing.30
Two of the most significant secondary sources of seventeenth-century violin repertoire
and technique, David Boyden’s History of Violin Playing and Willi Apel’s Italian Violin Music
of the Seventeenth Century,31 were written in 1965 and 1983. Although strictly limited to slurs,
the Appendix of my dissertation will be an updated catalog of Italian violin works, based on the
lists of works mentioned in both Boyden and Apel. Constance Frei’s contribution to articulations
and slurs represents one of the most important recent additions to this field, establishing the
history of the violin bow technique based on analyzing the different performance practices found
in Italian music sources of the seventeenth century.32 Frei acknowledges her debt to Boyden’s
work and accepts that so many aspects of violin technique lack evidence and proper research.
She acknowledges her worries about upcoming generations of historically informed players who
may lose interest in discovery and research from the first generation of performers. In her book,
Frei also differentiates among the “rules” of the violin technique extracted from treatises of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and relates rhetoric with the different violin articulation,
dynamics, tempo, and ornamentation.
Some of the first violinists were probably viol players who used viola da gamba bowings
and techniques when playing the violin.33 While the sixteenth century was a time for
experimentation on the construction and development of the violin and the bow, the seventeenth
century was the time to experiment with the repertoire. Violin players developed new bowing
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techniques as a result of to the violin’s association with the new musical genres such as the
sonata and the concerto. During the seventeenth century, bowing techniques began to appear,
among them, the increased use of slurs. Other advanced bow techniques, such as double and
triple stops, col legno, sul ponticello, tremolo, sul tastiero, or pizzicato, appeared as well.
However, most composers would not add these later effects, and they would become more
specific for programmatic purposes than for frequent use in the seventeenth-century repertoire.
Well-known violinists of the time, who had principal positions in the courts, were usually
not regarded as teachers. They could occasionally teach other orchestra members or upcoming
new young players, but their time and primary income would come from their salaries as players
at the court, infrequent concerts in other venues in the city, or when publishing their music.34 The
violin was commonly used to accompany dances and not yet as prestigious as the viol or the
harpsichord. Therefore, there was no actual demand during the seventeenth century for violin
treatises, neither for amateurs nor for advanced students. On a few occasions, leading violinists
at the court would teach members of the royalty or aristocracy. However, they would not divulge
some of the teachings, such as bowing concepts, as it was regarded as a “trade secret” among
their high-class students. Consequently, the most advanced violin technique did not survive as
there was no contemporaneous documentation of it.35
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A. On Bowing and Slurring

One of the primary purposes of the violin in its early beginnings was to accompany
dances. Due to this social and musical status and the fact that so many violinists were also viol
players, the most relevant treatises were not for violin. It is not until 1620, with the treatise of
Francesco Rognoni, when we find a few references on advanced instruction of playing the violin.
Early in the century, the basic violin bowing was alternating bow strokes based on the
initial number of notes per measure. The reason for choosing to play one note per bow is not
apparent. It could be because of its simplicity, because of the low tension of the strings that
would produce a more precise response with just one note per bow, or because of the bow’s
length. However, it is impossible to think that players would not have added slurs, even though
the printed sources did not include them at first. According to convention, violinists would have
played only separate notes, mainly as the violin and its repertoire were closely associated with
fast passages of diminutions. Agostino Agazzari states that “the violin requires beautiful
passaggi, distinct and long, with playful figures and little echoes and imitations repeated in
several places, expressive accenti, arcate mute, gruppi, trills, etc.”36 One of the cases where a
player could add slurs would be in echoes and repeated imitations, especially to distinguish these
sections from fast passaggi. Agazzari probably refers to slurs when he mentions arcate mute, as
those notes within a slur lacked articulation (consonants) and produced a muted sound. With this
example, we already find an early connection between violin playing and the use of slurs.
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According to Luigi Rovighi, arcate mute could also refer to long notes without ornamentation,
similar to the muted cornetto.37
For almost one hundred years, manuals of diminutions (diminutioni or passaggi)
appeared around Italy, from Sylvestro di Ganassi’s work in 1535 to Francesco Rognoni’s work
in 1620. These treatises, usually written for singers and wind instruments but with few references
to string players, were intended to teach how to add diminutions to music. They were usually
divided between instructional advice, tables of diminutions based on intervals and cadences, and
different solo pieces (sometimes in the form of ricercars or popular tunes of the period).38
Unfortunately, they give few examples of articulation and phrasing, nor did they provide much
information about slurs. Most of these treatises asked for separate notes when adding the
diminutions, but by the latest publication of these kinds of treatises in the 1620s, we notice a new
tendency to add slurs by looking for a much more expressive way of ornamenting, playing, and
singing. As it was expected for the violinist to add diminutions while playing, we can imagine
this could apply to the addition of slurs extempore, as it was a tendency in the latter treatises. The
second decade of the seventeenth century represented a decrease in popularity of diminution
treatises, simultaneously, around the same time as the first important violin compositions appear.
The following table shows some of the most significant treatises or documents of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries presenting specific instruction on the art of diminutions:
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Table 2.1. List of Treatises
Sylvestro di Ganassi
Diego Ortiz
Camillo Maffei

1535
1542
1553
1562

Girolamo dalla Casa
Giovanni Bassano
Lodovico Zacconi
Riccardo Rognoni
Giovanni Luca Conforti
Giovanni Battista Bovicelli
Girolamo Diruta
Aurelio Virgiliano
Luigi Zenobi
Scipione Cerreto
Giulio Caccini
Antonio Brunelli
Francesco Rognoni Taeggio
Giovanni Battista Spadi
Gasparo Zannetti
Bartolomeo Bismantova

1584
1585
1592
1592
1593
1594
1597
1600
1600
1601
1602
1614
1620
1624
1645
1677

Opera intitulata Fontegara
Regola Rubertina
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From the early Seventeenth Century, we find examples of theorists referring to slurs on
bowed instruments. Scipione Cerreto, an influential Neapolitan theorist, suggested in one of his
works from 1601 that in viol music, two, three, and four notes may be slurred under one bow
stroke: “in una arcata.”39 It is not clear with his statement if “in una arcata” refers to the modern
term of slur (without stopping the bow when changing the notes) or the concept of portato which
suggests including more than two notes.40 Cerreto also explains that [on the viola da gamba]
diminutions should start down-bow (sempre deve cominciare la sua arcata, que el Braccio
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destro vada verso fuora dello Strumento) when the number of notes is even, and up-bow when
the number of notes is odd.41
Frederick Neumann believes that string players used slurs before keyboardists, citing an
example of Samuel Scheidt’s variations on “Wehe, Windgen, wehe” (Tabulatura nova, 1624), as
“four notes under a slur as ‘Imitatio violistica,’”42 seeming to indicate a smooth connection
between notes. According to Neumann, the specific signs for slurs were late in emerging and
slow in gaining acceptance. The first symbol to appear, around 1600, was the arch-shaped design
for the tie and, shortly after that, the slur.43 Again, it is unclear if these slurs would refer to a
smooth connection between two or more notes in one bow direction or the use of portato.
Boyden agrees with Neumann that slurs were already in use in the early seventeenth century and
increased during the century, especially in more challenging music.44
Throughout the seventeenth century, slurs began to occur more frequently in the violin
repertoire, whether the composer notated them or implied them. Slurs could occur because of
tempo or due to ternary meters: to ensure that the stress of the measure or the strong beat would
end up on a down-bow, the player could add slurs to follow the Rule of the Down-Bow.
According to Boyden, in music containing slurred groups of notes, one should follow the
principles of this rule.45
One of the most significant first sources about bow technique was Sylvestro di Ganassi’s
work Regola Rubertina,46 a two-volume treatise that discusses, among other things, rules of
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articulation, bowing, fingering, improvisation, and expressiveness. Ganassi addressed Regola to
the viol players, and he was probably the first to establish a “discipline of bowing,” organizing
bowings between down and up strokes and adding the use of portato. In order to indicate a downbow, Ganassi added a dot on the note. While he did not mention slurs in his treatise, when two or
more dots appeared in a row, it indicated that the violinist should play several notes under the
same bow direction. Ganassi also discussed the change of tone in order to express different
characters of the music (“harsher sound” going to the bridge or away from it to match a “sad
text”).47
Diego Ortiz’s two books of Trattado de Glosas represent the first printed treatise for bow
instruments (viol and violón) in the art of ornamenting.48 Ortiz was a Spanish viol player who
moved to Naples previously to publish Trattado in Rome. Although no slurs and bowings appear
in the treatise, he is the first to mention the concept of playing legato.
Camillo Maffei’s Delle lettere is a teaching example of rules expected from a singer in
the second half of the sixteenth century.49 Maffei, also a doctor, addressed this letter to the count
of Altavilla, Giovanni di Cappa, which included several physiological and musical rules for the
voice. Although the violinist could apply some of Maffei’s teaching to the playing, there are no
references to slurs in the letter.
During the last two decades of the sixteenth century, publications of diminution treatises
blossomed in Venice. By that time, there was already a tradition of improvised ornamentation
among singers and instrumentalists. As diminutions were granted in any performance, treatises
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started adding more elaborate embellishments to show the virtuosity of the individual to the
detriment of the music.
In 1584 Girolamo Dalla Casa, cornetist and Capo de Concerti delli Stromenti di fatto in
San Marco (Venice), published a two-volume treatise on the art of diminutions, with particular
attention to cornetto players.50 While there are no slurs in the treatise, it is worth noting his
tremoli gropizzati, where two sixteenth notes of the same pitch appear before two thirty-second
notes, the first time this happens in printed music (see Figure 2.1). As these notes appear
connected to the term tremolo, it might imply an almost portato bow, while for the cornetto
player, it would represent some change of tongue articulation.51

Figure 2.1 G. Dalla Casa. Il vero modo di diminuir, Libro Primo, 5 (Venice: Appresso A. Gardano, 1584)
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Dalla Casa mentions that using lingua riversa (a kind of tonguing for the wind players
reversing the tongue on the palate) could be challenging to control, so one should avoid slurring
notes together (lingua morta), and play each note separately.52 Of particular interest is the second
volume of Il Vero Modo di Diminuir, as Dalla Casa becomes the first composer to write
diminutions on chansons and madrigals to players of the viola bastarda, a style of bass viol
virtuoso playing at the turn of the century. Francesco Rognoni would also refer to the viola
bastarda in his treatise on diminutions from 1620.
One year after Dalla Casa, Giovanni Bassano published a new treatise for voice and
instruments.53 Among all his works, Bassano wrote his Ricercate as a guide for wind or string
instruments (viola) to practice diminutions. Nevertheless, as in Dalla Casa’s treatise, he did not
include slurs in the publication. Bassano spent almost all his life with connections to San Marco
in Venice, where he probably joined the boy choir as a teenager, after some years playing the
cornetto with the pifferi del doge. By the time he published his treatise of diminutions in 1585,
he was a voice teacher at the Basilica, and from 1601, he replaced Dalla Casa, probably his
teacher, as the head of the instrumental ensemble.54
The earlier Venetian ensembles were mainly brass groups (piffari) that played in public
spaces and during important municipal and religious events. After Gioseffo Zarlino became
maestro di capella in 1565, San Marco officials tried to establish the first orchestra in the
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cathedral. According to Eleanor Selfridge-Field, the hope to create an orchestra may have been
the reason why they hired Girolamo Dalla Casa in 1568 to lead concerts at the Basilica.
Although the violin was gaining popularity in Venice, it was not until 1617, when violinist
Francesco Bonfante took the position as maestro de’ concerti, that a violinist received this title
instead of a wind player. Bonfante succeeded Bassano as the orchestra’s leader and reorganized
the orchestra, having a more balanced ratio between winds, brass, and strings. Until the end of
Bassano’s life, performers were freelancers, but with Claudio Monteverdi’s appointment as
maestro di capella the orchestra (with the addition of violins) became more stable in its size.55 It
would not be strange to think that the increasing popularity of the violin in northern Italy, as well
as the growth of Venetian violin publications during the same time, had something to do with the
changes of the leading instrumental positions in San Marco.
Riccardo Rognoni’s work appeared in 1592, almost thirty years before his son Francesco
Rognoni’s treatise.56 Compared to all other manuals about diminutions, the publications of
Riccardo and Francesco Rognoni are of particular interest to me, as both Rognonis were wellknown violinists. In their work, they instructed about bowing, as well as new aspects of
performing diminutions. For both of them, the beginnings of measures or strong beats should
start with a heavier bow attack. In the case of the violin family (viola da braccio), these stronger
beats would be down-bows, while for viol players, the strong bow would be the up-bows.
However, Riccardo contradicts himself in his remarks on the need to start the music with a
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down-bow when addressing the differences between viols and violas da braccio, starting down
(tirare) or up (pontare). Francesco, in 1620, would contradict himself as well.
Riccardo states the player should retake the bow when finding quarter notes in the middle
of eighth note groups or vice versa. He suggests the players take two up-bows on those measures
with an odd number of notes (following Ganassi’s statement on the number of notes per
measure). Although two up-bow notes do not represent a slur, this is one of the first times in
literature where the idea of two notes in the same bow direction appears. As well as Ortiz,
Riccardo casually mentions the concept of legato bowing. Despite that, it will not be until the
publication of the treatise of his son Francesco when slurs appear in performing manuals, a
reflection of a practice that started in the first decades of the seventeenth century.
Just before the turn of the century, Lodovico Zaconni57 and Giovanni Luca Conforti58
published new treatises for amateur singers and students in the art of adding diminutions.
Conforti’s work was concise but more practical, probably in part as he was one of the most
relevant singers of his time, known for his use of embellishments, and a member of the choir of
the Sistine Chapel. Even if he intended the treatise for singers, he acknowledges that his method
can be helpful for those who play viola (viola da braccio) and other wind instruments. Conforti
was probably among the first to explain the concept of vocal tremolo (later copied by violinists)
and the use of groppi (trills) and trilli (repeated notes of the same pitch, sometimes with a
termination). These trilli or vocal tremolo would be indicated with a 3, doubling the number of
notes under where they appear. Despite the limitations of movable type printing, Conforti was
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explicit about the notes’ beaming, probably showcasing how he wanted the singer to phrase the
diminutions. Although there are no slurs in Conforti’s treatise, it represents a step forward from
the previous treatises, as it introduces expressive connotations.
Giovanni Battista Bovicelli’s treatise59 appeared one year after Conforti’s publication.
Among Maffei, Conforti, and Bovicelli, the latter’s publication was the lengthiest teaching
treatise for singers before 1600. Bovicelli was a singer of church music who held positions in
Assisi, Rome, and Milan. Although the Duke of Mantua, Guglielmo Gonzaga, requested his
services, it seems Bovicelli never worked there. Bovicelli explains the placement of the syllables
along with the notes. He is also careful about when the performer should add embellishments so
as to not alter the melodic line. Although he does not discuss slurs, a slur appears once when
showing an example of a Groppetto raffrenato, a modern trill that, after the termination of thirtysecond notes, “slows down” with an eighth note (Figure 2.2). It is not clear if violinists should
apply this slur when adding groppi with terminations to the last part of the ornament.

Figure 2.2 G.B. Bovicelli. Regole, passaggi di musica, Avertimenti, 12 (Venice: Giacomo Vincenti, 1594)
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In 1593, Girolamo Diruta wrote the first organ treatise, Il Transilvano, most likely
instigated by Claudio Merulo, his teacher in Venice. He divided the work into two parts, the first
including toccatas and the second with ricercars of well-known composers. While the
instructions of Il Transilvano bring some examples of performance practice of the time which
could benefit string players, Diruta does not make any reference to slurs.
Aurelio Virgiliano wrote Il Dolcimelo in 1600, dividing it in three parts. Unfortunately,
the manuscript copy that has survived to today is not in excellent condition, and the third part is
missing. While the first part explains rules and examples of diminutions, the second part presents
different ricercars, with some intended instrumentation for each one. Virgiliano wrote several of
those pieces for the violin. However, none of these ornamented examples of ricercars contain any
slurs.
Along with the letter from Maffei, there is another important document in the form of a
letter that addresses what one should expect from the perfect singer, composer or instrumentalist,
in the turning point between the Renaissance and Baroque periods. Luigi Zenobi wrote this letter
around 1600, probably addressing it to a duke or prince in Italy. Zenobi was a virtuoso cornetto
player who lived and worked in Vienna, Ferrara, and Naples, and he was familiar with Caccini
and Zacconi’s writings. Except for this letter, there are no records of any of his compositions or
other works.
Although Zenobi does not refer to slurs, he indicates that a good singer should ondeggiar
(undulating movement) the voice. He also describes that the singer should sing the piece without
any passaggi, but only with small graces, trills, tremolos, esclamatione, and ondeggamiento. He
never explains the meaning of ondeggiare or ondeggiamento, which could refer to some wavy
execution of the voice. Bonnie J. Blackburn suggests that the term could refer to a messa di voce,
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a kind of free crescendo or diminuendo in a specific note or melodic passage, or even a dynamic
alternation between notes.60 Boyden affirms that the term ondeggiando or ondulé usually appears
as a wavy line under a slur, which could relate to the wavy motion of the bow arm crossing two
strings back and forth in one movement of the bow.61 This undulated line appears in different
examples of slurred tremolo, although in this case refers to repeated legato notes in the same bow
direction. Boyden also indicates that the “wavy” motion of the right arm could happen when
playing arpeggios from broken chords, slurred, or separated. We find another example of the
term ondeggiando again in Giuseppe Torelli’s Op. 8. With Blackburn’s definition of
ondeggiando referring to singers undulating the volume of the voice, and Boyden description of
a wavy movement of the right arm, the term ondeggiando does not seem to have a conclusive
definition.

Figure 2.3 G. Torelli. Concerto Cinque, Op. 8 (Bologna: Marino Silvani, 1709)

When referring to string instrumentalists, Zenobi writes:
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The stringed instrumentalists, such as viola da gamba players and violinists, need to
know perfectly the arcata, the good sound of the instrument, the variety of emotions, the
richness and exquisiteness of their own passaggi and tremolo, the striscio, and in the ease
and confidence of their lirare.62
The terms arcata, striscio, and lirare appear in reference to string instruments. According
to Blackburn, while arcata generally refers to bowings, lirare must have a relation to double or
triple stops connected to the lirone. However, lirare could also refer to ligate or lireggiare. In
1619, Gabriel Sponga indicated in his Sonata a tre several tremolos slurred and passages
indicating ligate.63 Nevertheless, lirare might refer to the same bow indicated by Francesco
Rognoni as lireggiare affettuoso, where the player would slur several notes under one bow with
slight pressure in each note. From the examples above, it seems the terms lirare, ligate, or
lireggiare were already of everyday use during the first two decades of the seventeenth century
and related to slurs or other violin bow techniques. In the quote above, Zenobi also adds the
word striscio, when he talks about playing legato. As striscio appears right before lirare, he
probably alludes to the fact that the violinist could play both ways: with a sustained and
connected sound (striscio) or with a small amount of pressure and weight by each note, as it
could be the case of lirare (or Rognoni’s lireggiareo affettuoso). Finally, Zenobi mentions delle
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corde varietà, which does not refer to the violin’s strings but rather to the different emotions or
affects, implying that a good violinist could express several emotions with the instrument.
Antonio Brunelli was a teacher and organist in Pisa for almost all his life, and he
represents the style of music-making in Florence. He wrote his Varii esercitii not just for voice,
but for “cornettos, flutes, recorders, violin, violins, and similar instruments.” Although Brunelli
does not indicate the use of slurs, he suggests that once the performer encounters four eighth
notes in a cadence, instead of playing them as they appear, it would be better to play them as a
dotted eighth note and sixteenth note (which probably would have been performed as an overdotted rhythm). He adds that it could be a better practice to perform these notes with a Lombard
rhythm (sixteenth note and eighth note), and in this case, slurring them by pair of notes.
Giulio Caccini’s Preface of Le nuove musiche does not discuss the use of slurs in his few
references to instrumentalists and string players. However, as shown in the example below, a few
ties appear in monoblocs (two-piece arch) when referring to Lombard rhythms, which Brunelli
and Francesco Rognoni also used.

Figure 2.4 G. Caccini. Le nuove musiche, Preface (Firenze: Appresso Marescotti, 1602)
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By the time Francesco Rognoni published his treatise, ornamenting music using
diminutions was already a fully developed practice among players, and the addition of slurs in
violin music was common in printed works, even if composers used slurs as a special effect.
Francesco wrote a now-lost violin method titled Aggiunta del Scolaro, before writing Selva di
Varii Passaggi. It could be possible that these two works embody a realization of his work at the
Milanese court, which involved teaching wind and string instrumentalists. Selva represents one
of the last treatises of diminutions, as the style of improvising passaggi showed symptoms of a
decline by the end of the sixteenth century when singers started adding a much more expressive
style into the improvised divisions. Rognoni’s perspective is relevant to comprehend how the
improvisation and performance diminutions developed into the new stilo moderno flourishing in
Venice. As a virtuoso violin player, Francesco’s indications in the second book of Selva become
one of the most important documents on the violin technique of the first half of the seventeenth
century. His articulation examples for wind instruments, similar to Bassano and Dalla Casa, are a
unique comparison between wind and string instrument techniques.
At the beginning of the Parte Seconda, Rognoni describes bowed instruments, such as
the viola da gamba, the lira da gamba, the viola bastarda, and the viola da brazzo (violin), which
he discusses further. Because of its flat bridge, which allows the player to touch several strings
simultaneously, Rognoni states the lira da gamba is the most “harmonious instrument,” which
can reflect sadness and sorrow, and the performer of this instrument can make all the slurs
possible. Rognoni also believes that the lira da brazzo, smaller than the lirone and played under
the collarbone, “has all the slurs that one can need,” and both liras da brazzo and gamba should
play the lireggiare (slurs) the same way as the viol would play them. He finally adds that by
playing with a “long bow” (using the whole bow), one could slur much better on this instrument.
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Although some of Rognoni’s opinions are not clear, it is noteworthy that almost the entire
section that he dedicated to these instruments has some relation to slurs.
Francesco Rognoni starts his treatise with an Avvertimenti all Benigni Lettori (remarks to
the kind readers). In these remarks, he explains how the player should perform accenti, tremolo,
esclamationi, trillo, and groppi. Except for the gruppo, all these ornaments use slurs, which he
refers to as lireggiare and archeggiare. Filippo Lomazzo published this edition in Milan 1620,
and it is of particular interest to note how he used different kinds of designs for the slurs:
medium size, small and telescopic accolades, and long telescopic slurs. We see these designs as
well in other publishers from the same time in Venice.64

Figure 2.5 F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Parte Prima, I (Milano: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)
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In Modo di portar la voce (“carrying the voice”), Rognoni indicates the slur should start
softly and “with grace,” gradually making it louder and finishing it with a trill over the quarter
note. In the first line of Figure 2.5, the publisher used a medium-size slur above the notes.
“Carrying the voice” probably represents more of a dynamic suggestion than a melodic one.
From the point of view of a violinist, the player should add a slight crescendo.
In the second line of Figure 2.5, Rognoni notices that the real accenti are descending,
although one could play them both ascending and descending. Lomazzo changes the slur’s
design (medium one) in the last two examples, and he uses what seems a rotated “L” at the end
of long telescopic slurs. One should assume that the accenti, same as in modo di portar la voce,
should start with a soft sound that would increase with the sound volume.
Rognoni is not clear about the differences between trillo and tremolo, although he
specifies the differences between tremolo with one finger or two fingers. Both terms could apply
to what we understand as “vibrato.” As the terminology of these ornaments was interchangeable
during the sixteenth century and spread through vocal tradition, each composer would interpret
something different when referring to them. It adds more confusion when we compare this
terminology to “modern” violin technique:
•

vibrato (regular shake of the left hand, wrist, and forearm)

•

trill (fast repetition of the written note with the note above)

•

tremolo (repeated short notes of the same pitch with separate bowings)
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The violinist could also play a tremolo with a regular slight variation of sound and pitch
based on bow hair pressure done with the thumb under the hair, the fingers over the bow stick, or
even a combination of both.65
Francesco Rognoni considers tremolo to be the same pitch repeated under a slur within
two different rhythms (Del Tremolo in duoi modi). However, this slur represents a portato for a
violinist, with a slight stop of each note’s bow to mark the rhythmic difference. For the edition of
the treatise, the publisher used both telescopic slurs and accolades.66
When Rognoni refers to groppo, he specifies that the player should add them at the
penultimate note of any cadence, with separate bowings and if sang, with the vowel “a.”
Riccardo and Francesco Rognoni refer to both the viola da gamba and the viola da braccio when
addressing slurs in string instruments. Both author’s differentiate between the stressed bowing
(tirare) for the violin (down-bow) and the stressed one for the viol (pontare), which would be an
up-bow. Francesco uses the “T” and “P” to indicate each bow direction and asserts that this kind
of legato bowing (with slurs) can apply to any string instrument. Interestingly, Rognoni clarifies
these simple bowing indications with examples full of slurs, which imply that the use of slurs
was already in use at that time and that slurs were part of the general writing for string
instruments. It seems that for the viola da gamba and da braccio, tirare refers to a down-bow
(giu) and pontare as an up-bow (su). The only exception is when Riccardo refers to long bow
diminutions when both bowings mean the opposite for the viola da gamba. Francesco also
suggests that the violinist should aim for more fluidity in their playing and indicates that slurring
can be an option on divisions - with as many as twelve notes in one slur - which would help the
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sound’s smoothness, given the sometimes “crude and harsh” instrument itself.67 Both Riccardo
and Francesco indicate to slur gropetti when it suits and that slurs should be interrupted when the
note value changes.
In his remarks, Rognoni advises singers and instrumentalists to be quite careful when
adding diminutions. If the written word expresses pain, anxiety, sorrow, and torment, the singer
or instrumentalist should add gratie, accenti, and esclamationi rather than diminutions. During
the first decades of the seventeenth century, slurs related to a special effect, and even if Riccardo
and later Francesco would have been technically more advanced than other violinists, the
recurrent presence of more slurs in violin music might suggest that slurs were already a
procedure in violin works of the time, even if not appearing in the printed page.
Rognoni implies the violinist should change the sound production within the slur.
According to him, the player should add a crescendo when performing an accento, and a
decrescendo on the long initial note of an esclamationi, followed by a crescendo on the following
note(s) after the dot. Examples of modo di portar la voce, and accenti appear in the below two
examples:

Figure 2.6 (a) F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Parte Prima, 1 (Milano: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)
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[3].
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Figure 2.6 (b) F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Parte Prima, 2 (Milano: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)

He states that wind players should tongue or slur cadential trills (groppi). Although it was
commonplace to slur the tremolo, singers would articulate groppi using the same technique they
applied with diminutions. However, in the Seconda Parte of Selva, we notice a new style of
performing, where wind (and consequently string) players would slur the groppi, which would
eventually become the eighteenth-century cadential trill.

Figure 2.7 F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Parte Seconda, 5 (Milano: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)
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Rognoni explains that lireggiare (slurs) refers to playing two, three, and even up to
twelve notes, in one bow stroke (Figure 2.8). He advises practicing them slowly, using specific
pressure in the right hand wrist, and suggests a change in the bow speed and dynamics. For
Rognoni, one should play slurs with a slow bow and slightly more pressure compared to playing
separate notes. With this indication, a violinist playing slurs should modify the sound when
playing slurred passages. Rognoni adds another kind of slur that he calls lireggiare affettuoso,
where the bow arm’s wrist must beat each note (affetti), for it is a bowed tremolo with the only
difference that it appears on same or different pitch notes. Every time affetti appears in the
music, as in Figure 2.7, one should perform it as lireggiare affettuoso. Thus, when affetti
appears, the player should slur those notes, and with changes of pressure on the wrist (almost
jumping), beat each note.

Figure 2.8 F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Parte Seconda, [4] (Milano: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)
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We do not know how many of these bow techniques were part of standard violin playing
of the time, although affetti passages appear throughout the seventeenth-century literature. Both
Riccardo and Francesco assert that slurring was an option when playing diminutions, and within
the three decades between both treatises, slurring gained importance in violin playing, especially
as a technical medium for expressive passages with a specific affect. Francesco indicates that the
violinist should add slurs in groppetti as he pleases and that one should interrupt slurring when
the value of notes changes (for longer or shorter length).
Francesco Rognoni represents the most crucial source of slurs for string players during
the early seventeenth century. He adds the most significant number of slurs in his treatise and
explains how to interpret them. We can see the use of some of these slurs over different wellknown works of the time, which he adds in the treatise, such as Io son ferito and Vestiva i colli
(Figures 2.9 and 2.10). He suggests the performer increases the sound when adding in modo de
portar la voce, and the accenti. Moreover, in the case of esclamationi, the violinist should
decrease the sound. At least in these three cases, a slur implies a change of volume of sound.
Rognoni also discusses adding slight changes of pressure of the bow when adding lireggiare
(slurs) and advises the violinist to add slurs in diminutions to smooth the sound of the “crude and
harsh” violin. Thus, adding slurs might imply a different approach of the violinist to those
specific slurred notes, from changes of pressure to change of bow speed and, therefore, a color
difference to make the passage smooth and add fluidity to the sound. When Riccardo and
Francesco suggest adding slurs in diminutions and ornaments to add expression to the passage
and change the character, one should also apply these suggestions to those passages with affetti.
The addition of slurs even during the first few decades of the seventeenth century could have
been standard among players and imply changes in dynamics, colors, and expression.
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Figure 2.9 F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Parte Seconda, Io son ferito, 55
(Milano: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)

Figure 2.10 F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Parte Seconda, Vestiva i colli, 60
(Milano: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)

By the time Francesco Rognoni published his treatise, composers had started writing
diminution figures (passaggi) in their works, in some cases, with slurs. When Rognoni indicates
how to shape the voice by adding a portar la voce, accenti, or esclamationi, these ornaments
always appear with slurs. Thus there is a relationship between inflections of the sound and slurs,
and we should interpret slurs accordingly, rather than just some notes under a specific bow
direction or written down vocal ornament. In the early stages of violin literature, slurs were
scarce, and players considered them as ornaments. However, slurs were probably considered
ornaments because of the inflections on sound and volume (addressed initially to singers) rather
than their scarcity or change of articulation.
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Milanese violinist Gasparo Zannetti wrote what might be the only seventeenth-century
specifically violin treatise that has survived today. Il Scolaro, published in 1645, consists of
violin (and other string instruments) dances to learn how to play the violin. Zannetti adds to each
dance an intabulation similar to those that appear in plucked instruments’ treatises. Even if Il
Scolaro is a specific treatise for violin, there are almost no indications of playing the instrument,
apart from the fingerings on those intabulations. The only specific references to the bow
technique are the addition of “P” (up-bow) and “T” (down-bow),68 similar to Francesco
Rognoni’s treatise. As both Rognoni and Zannetti published their works in Milan, we could
assume that the use of “P” and “T” to indicate bowings were common during the first part of the
seventeenth century. There are no indications regarding slurs; the only example is a series of
monoblocs (two-piece slurs) in La Montagnura. However, these signs do not indicate a slur but
probably some triplet sign in the music.

Figure 2.11 G. Zannetti. Il Scolaro, La Montagnura (Milan: Carlo Camagno, 1645)

Bartolomeo Bismantova was a cornetto player with links to the Este court and the Ferrara
Cathedral. He wrote his treatise Compendio musicale in 1677, but it was never published,
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“P” refers to the French term poussez (push) and “T” to tirez (pull).
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probably because of the death of his patron. Bismantova, similar to others, adds dots under or
above the notes when referring to a down or up-bow, respectively. With these dots, he indicates
slurs, depending on the number of notes per measure, specifying that in those measures with the
slurs, the violinist should divide the measure into two long slurs, each half measure.

Figure 2.12 B. Bismantova. Compendio musicale, 113 (manuscript, 1677)

We notice in the first slur of the example above how the four dots indicate a down-bow,
while in the second slur, all the dots above the five sixteenth notes indicate an up-bow. However,
the dotted eighth note “A” is down-bow instead of up-bow. The only explanation could be that
he previously stated that any note with a dot underneath should always be down-bow. Also, in
the third measure and following his rule of slurring by half measure, Bismantova expects the
violinist to play two consecutive slurs down-bow. All this brings several aspects to consider: 1)
how detached the violinist should play those slurs; 2) the expressive connotations of the slurs in
this example, as the first slur has the same notes as the ones in the third measure, but they sound
very different because of the articulation; and 3) it seems that in a 4/4 time signature, the violinist
could never play slurs of pairs of notes in different bow directions, but could do it in a 2/4. While
this bowing would probably make more sense in a cut-time signature, such as 2/2, it is interesting
that he expects this bowing per measure while discussing slurs, indicating some variation to the
Rule of the Down-Bow.
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Bismantova also states that to play the violin correctly, one should consider using longer
bowings, loud and soft, sweet and cantabile. Nevertheless, probably the most relevant
performance practice indication for violinists in the whole treatise appears when Bismantova
encourages the reader to play the diminutions at the tip of the bow and with different bowings (in
punta d’arco, con l’arcata corta). This statement is important, as Bismantova is the only written
reference specifying to play diminutions at the tip of the bow. When he wrote the treatise in
1677, more than fifty years after Francesco Rognoni wrote Selva di passaggi, the practice of
diminutions was already in decline among players, and one wonders if he refers to passaggi or
just fast sections of sixteenth notes. As violinists of the time would still use the short clip-in-frog
bow with a pike head, they could produce less sound and limited pronounced articulation at the
tip of the bow, as opposed to the middle or lower part of that kind of bow. As Bismantova was a
well-known cornetto player, we do not know how he gained expertise on the violin. He may have
been in close contact with some violinists at the Ferrara Cathedral during the 1670s. He could
have learned about the violin through them or simply taken note of observations from the style of
the day.
From all the treatises and works studied from the end of the sixteenth century to the
middle of the seventeenth century, only Francesco Rognoni explicitly adds slurs through the
treatise. Bismantova adds slurs when discussing the dots, which indicate a down and up-bow.
Along with them, Zenobi, while not adding slurs, refers to them several times with indications of
ondeggiar and lirare. Although there is a lack of slurs in treatises of the time referring to violin
playing, it does not mean that performers would only play with separate bowings. Composers
were already writing slurs of different lengths in the first decades of the seventeenth century. A
reason behind the lack of slurs in treatises was that singers (who naturally would slur
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diminutions over a vowel) were the dedicatees of some of these treatises. As virtuoso cornetto
players wrote some of the previously mentioned treatises, it is not strange that slurs would not
appear in those treatises either, as slurs were scarce in cornetto repertoire. Apart from Zannetti
later in the century, Francesco Rognoni was the only violinist who wrote his treatise with
violinists in mind. It is also the only treatise with slurs, showing that playing with slurs would
have been a regular practice for any violinist in the first part of the seventeenth century.

B. On Rhetoric and Expressiveness

Changes in bowings and articulation represent the primary source of expression for
seventeenth-century string players: from the variations of pressure and weight applied to the
bow, the differences of the contact point of the bow, and even the corresponding body movement
that derives from one or the other. All these factors might relate to emotional effects.69
According to Boyden, and based on fingering from sixteenth-century keyboard music,
violin playing, which usually would correspond to one single stroke for a single note, would
favor a more detached articulation.70 If that were the case, the addition of slurs would make an
even stronger contrast in the violin line. Based on the treatises, slurs as ornaments became an
indication of emphasis in the new musical forms of the middle and late seventeenth century.
Gradually, and towards the end of the Baroque period, slurs lost their expressive roles as
bowings became more equalized and developed as a technical instruction for playing legato.71
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Through new expressive techniques, violinists could change the articulation, phrasing, tone, and
sound volume, resulting in the ability to change the character or passion of the fragment of
music. Violinists added these changes, with the exception of vibrato, with the right hand.
Moreover, apart from changes of volume and articulation in one single note, they could add the
idea of expressing emotions through slurred notes.
Tone production is intrinsically related to the principles of expression through the use of
the bow. We find the human voice as the model for tone for string players, as early as 1535 when
Ganassi urged string players to “imitate the human voice.”72 By the end of the seventeenth
century, bowing strokes became more nuanced and sustained, affecting the standard of tone
quality. One of the most common examples of change in tone production was the addition of a
messa di voce in long notes to help express the affect of the phrase. According to Caccini, this
increase and decrease of the voice was the foundation of a passion.73 Violinists probably started
using messa di voce to imitate the human voice, adding an affect to the phrase, and therefore
created the model of violin cantabile, filling different gradations between piano and forte. The
first time we find a dynamic indication towards one single note appears in Monteverdi
Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda (Libro VIII) with the indication of “arcata sola forte
piano” (Figure 2.13). Monteverdi expected the violinist to start forte the bowing and finish it
with a piano.
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Boyden, History, 77.
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Figure 2.13 C. Monteverdi. Madrigali Secondo, Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda (alto secondo)
(Venice: Appresso Alessandro Vincenti, 1638)

As we have seen before, the term arcata would appear regularly during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries in treatises and violin works, with different meanings. One of them
would indicate that the violinist should add dynamic inflection (and therefore expression) to a
long note.
Towards the end of the seventeenth century, violinists would combine the more detached
articulation of the beginning of the century with a more sustained bow and use of all its length in
performance.74 Along with the use of the bow, the instrument tone was also marked dramatically
by the experimentation by Cremonese violin makers and the innovations in bows of different
shapes and lengths.
During the Seicento, especially in opera settings, the violin appears in arias associated
with a lament. Bowed string instruments played in the opera’s sinfonia, to accompany dances, in
ritornellos at the beginning and end of arias, and sometimes between scenes (to cover the noise
of the machinery in the stage changes). When the singer would start, the violins and rest of the
string family would stop playing, and the plucked and keyboard instruments would accompany
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the aria. On a few occasions, and to express high emotions, the violins would accompany the
voice, fully developing and overtaking the continuo aria by the middle of the eighteenth century.
An example of this appears in Antonio Sartorio’s Orfeo (Venice, 1673) when the strings play in
the aria of Orfeo’s lament to Euridice (Act III) and sings, “may sorrow kill me.”75 Almost sixtyfive years before this opera, Monteverdi wrote Arianna (1608) as part of the wedding celebration
between Francesco Gonzaga of Mantua and Margherita of Savoy. This opera would have been a
more significant production than Orfeo, performed in front of thousands, but unfortunately, the
score has not survived. We know in that opera violin family instruments accompanied the wellknown Lament of Ariadne. It seems that already during the seventeenth century, composers
acknowledged the violin’s expressive capabilities to accompany sorrowful sections of operas.
Violins often exemplified sorrowful moments in the form of a pair of descending eighth notes in
stepwise motion, producing a rhetorical figure called pianto, which was usually slurred. This
example of slurs was among the most used in violin music throughout the century, showing that
slurs had expressive and rhetorical connotations.76
Lodovico Zacconi talks about violin playing using terms such as parlare or accenti.77
Baroque composers used the violin as an orator who would declaim the “passions,” following
similar examples of vocal treatises of the time. An example of this would be in sections of affetti,
which appeared in violin music for the first time in 1617, with Biagio Marini’s Affetti Musicali.
Violin affetti could represent an idiomatic stylization of different human emotions, and it would
be the job of the violinist to know how to express them, usually through different sound
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inflections with the bow. Modulations of the sound during the affetti could be produced with
changes in articulation, pressure on the bow, dynamics, or bow speed. Francesco Rognoni was
the first author to associate the affetti with articulation. In Selva he indicates the lireggiare
affettuoso as a specific way of slurring (lireggiare), but quasi saltellando, could also be
interpreted as a slurred staccato. However, and based on the different examples Rognoni gives of
lireggiare affettuoso, one could interpret its performance in slightly different ways.78
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CHAPTER 3
PRINTED SLURS BY COMPOSER

This chapter describes the different kinds of slurs that appear in movable type editions of
Italian violin music of the seventeenth century. The differences between these slurs follow from
the number and length of notes, the rhythm within the slur, the different slur lengths and designs,
and examples that imply expressive connotations when performing them. It includes the
collections of those composers who published before and after the seventeenth century using
movable type. This chapter does not address the slurs appearing in Arcangelo Corelli’s work
because his towering and monumental influence in violin repertoire would skew and possibly
dominate the focus of my thesis. However, the final Appendix incorporates his works.

A. Rhythm Combinations

Ties
This study does not include specific research on ties, which refer to two notes of the same
or different length, but the same pitch.79 Ties are the most common use of the arch symbol80 in
seventeenth-century literature, and there are numerous collections where no slurs appear except
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ties. Muffat states, describing the Italian style: “In the suspension, the note tied over, the note
sounding the dissonance in another voice, and the note resolving the dissonance…are to be
played at all times with the same full tone, lifting the bow (in Italian, staccato), detaching them
rather than weakening them by prolonging them timidly.”81 The arch blocks indicating ties
appear of all different lengths and even different designs, such as accolades. Modenese publisher
Fortuniano Rosati consistently used accolades to indicate ties. However, no other publisher
differentiated between arch symbols and accolades to distinguish between slurs and ties.

Pairs of notes
Slurs appear in Italian violin literature of the seventeenth century in different rhythmic
combinations. The most common combination is a slur covering a pair of eighth notes. More
than thirty composers slurred pairs of eighth notes in the violin line in at least sixty collections.
The first composer to use it was Biagio Marini in 1617.82 Figure 3.1 shows an example of
different small slurs of different designs in that first publication:

Figure 3.1. B. Marini. La Foscarina, Op.1 (Venice: Stampa del Gardano, appresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1617)
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Most slurs over pairs of eighth notes appear in works and movements in simple meter. In
some cases, there are examples of these slurs in compound meter, especially in movements such
as Gigas, where the first two eighth notes would be slurred and the third one separated.
Up to 1624, slurs included only notes by step or by a third. Starting in 1626 and as violin
technique developed, we see slurred pairs of notes with wider intervals, from a fourth to even a
tenth in the second part of the century.
In addition to slurred pairs of eighth notes, composers slurred pairs of sixteenth notes,
usually after an eighth note or other rhythmic combination. There are examples in no less than
fifty collections of almost thirty different composers, starting in 1642.83
Pairs of thirty-second notes were less common during the seventeenth century, and they
usually appeared in slow movements. It is not until the last quarter of the century when we find
the first slurred single pair of thirty-second notes. A minimum of seven composers in seven
different collections used slurred thirty-second notes, and just four of those collections were prior
to 1700.84 Tomasso Pegolotti would add a pair of sixty-fourth notes at the end of a longer slur.
This example is the only record of a pair of sixty-fourth notes in seventeenth-century violin
literature.85
Slurred pairs of quarter notes were also common during the period. We find the first such
slur in 1641.86 At least seventeen composers in twenty-five collections used slurred pairing of
quarter notes during the century.
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Just three composers used slurs over single pairs of half notes throughout the century.
However, the first pair we find is as early as 1626.87 Single pairs of half notes would appear in
just four different collections of music throughout the century.

Consecutive pairs of notes
Consecutive slurred pairs of notes were almost as common as single pairs, appearing on
pairs of quarter, eighth, sixteenth, and thirty-second notes (Figure 3.2). These consecutive slurs
could go from two to even several measures. It is unclear why composers writing for violin
music would add several consecutive slurs in a row over pairs of notes instead of fewer slurs
covering more notes.

Figure 3.2 G.B. Buonamente. Sonata Quarta, Op. 4 (Venice: Appresso Alessandro Vincenti, 1626)

Consecutive slurs over pairs of eighth notes represent the most repeated type of slur in
seventeenth-century Italian violin music. Two or more of these slurs appear in over sixty
collections of violin music from at least thirty-three different composers, starting in the 1620s.
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Giovanni Battista Buonamente, Il quarto libro de varie sonate (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti,
1626).
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Giovanni Battista Buonamente, in his Op. 4 from 1626, seems to be the first composer to write
this slurring for violin.
Consecutive slurs over pairs of sixteenth notes were also very common: more than twenty
composers used them in almost forty collections of violin music. The first time we notice these
slurs is in Marini’s collection of 1629.88
Buonamente, in his Quarto Libro of 1626, was the first composer to use consecutive slurs
over pairs of eighth notes, and thirty-second notes. Six other composers would use them as well
in eight different collections.
Finally, we find in at least seventeen different collections consecutive slurs over pairs of
quarter notes. Giovanni Battista Fontana, the first to write them in 1641, used them several times
throughout the collection. Twelve other composers added these slurs to over seventeen
collections of music.

Three notes
Less common than pairs of notes or four notes under a slur were three notes slurred
together. As it was usual to find three notes under slur in compound meters, there are few
examples of three notes as a triplet, with the “3” indication on the page: along with adding the
slur sign, the extra addition of the number would have complicated the publisher’s work. Some
publishers would include the number three but not the slur, and others would add a small three
right before the slur. However, triplets during the seventeenth century were not as common as in
the following century.
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Biagio Marini, Sonate, symphonie, canzoni, passe’mezzi, baletti, corenti, gagliarde e
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Another problem when referring to three-note slurs is that publishers used different slur
lengths when slurring more than two notes. As publishers used small or medium slurs to cover
three notes, it is impossible to know for sure if, in movements such as a Giga, a slur would cover
two or three eighth notes and cover the first two or the last two, as seen in the example below.

Figure 3.3 G. Colombi. Brando Terza Parte, Op. 1 (Bologna: Giacomo Monti,1668)

Usually, three-note slurs appear in compound meters, especially in eighth notes or in
simple triple meters with quarter notes. These meters appear in fast movements of dance
collections or da camera sonatas. We find at least twenty composers writing three eighth notes
under a slur over thirty-two collections of music. The first time this slur appears is in Marini’s
Op. 1.89
Three sixteenth notes under a slur were not as common in violin music, and we do not
find the first example until the last quarter of the century.90 There are examples of ten different
composers over thirteen collections. Carlo Antonio Marino would add in one collection three
slurred sixteenth notes followed by a sixteenth note rest. He is the only composer doing this, and
the addition of the rest after the notes could indicate some intensity of expressiveness for the
three notes preceding the rest.91
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We find more cases of three slurred quarter notes than three slurred sixteenth notes.
Twelve composers included these slurs in at least seventeen collections, usually in 3/4 or in 3/2
meter. The first composer to use this slur was Buonamente in 1629.92
There are few cases of three half-notes under a slur, and it is usually in 3/2 meter
movements. Three composers added them in three different collections.93
There was just one example of slurs over three thirty-second notes: it appears in a group
of four notes, where the first thirty-second note would be separate and the next three slurred. We
find this example in a movable type collection by Francesco Antonio Bonporti from 1712. In this
same collection, Bonporti or the publisher included several slurs by hand. Because of the late
date of publication, this example of three thirty-second notes slurred needs to be considered with
caution, and it was not representative of Italian violin music of the seventeenth century.94

Four notes
All the eight collections of violin music with four quarter notes under a slur appear at
some point in the second half of the century.95
There were at least seven composers who added this kind of slur. Buonamente was the
first to add slurs of four eighth notes, along with Marini, who added these slurs in consecutive
groups.96
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Groups of four sixteenth notes under a slur were the most common way to slur sixteenth
notes, just after pairs of them. We find four-note slurs in at least forty-three collections of
twenty-six different composers, the most collections and composers of any other group of four
notes slurred.97 In the example below, publisher Alessandro Vincenti uses accolade signs for
several consecutive four-note groups of sixteenth notes.

Figure 3.4 M. Uccellini. Sonata Decima nona, Op. 4 (Venice: Appresso Alessandro Vincenti, 1645)

Fontana would be the first composer in 1641 to add a slur over four thirty-second notes.
A total of seven composers over ten different collections would include this kind of slur.

More than four notes
Slurring in groups of two, three, and four notes was the most common way of adding
slurs in violin music during the seventeenth century. Nevertheless, this was not always the case
as composers added slurs over more than four notes on several occasions. At least nineteen
composers added these longer slurs in one of their collections. This list could be even longer if
we count that in some instances, consecutive slurs represent a single longer one. Because of the
limitations of movable type, there were no slurs that could cover many notes, and in over twentyeight different collections, we find different ways publishers found a solution (sometimes more
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successfully than others) to add a longer slur.98 Biagio Marini was the first composer to add long
slurs covering six to eight notes as early as 1629, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 B. Marini. Capriccio, che due violini sonano quatto parti, Op. 8
(Venice: Appresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1629)

Marco Uccellini was one of the most prolific composers in the use of long slurs, up to
twenty-eight notes. He mainly worked with two different publishers, Alessandro Vincenti and
Francesco Magni. Together they explored different options for adding longer slurs, from the
addition of consecutive small slurs and accolades to the use of telescopic slurs, as seen in Figure
3.6.

Figure 3.6 M. Uccellini. Toccata, Op. 7 (Venice: appresso Francesco Magni detto Gardano, 1660)
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Fontana would also add long slurs using telescopic slurs for up to twelve notes in his
posthumous collection of sonatas of 1641 (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 G.B. Fontana. Sonata quarta (Venice: Appresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1641)

Other composers who would add long slurs were Giovanni Antonio Leoni, Giovanni
Legrenzi, Giovanni Maria Bononcini, Antonio Veracini, Bartolomeo Bernardi, Pietro Degli
Antonii, Giovanni Battista Bononcini, Pirro Albergati, Tomaso Antonio Vitali, Antonio Caldara,
Francesco Anonio Bonporti, Giovanni Battista Borri, Francesco Giuseppe de Castro, Tomaso
Pegolotti. Bartolomeo Mont’Albano would also include very long slurs, although in his case they
were added by hand.

Other rhythms
The most common rhythm on slurred notes was usually groups of equal length notes: pair
of eighth notes, three quarter notes, and four sixteenth notes. However, in some cases, composers
would slur notes of different lengths or rhythmical figures. While there are not recurrent slurred
rhythms, we find figures that appear more than others. Among them, the dotted eighth note with
a sixteenth note was probably the most repeated one, as seen in the example below.
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Figure 3.8 D. Castello. Sonata Prima, Libro Secondo (Venice: Apresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1644)

It was also common to see a sixteenth note followed by a dotted eighth note (the so-called
“Lombard rhythm”).

Figure 3.9 G.A. Leoni. Sonata prima, Op. 3 (Rome: Appresso Vitali Mascardi, 1652)

Other repeated slurred rhythmic figures were an eighth note followed by two sixteenth
notes or a dotted quarter note followed by an eighth note or two sixteenth notes. More than
twenty-eight different composers used slurs over specific rhythmic configurations in their
collections. Different rhythmic figures appear at least in forty-four collections and as early as
1621.

B. Designs

There were three different lengths of slurs in seventeenth-century violin publications that
used movable type: short,99 medium, and long. It is hard to define the variety of slurs’ lengths

99

Throughout this paper, I use the term “short” and “small” interchangeably.
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used in movable type, as they differed depending on the publisher, decade, composer, and
collection. Moreover, even within one collection, we could find different designs for the same
kind of slur. Thus, it was difficult to include one slur in one category “length” or another,
especially regarding medium size slurs: while in some collections one could classify some slurs
as "medium," they could rank a small or even long in others. Slurs were included in one of the
three categories based on the other slurs within the same collection and in proportion to the
number of notes.
Publishers added slurs by incorporating a piece in the form of an arch above or under the
notes. This arch could be of different proportions, and sometimes the publisher needed different
pieces to create a longer arch. In these cases, I name those slurs made of two pieces as
“monobloc” and slurs made of three or more pieces as “telescopic.” Sometimes the publisher
would decide to add a different design that would look somehow like a curly bracket ({). Those
slurs will be referred to as “accolades,” following the name used by Constance Frei.
It was problematic to add to the page of a movable type edition other signs than notes,
rhythm, staff, and wording. As technical developments occurred during the century, publishers
faced challenges to create new pieces to represent what the composers wanted. It would not be
impossible to think that publishers could use signs similar to those found in written print as slurs.
In this case, they probably used parenthesis symbols lines or “c” (rotated ninety degrees) to
mimic slurs.
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Table 3.1 Slur Designs
small slur
medium slur
long slur
telescopic slur
monobloc
accolade
handwritten
slur

Irregularities in the final print appeared due to the difference in paper’s quality, texture,
and amount of ink added to the slur block symbol. Therefore, even if a publisher used the same
block with the same slur design, the publication’s outcome could appear as slurs of different
lengths or designs. We find this problem in collections throughout the whole century and by all
different publishers.

Short Slurs
The most common slur in Italian violin music of the Seicento was the short or small slur.
A minimum of thirty-eight composers used small slurs in their instrumental violin music in at
least ninety different collections. Publishers used short slurs to cover pairs of notes of the usually
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same value, such as quarter or eighth notes. In general, the small slur would include without any
issue the first to the second note. However, there were always cases when the slur would not
cover the notes because of a wider interval or an accidental (which required adding an extra
block in the page).
Different short slur designs differed by publisher. Slurs were not always clear from the
performer’s point of view, and they did not always have the composer’s approval. In the
following example of Biagio Marini Op. 8, we observe at least four different designs of short
slurs, each one covering a pair of notes: a very short one, one much longer and rounded, another
one made of two different pieces (monobloc) and another of flatter shape.

Figure 3.10 B. Marini. Sonata in Ecco, Op. 8 (Venice: Stampa del Gardano, appresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1629)

In the examples below, Francesco and Bartolomeo Magni add small slurs of different
designs in one measure. Some publishers included short slurs designs that almost resemble a line
rather than an arch. While this could associate with the design, it could also be due to the
irregularities from the added ink and the paper’s texture.

Figure 3.11 G. Legrenzi. Sonata prima, Op. 10 (Venice: Francesco Magni detto Gardano, 1673)
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Figure 3.12 D. Castello. Sonata Decima, Libro Secondo (Venice: Bartolomeo Magni, 1629)

Throughout the century, there are several collections where publishers used only one kind
of length (usually a small slur) to cover even more than just a pair of notes. Perhaps publishers
did not have available more than one design, or the ambiguities of the final print did not concern
them as much. The most recurrent inaccuracies happened when publishers added short slurs to
cover more than two notes, as seen in Figure 3.13. This problem repeatedly appears on groups of
four sixteenth notes, as well as in three-note groups, such as in Gigas, where it is difficult to
know if the composer would slur all three notes or only the first two.

Figure 3.13 G. Torelli. Concerto Undecimo, Op. 8 (Bologna: Marino Silvani,1709)
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Medium Slurs
Violin publications contained medium slurs in groups of three and four notes, and
sometimes an even larger number. As in the case of the short slur, there are different options of
medium slur designs depending on the block’s pressure on the paper and how much ink would
touch the surface. Because of this, there are examples of medium slurs without enough ink on the
ends, which resemble a short slur.
At least thirty-three composers added medium size slurs in over fifty-nine collections of
music. However, and as stated before, it is sometimes subjective to justify what represents a
medium slur, a short one, or a longer one. I decided to include medium slurs based on their
proportion to the page compared to the smaller slurs appearing in the collection, as shown below
in the different examples below.

Figure 3.14 G.A. Leoni. Sonata XVII, Op. 3 (Rome: Vitali Mascardi, 1652)
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Figure 3.15 G. Colombi. Balleto Primo, Op. 3 (Bologna: Giacomo Monti, 1674)

Figure 3.16 G.M. Ruggieri. Sonata Seconda, Op. 3 (Venice: Gioseppe Sala, 1693)

Long Slurs
Long slurs that would cover more than four notes were the least common to appear in
seventeenth-century violin publications. We find more than twenty composers who used at least
one long slur in one of their collections. While not as common, long slurs appear in more than
thirty different collections.

Figure 3.17 B. Marini. Sonata Quarta, Op. 8 (Venice: Apresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1629)
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As in the case with the medium slurs, it is arbitrary to categorize a long or a middle slur.
In general, slurs classified as long could appear in a collection with at least two other slur designs
of shorter length, as it appears in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18 A. Veracini. Sonata VI, Op. 2 (Modena: Fortuniano Rosati, n.d.)

As it was probably a challenge for publishers to add a long arch symbol, some publishers
would find other solutions to follow the composers’ indications. Sometimes these solutions
would represent a telescopic slur (Figure 3.17), build upon different small signs, long slurs added
by hand, or even several successive shorter slurs, that could mean a longer slur instead of a string
of consecutive pairs of slurred notes (Figure 3.19). These adoptions are discussed later in the
chapter.

Figure 3.19 M. Uccellini. Sonata Quinta, Op. 5 (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1649)
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Accolades
During the 1640s and until the 1660s, Venetian publisher Alessandro Vincenti started
adding a new symbol to cover slurred notes, which resembles a curly bracket instead of the
normal arch: “{.” I will refer to these symbols as accolades, a term used by Constance Frei.100
Accolades appear to replace slurs signs or ties in at least fifteen different collections of eight
different composers. We find accolades especially in several collections of Cazzati and Uccellini
(Figure 3.20), as well as in Buonamente.101

Figure 3.20 M. Uccellini. Sonata Nona, Op. 5 (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1649)

100
101

Constance Frei, L’arco sonoro, 35.
Buonamente, Sonate, et canzoni, libro sesto (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1636).
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While Vincenti used accolades interchangeably with slurs (Figure 3.21), there are no
conclusive signs that indicate a particular performance practice for accolades. We do not know
why some publishers added these signs, but it might be they ran out of slur symbols (especially
in composers such as Uccellini, who tended to add a notable number of slurs), or maybe they
ignored the detail to have a much more cohesive publication.

Figure 3.21 G.B. Buonamente. Canzone a 6, Op. 6 (Venice: A. Vincenti, 1636)

Maurizio Cazzati worked with different publishers throughout his life, and apart from
Vincenti, publishers Francesco Magni, L’herede de Benacci (Figure 3.22), and Mario Silvani
also included accolades in their editions.

Figure 3.22 M. Cazzati. Sonata Settima, Op. 18 (Bologna: Per l’Herede del Benacci, 1659)
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There is no consistency in any Venetian or Bolognese publisher which would explain the
use of accolades instead of slurs. Apart from their function as slurs, accolades appear as ties and
at the end of sections as fermatas, as in the below example of Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.23 G. Colombi. Corrente per camera, Op. 1 (Bologna: Giacomo Monti, 1668)

Fortuniano Rosati from Modena is probably the most consistent publisher on the use of
accolades in violin works. In Antonio Veracini’s Opp. 2 and 3, Rosati uses accolades strictly for
ties and not interchangeably with arches.

Figure 3.24 A. Veracini. Sonata prima, Op. 2 (Modena: Fortuniano Roasti, n.d.)
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Telescopic Slurs
I refer to telescopic slurs those long slurs that differed from the rest of the slurs as they
had at least three different parts: two arch parts, one on each end of the slur, and usually one or
more horizontal lines that would connect the other pieces, as shown in Figure 3.25. As publishers
could add as many lines in the middle as they needed, there were many possibilities on how
many notes could include one slur.

Figure 3.25 M. Uccellini. Sonata Decima Sesta, Op. 7
(Venice: appresso Francesco Magni detto Gardano, 1660)

One problem of printing violin music in movable type was how to add slurs that would
cover more than four or five notes, as publishers did not have a symbol that could cover such
number of notes. Most Seicento violin composers with published works did not add long slurs in
those publications. However, several composers were also virtuoso violinists, and we find from
them the most complex collections of violin literature containing slurs of the seventeenth
century. There were five composers who included longer slurs: Marini, Buonamente, Fontana,
Uccellini, and Dario Castello. All of them decided to publish these collections under the house of
Gardano in Venice (with Francesco and Bartolomeo Magni), except Buonamente, who published
with Vincenti.
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We can categorize some of the most complex violin music of the century by looking at the slurs’
addition: their different lengths, their rhythm combinations, and the use of telescopic slurs. It
appears that from the six collections containing telescopic slurs, four of them were published in
Venice the same year, in 1629: Alessandro Vincenti (Buonamente), Francesco Magni
(Uccellini), and Bartolomeo Magni (Castello and Marini). By the end of 1629, several outbreaks
of bubonic plague affected Italy’s north and central part, arriving in Venice during the Carnival
season of 1630. Venice was one of the most affected cities, losing a third of its population. The
fact that publishers printed violin music that utilized the most advanced practices for
representing slurs just a few months before the outbreak brings perspective on how things could
have been different from there. The plague brought thousands of deaths and economic
devastation to the region. Moreover, it also affected music publishing and musicians, some of
whom perished, as did Fontana.
Mont’Albano’s Sinfonie,102 published by Giovanni Battista Maringo in Palermo,
represents a unique collection because very long and intricate slurs appear to be added by hand in
different pieces (Figure 3.26). It is unclear if the publisher, Mont’Albano himself, or maybe
some performer, or a librarian, added the slurs. Mont’Albano, originally from Bologna, became
maestro di capella in Palermo in 1629, the same year he published his Sinfonie. Although
Maringo did not add telescopic slurs in the collection, because of the handwritten slurs’ length
throughout the collection, Mont’Albano should be recognized to be part of this group of
composers who wrote the most advanced music and with the longest and most sophisticated
slurs. Although it might be anecdotal, from the composers who published in 1629 the most

102

Bartolomeo Mont’Albano, Sinfonie ad uno, e… (Palermo: Giovanni Battista Maringo, 1629).
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complex collections of violin music containing slurs, both Buonamente and Mont’Albano were
Franciscans, and Modenese records refer to Uccellini as “capellano e musico.”

Figure 3.26 B. Mont’Albano. Sinfonia terza (Palermo: Appresso G. B. Maringo, 1629)

There is a line we can trace among Buonamente, Uccellini, Castello, Marini, and Carlo
Farina. Marini, along with Farina, had worked in Parma before they moved north to the Alps, to
Neuberg and Dresden, respectively. Farina decided to publish his music using the Dresden
printers (Seiffert) instead of the Venetian ones. While Dresden publishers did not have as many
tools as Venetian publishers, they compensated for their lack of specific blocks by adding all the
technical demands by hand in the published edition. Because Farina published his works using
non-Italian publishers, there are no further details in this thesis on his work. In the case of
Marini, although he spent part of his life not in Italy, he published most of his work using
Venetian printers. A particular case is his Op. 8 (Figure 3.27), probably his most intricate one
regarding slurs, published in Venice but finished in Neuberg.
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Figure 3.27 B. Marini. Capriccio, Op. 8 (Venice: Stampa Gardano, appresso B. Magni, 1629)

Buonamente worked in Parma at the Madonna della Steccata, the same church where
years later, Uccellini would play. While Marini and Farina wrote collections for solo violin,
Buonamente never published solo violin works, although he sent some solo violin sonatas to
Cesare Gonzaga in several of his letters. Buonamente spent his last eight years working at San
Francesco church of Assisi, where he probably met and taught Uccellini, although there are no
records of this encounter. On his way to Vienna to work as a Kapellmeister for Emperor
Ferdinand, Buonamente probably met Valentini and Priuli, the organist at San Marco.103 It would
be possible that he became acquainted with Dario Castello’s music, whose publications became
highly popular and were reprinted several times (Figure 3.28). Castello was the head of the wind
instruments in San Marco, and he dedicated his secondo libro to the Emperor in Vienna.

Figure 3.28 D. Castello. Sonata Seconda, Libro Secondo (Venice: appresso B. Magni, 1644)

103

Peter Allsop, Cavalier Giovanni Battista Buonamente: Franciscan Violinist (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate, 2005), 6.
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In 1641, soon after his possible time in Assisi, Marco Uccellini became a member of the
Este court in Modena, where he eventually got appointed head of the instrumental music and
became one of the most well-paid players there. Apart from teaching members of the ruling
family, he probably taught Giovanni Maria Bononcini and Giuseppe Colombi. Until the 1650s,
Uccellini published all his music under Alessandro Vincenti. However, it seems that after the
publication of his Op. 5, he decided to switch publishing houses to Francesco Magni [detto
Gardano], as seen in Figure 3.29.104

Figure 3.29 M. Uccellini. Corrente Decima ottava, Op. 7
(Venice: appresso Francesco Magni detto Gardano, 1660)

Alessandro Vincenti was the main competition for Francesco and Bartolomeo Magni. He
would publish Buonamente’s Op. 5, also in 1629 (Figure 3.30). Although some telescopic slurs
appear in the collection, Buonamente’s collection was not as technically demanding as the ones
from Castello and Marini.

104

Fred Mitchell Pajerski, “Marco Uccellini (1610–1680) and His Music (Volumes I and II),”
(PhD diss., New York University, 1979), 17–51.
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Figure 3.30 G.B. Buonamente. Aria Decima Quarta, Op. 5 (Venice: A. Vincenti, 1629)

By the end of the 1620s, Venice published the most technically advanced violin works
with the publications of Buonamente, Uccellini, Marini, and Castello, probably encouraged by
the fierce competition between the houses of Magni and Vincenti. Unfortunately, this bustle of
activity in violin writing and publishing would stop because of the bubonic plague, as mentioned
previously. Bartolomeo Magni published Fontana’s only collection, where we find other
examples of telescopic slurs (Figure 3.31). While the publication dates from 1641, Fontana died
a victim of the plague around 1630. He probably wrote these sonatas in the late 1620s, at the
same time as the other works containing telescopic slurs.

Figure 3.31 G.B. Fontana. Sonata Quarta (Venice: appresso B. Magni, 1644)

Monobloc
Publishers using movable type found another option of design when adding small and
medium slurs. Apart from the different designs and lengths mentioned before in groups of few
notes, some publishers decided to create a short slur by adding two small pieces, one next to each
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other. I refer to this type of slur as “monobloc.” Sometimes there were two end pieces of a
telescopic slur, one next to each other without a line in the middle. Because of this, we find
monoblocs in those publishers that also published works with telescopic slurs. Examples of
monoblocs appear in the second line of Figure 3.32, along with several telescopic slurs.

Figure 3.32 D. Castello. Sonata Decima Settima, Libro Secondo (Vln II)
(Venice: Appresso B. Magni, 1644)

Apart from Castello, monoblocs appear in the works by Marini (Figure 3.33), Uccellini,
Bononcini (Figure 3.34) and Fontana.

Figure 3.33 A. Marini. Sonata Quinta, Op. 8 (Venice: Appresso B. Magni, 1629)
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Figure 3.34 G.M. Bononcini. Allemana 9, Op. 2 (Venice: Apresso F. Magni, 1667)

Slurs added by hand
Although scarce, handwritten slurs appear in several movable type collections of violin
music. While one cannot determine who added these slurs, the most reasonable answer would be
that the publisher or the composer, who usually oversaw the print production, added them by
hand. There are different reasons why someone would add slurs by hand after printing: the
publisher lacked enough specific blocks to cover all the notes; following the composer’s
directions, the publishers added them so as to speed up the process or to be more precise; or the
owner of the specific copy that survived added the handwritten slurs themself.
Based on the treatises of Rognoni and the different publications mentioned above, it is
inevitable to think that playing long slurs occurred frequently in the seventeenth century,
especially in music written by virtuoso violinists. Players would have also added slurs extempore
as part of the performance practice or as slurred ornaments. Nevertheless, sometimes violinists
could have written down longer slurs when a specific effect or passage outside the norm was in a
particular piece.
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Figure 3.35 G.B. Viviani. Symphonia Prima, Op. 4 (Venice: Apresso Gioseppe Sala, 1678)

We find handwritten slurs in works of Uccellini, Mont’Albano, G.M. Bononcini,
Albergati, Fontana, Torelli, Caldara, and Giovanni Buonaventura Viviani (Figure 3.35). The
option of slurs added by a player makes sense when we look at Fontana sonatas. From the two
copies compared below, both from the same publisher (B. Magni), the Wroclaw Library copy105
has a few slurs added by hand (Figure 3.36b), while the other copy has no slurs in the same
passage. However, we also notice that those slurs missing were Magni’s mistake (Figure 3.36a),
as they appear in the Partitura score (Figure 3.36c).

Figure 3.36 (a) G.B. Fontana. Sonata Prima (Venice: Appresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1641)

105

https://www.bibliotekacyfrowa.pl/dlibra/showcontent/publication/edition/21056?id=21056&format_id=2
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Figure 3.36 (b) G.B. Fontana. Sonata Prima (Venice: Appresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1641) (Wroclaw copy)

Figure 3.36 (c) G.B. Fontana. Sonata Prima (Venice: Appresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1641) (Partitura)

Another example of handwritten slurs appears in G.M. Bononcini Op. 4 (Figure 3.37),
with several slurs added over consecutive groups of four sixteenth notes:

Figure 3.37 G.M. Bononcini. La Buffalina, Op. 4 (Bologna: G. Monti. Bologna, 1671)
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It seems these missing slurs were not the only matter in this edition, as Bononcini writes
a unique observation before the Corrente num. 28 (Figure 3.38):
“The following sonatas have not been printed with the notes superimposed one over
another on a single staff, for lack of the appropriate type-characters; but if we want to
perform them more readily, they may be re-written in the above manner, which will make
them more convenient for the eye”.106

Figure 3.38 G.M. Bononcini. La Brusciata, Op. 4 (Bologna: Giacomo Monti, 1671)

106

“Non sono stampate le seguente suonate, intavolate colle note l’una contro l’altra in una rigata
sola, come si scrivono, per mancanza di Carateri a proposito; ma volendole praticare con facilita
maggiore si podranno rescrivere nel modo si sopra accennato, che cosi riusciranno più commode
all’occhio,” translated by Piotr Wilk on “Chordal Playing in the 17th-Century Violin Repertoire,”
Musica Iagellonica (2004): 159.
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Bononcini addresses his frustration with the way Monti published the Corrente, due to the
lack of appropriate characters of the movable type to write double stops in one single staff.
Because of the technology Monti had available for this print, he used two separate staves to write
the double stops.
While slurs appear in both staves, Monti uses different characters and even misses a tie in
the last measure of the piece. It is also important to observe the complex rhythm created using
double stops under one slur at the beginning of the last staff. Bononcini added double stops on
the last four dances of Op. 4. This collection includes advanced violin techniques, not only with
double stops but also on various slur lengths, scordatura, and detailed dynamics. Bononcini was
probably influenced in Modena by Uccellini, as this advanced writing for violin dances (in
particular slurs) does not appear before this collection.
We find in Figure 3.39 one more example of added slurs by hand in another publication
of Monti, Albergati’s Op. 1 from 1682.

Figure 3.39 P. Albergati. Balleto Quinto, Op. 1 (Bologna: G. Monti, 1682)

Also in Bologna, years later, Gioseffo Micheletti would include handwritten slurs in
Torelli Op. 5, as it appears in Figure 3.40:
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Figure 3.40 G. Torelli. Sinfonia Quinta, Op. 5 (Bologna: G. Micheletti, 1692)

Towards the turn of the century, composers who previously added long slurs to their
music started publishing their music using engraving type.107 Some of these composers printed
their first collections with movable type and eventually switched to engraving, as Corelli’s did
for his Op. 5 Violin Sonatas. Bonporti is one of the only composers to find his music in
manuscript, movable type, and engraving. He was keen to use slurs, in particular long ones. In
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Engraving music printing started at the end of the sixteenth century. This printing
method reproduced the details in the manuscript copy more accurately. The staff, notes and other
symbols on the page were painstakingly added to a copper plate by hand, then inked and
impressed. While it was more expensive than movable type as it took longer to create, it was also
possible to store for future prints. For further information on engraving printing, see Stanley
Boorman, Eleanor Selfridge-Field, and Donald W. Krummel, "Printing and publishing of
music," Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 28 Dec. 2021. https://www-oxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000040101.
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the example below, published well in the eighteenth century, publisher Giambatista Monauni
added several long slurs by hand (Figure 3.41).

Figure 3.41 F.A. Bonporti. Concerto Secondo, Op. 11 (Trento: G. Monauni, ca. 1715)

Other examples of slurs
With the challenge of adding slurs in movable type prints, some publishers tried to be
creative in finding a solution, while others appear not to have been much concerned about
accuracy. In at least two examples (Figures 3.42 and 3.43), and to fit the slurs within the page’s
design and the woodblocks, the solution found was the addition of slurs within the staff’s lines.
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Figure 3.42 B. Marini. Capriccio, que due Violini Sonano quatto parti, Op. 8
(Venice: Appresso B. Magni, 1629)

We find a similar instance in a Symphonia from Giuseppe Antonio Bernabei:

Figure 3.43 G.A. Bernabei. Symphonia III (Augsburg: Jacobi Koppmayr, 1698)

Slurred staccato was a bowing stroke that appears regularly in German and seventeenthcentury Austrian violin music, which mainly circulated in manuscript or copper engraving
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(Figure 3.44), as German countries adopted this system earlier than the Italians. Because of the
limitations of movable type, it could not have been possible for publishers to add the dots under
the slur. Therefore, some scholars have repeatedly suggested that the Italian violin technique was
less virtuosic than that of the region north of the Alps.108

Figure 3.44 H.I.F. Biber. Sonate I (Salzburg: Thomas Georg Höger, 1681)

While manuscript violin music in Austria and Germany survived in more significant
amounts than in Italy (Figure 3.45), manuscripts suggest these bowings were common among
violinists in Italy.

Figure 3.45 G. Colombi. Sonata, Libro 10, 21 (Manuscript F.280)

108

For further information on this topic, read Peter Allsop “Violinistic Virtuosity in the
Seventeenth Century: Italian Supremacy or Austro-German Hegemony?,” Il Saggiatore Musicale
3/2 (1996): 233–58.
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One more reason to suggest that slurred staccato was usual in violin playing from the first
decades of the seventeenth century is Francesco Rognoni’s explanation of lireggiare affettuoso,
which one could interpret as slurred staccato, as seen in Figures 3.46 and 3.47.

Figure 3.46 F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Modo di lireggiar, 5
(Milan: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)

Figure 3.47 F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Vestiva i colli, Parte Seconda, 60
(Milan: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)
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Several examples of slurred staccatos appear in Giovanni Antonio Pandolfi Mealli’s opp.
3 and 4 published in Innsbruck by Michael Wagner. However, Pandolfi published in 1669
another collection during his time in Messina using the lesser-known Roman print of Amadeo
Belmonte (Figure 3.48). In this collection, they appear as well as some slurred staccato notes:

Figure 3.48 G.A. Pandolfi. La Spata (Rome: Amadeo Belmonte, 1669)

Other examples of dots inside slurs appear in two publications from 1698, by Tomaso
Pegolotti (Figure 3.49) and Giuseppe Antonio Bernabei.

Figure 3.49 T. Pegolotti. Trattenimento Ottavo, Op. 1 (Modena: F. Rosati, 1698)
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In Pegolotti’s example, we also observe how the several consecutive slurs with staccato
could mean they should all be part of a longer slur. This case could also apply in the first two
measures, as doing a staccato slur on a down-bow could be a much more technically demanding
bow than an up-bow.109
There are sometimes examples that appear unique in their design, and they were probably
a mistake by the publisher, as they do not appear again in the collection or any other works by
the same composer, as shown in the examples below:

Figure 3.50 (a) G. Iachini. Sonata III, Op. 3 (Modena: F. Rosati, 1697)

Figure 3.50 (b) F.G. de Castro. Concerto Quarto, Op. 4 (Bologna: Peri, 1708

C. Expressive slurs

Violin slurs from the Seicento were common in two guises: one, over a pair of
descending eighth notes, and two, in passages with the indication of tremolo. One of the
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particularities of these two examples is that they both have expressive and rhetorical
connotations.
Slurs over descending pairs of eighth notes usually appear in strong beats, especially in
the first beats of measures, and we could think of them as appoggiaturas. Slurs also appeared
repeatedly in consecutive pairs of descending eighth notes, where sometimes the last note of slur
would repeat as the first of the next slur (Figure 3.51). Although it was common to find these
consecutive slurs on eighth notes, there are also examples in quarter and sixteenth notes. They
appear in more than forty collections of music of at least twenty-six different composers.

Figure 3.51 G.B. Buonamente. Sonata Quarta, Op. 4 (Venice: A. Vincenti, 1629)

Sometimes, the composer would add these slurs when repeating the pair of notes twice to
emphasize their dramatic character, as seen in Figure 3.52.

Figure 3.52 M. Uccellini. Sonata Decima Quinta, Op. 4 (Venice: A. Vincenti, 1645)
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Rhetoric was one of the intrinsic qualities of music from the Baroque period. According
to Descartes, the body could be affected by the emotions of the soul.110 Bruce Haynes states that
music of this period could imitate nonmusical sounds and motions, sometimes related to human
passions (or affects). Among these passions appears the pianto, a pair of notes on a descending
second interval, usually associated during the Seicento with weeping and later used as a
depiction of sorrow or lamentation.111 As a symbolic musical figure, the pianto resembles an
onomatopoeia of a sigh, and it frequently appeared in vocal and instrumental music. While not
all descending pairs of notes and chains of them may be examples of pianto, one should notice
that so much violin music uses slurs only over pairs of descending notes by step motion, and
especially in slow movements or movements that also include the terms tremolo or affetti.
Because of this, the performer should, in some way, stress the slur rather than just playing two
notes in the same bow direction. The violinist could increase the bow’s pressure slightly in the
first note of the pair, with a slower bow, which would imitate the sighing effect. In a chain of
slurs, each one of them should be slightly reinforced.
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Figure 3.53 G. Buoni. Divertimento Decimo, Op. 1 (Bologna: P.M. Monti, 1693)

As most of the seventeenth-century slurs covered pairs of notes, it is significant to
consider the interval between those two notes. The most repeated interval was the second, both
major and minor.
Chromaticism was uncommon in the music of the time and even less in slurred notes. We
find at least seven composers who included chromatic intervals inside a slur: Buonamente
(Figure 3.54) and Marini (Figure 3.55) in the first part of the century, and G.M. Bononcini,
Torelli, Castro, Leonarda and Gregori in the second half. A string instrumentalist would play a
succession of chromatic notes by lightly shifting the finger up or down or using two different
fingers. If the first, and because of the short separation between notes, the player usually does not
release all the finger’s pressure. If the two notes are in separated bows, the result is a relatively
clean sound detachment between notes occurring in the change of bow direction. However, if the
chromatic interval happens within a slur, because the bow does not stop at any moment, it causes
a slight glissando. It is up to the player’s interpretation if the small slide should be more
prominent or discreet. Slurring a chromatic interval in a bowed instrument will be more
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expressive than with different bowings, as the two notes are connected without any stop. As
there are not that many cases of this in violin music, one could consider the expressiveness of
these slurs.

Figure 3.54 G.B. Buonamente. Sinfonia Nona, Op. 4 (Venice: Vincenti, 1626)

Figure 3.55 B. Marini. Sonata Prima, Op. 8
(Venice: Stampa del Gardano, appresso Bartolomeo Magni, 1629)

We usually do not associate portato in violin music with music from the early Baroque
period. Portato, a gentle re-articulation of consecutive notes within one bow direction, is a bow
technique associated with expression. There are at least eleven music collections of eight
different composers, that include portato inside a slur (Figure 3.56). In this study, I did not
include tremolo passages as a portato but as a different bow technique.
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Figure 3.56 P. Degli Antonii. Balleto Quinto, Op. 3 (Bologna: G. Monti, 1671)

Sometimes a slur could have notes of the same pitch repeated more than once, as in the
second line of Figure 3.57. However, this should not be identified as a tremolo, as the first note is
of a different pitch, and the section is probably not long enough to create a tremolo effect.

Figure 3.57 G. Buoni. Divertimento Duodecimo, Op. 1 (Bologna: G.M. Monti, 1693)

In Figure 3.58, Castello included a trill at the beginning of the slur followed by several
portato notes, a writing method used by other composers.

Figure 3.58 D. Castello. Sonata Decima, Libro Secondo (Venice: B. Magni, 1629)
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On a few occasions, a trill would appear at the end of the slur, as in the example below by
Pegolotti:

Figure 3.59 T. Pegolotti. Trattenimento Primo, Op. 1 (Modena: F. Rosati, 1698)

The tremolo was one of the first bow technique terms to appear in violin repertoire. It had
various meanings during the seventeenth century, always with significant expressive effect to the
music. The slurred tremolo likely appeared first around Venice to imitate the organ stop
tremulant. It occurred in church music, opera, as well as in instrumental music. Possibly the first
instance the term tremolo appeared in a published composition for violin was in Biagio Marini’s
Op. 1 (1617) as tremolo con l’arco (Figure 3.60). Marini would intend the tremolo to recreate
with the bow how the organ would sound when setting the tremulant stop (metti il tremolo). The
organ tremulant stop was a habitual device in seventeenth-century organs, which produced
regular undulations in the air that flows inside the organ. Organists would add the tremulant stop
in passages of specific meaning during the Mass, usually to indicate sadness, mournfulness, and
melancholy.112
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Figure 3.60 B. Marini. La Foscarina, Op. 1 (Venice: Stampa del Gardano, Appresso B. Magni, 1617)

Based on the examples from the violin literature of the first part of the seventeenth
century, scholars and performers have disagreed on the considerations of measured or
unmeasured tremolos, besides being in one bow stroke or alternating bow strokes. A modern
violinist would play a tremolo passage using separate bows, implying what baroque performance
practice addresses as stile concitato. Monteverdi first referred to this way of playing in 1638,
when he asked for fast repeated notes implying agitated emotion or war-like passage.113
However, Marini’s tremolo has not the same meaning as concitato, and Monteverdi would
classify it as stile molle (emotional state of humility or supplication).
Sylvestro Ganassi, almost one hundred years before Monteverdi, recommended the viol
player to tremar (shake) his bow arm along with his left hand (possibly referring to vibrato or
trill) to make an effect that would produce music implying melancholy or torment.114 Carlo
Farina would be more precise when explaining how to interpret the tremolo, stating, “the tremolo
is done with a pulsating of the hand which has the bow, imitating the manner of the organ
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tremulant.”115 According to Farina’s definition, the tremolo would be similar to what we
understand in modern violin playing as a portato. Although keyboard instrumentalists would be
familiar with tremolos, Diruta stated that “players on the viola, violin, lute, and other
instruments” also used it. For Diruta, the tremolo referred to an ornament based on an alternation
of the written note and the above upper one (as a trill) in a steady rapid figure, occupying just
half of the time available.116
Along with Diruta, Francesco Rognoni advises the performer to play the tremolo “with
the finger above the note” (con il ditto superior a quell del suono)117 rather than “the finger
which plays the note itself” (quel ditto que fá la voce istessa). Changing tastes between theorists
and performers affected the meaning of ornamental terms. If used in a single bow (and on the
same pitch), it would be some kind of portato, and it could refer to what Rognoni refers to affetti,
using a saltellando motion of the bowing arm.118
Starting in the 1620s, several composers in Venice and outside, such as Sponga (Usper),
Castello, Merula, Cazzati, Uccellini, Buonamente, and Marini, included tremolo sections in their
violin music. That same year Francesco Rognoni mentioned in his treatise options of portar la
voce, including the tremolo, meaning this kind of ornament was already in use in musical places
in Lombardy. However, publishers and composers did not agree in a specific way to write
tremolo passages in the music: sometimes the publisher indicated four eighth notes (as in Figure
3.61), other times just with half notes; with slurs or without (Figure 3.63), with the word tremolo,
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without or with the word affetti, and sometimes with a small wave above the notes. Tremolo
sections would continue in violin literature throughout the following decades, and by the second
half of the seventeenth century, composers used them widely in violin works. The violinist
would perform the bow vibrato or bow tremolo by regular small pressures with the right hand’s
fingers and arm. If the performer was using a French bow grip, placing the thumb on the bow's
hair, he could press the hair with the thumb (as a viol player), with the other fingers above the
stick, or a combination of both. As the organ tremulant would also produce slight undulations in
pitch, the violinist could recreate this by adding more pressure on the bow and adding to some
vibrato with the left hand for a minor distortion of pitch accuracy.119

Figure 3.61 M. Uccellini. Sonata Quarta, Op. 3 (Venice: A. Vincenti, 1642)

Not all publishers were consistent in tremolo passages when adding slurs, both in the
slurs designs and their length. The reasoning could be, first, there was usually no difference in
the meaning of the design (arch, accolade, or telescopic), and second, sometimes two
consecutive short slurs would mean one longer slur, as shown in Figure 3.62.
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Figure 3.62 G.B. Buonamente. Canzon a 6, Libro Sesto (Venice: A. Vincenti, 1636)

As there was no consensus on how to indicate these sections, violinists face different
options for performing these sections. Nevertheless, tremolo sections implied expressiveness on
the bow’s use by the small repetition of pressure on the fingers of the right hand, and especially
when on some occasions, there was a change of pitch inside the slur.

Figure 3.63 A. Bernardi. Sonata Settima, Op. 1 (Bologna: Pier-Maria Monti, 1692)

Tremolo sections appear in at least twenty-five different collections during the
seventeenth century, of eighteen different composers. In some occasions, tempo indications
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appear along the term tremolo, as in Cazzati “Grave con tremolo”120 and Bernardi “Tremolo
Adagio,”121 or as in Figure 3.64, “Tremolo adagissimo” by Giovanni Pietro Franchi.

Figure 3.64 G.P. Franchi. Sonata Prima, Op. 1 (Rome: Gio. An. Mutij, 1685)

Giovanni Lorenzo Gregori specifies in his Op. 2 “Grave punteggiato” and “Tremolo
punteggiato.”122 In both cases, he writes consecutive small slurs over pairs of eighth or sixteenth
notes. It is unclear what he refers to with “punteggiato”: maybe the player could play short the
two notes under a slur as if it was slurred staccato, off the string, or maybe it refers to playing the
notes at the tip of the bow (“punta”).
Although composers primarily used the term “tremolo” for such passages, we also find
sections with the word affetti. We understand affetti as the representation of emotions or passions
without a text's accompaniment, becoming a musical metaphor of an idea.123 To represent these
emotions, it was the violinist’s job to represent them within a phrase by using inflections of
pressure on the bow, ornamentation, graces, diminutions, or different bow articulations. Players
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and musicologists have usually approached affetti sections as tremolo sections, but we should
rethink all the expressive possibilities these sections can offer to the player and not perform all
affetti as tremolo (Figure 3.65).124

Figure 3.65 B. Marini. La Finetta, Op. 2 (Venice: appresso B. Magni, 1618)

Similar to tremolo sections, composers would include affetti or affetto in passages with
consecutive notes where usually some expressive playing would be expected, such as change of
dynamics, agogics accents, or portato. Sometimes, these sections are related to tempo marking as
well:

-

Affeti tardo
o Marini, 1618
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-

Affetti
o Marini, 1629, 1655
o Castello, 1629
o Scarani, 1630
o Buonamente, 1638
o Selma, 1638
o Leoni, 1652

-

Adag. & co affetto
o Legrenzi, 1673–1682

-

Con affetto
o Viviani, 1678
o P. Degli Antonii, 1686
o Torelli, 1709

-

Larg, & affetuuoso
o G.B. Bononcini, 1687
o G. Torelli, 1686, 1687
o Ruggieri, 1693

-

Largo, e con affetto
o Torelli, 1709

-

Adagio, e con affetto
o Torelli, 1709

-

Affetuoso
o A. Veracini, 1694
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o Ruggieri, 1697

Affetti usually appear in Adagios or slow movements. They delimit parts of a piece,
dividing outer faster sections. This term appeared for the first time in the violin repertoire in
Biagio Marini’s Affetti Musicali Op. 1 from 1617 (Figure 3.66). At the time of the publication of
Marini’s first work, the seconda prattica and stile moderno aimed to bring instrumental music to
the same level as vocal music, as it was capable of “moving the affects” without the use of
words. Marini introduced technical specifications for the player representing words, such as
tremolo, slurs, or tempo indications. These technical demands came from vocal musical figures,
which illustrated the text they were accompanying. We find texts by Giulio Caccini or Severo
Bonini from the beginning of the century that talk already about the imitation of words.125
Ottavio Durante used the word affetti to refer to different ornaments, such as trills, groppi, or
diminutions.126 However, he distinguished between affetti and passaggi, as the latter should be
only at the end of phrases or cadences.

Figure 3.66 B. Marini. Sonata Quarta, Op. 8 (Venice: appresso B. Magni, 1629)
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Francesco Rognoni indicated to play the lireggiare affettuoso with a small rearticulation
inside the slur, and creating beats with slight pressure using the fingers and the wrist of the right
hand, creating a similar stroke to the slurred staccato.127 The passage when one could add this
kind of bowing is indicated with the term Affetti, as seen in Figure 3.67:

Figure 3.67 F. Rognoni. Selva di varii passaggi, Parte Seconda, Vestiva i colli, 60
(Milan: Appresso Filippo Lomazzo, 1620)

Even if not noted on the page, affetti sections in violin playing are related to slurs. It will
be up to the discernment of the violinist how to recreate the specific emotions within the slur. As
these sections happen in short passages, in notes of longer length, and by stepwise motion, it
gives notable freedom to the player to add different kinds of ornamentation, slurs, and even
tempo change, becoming one of the most expressive parts of a work. Because of this, we can
understand slurs not just as a bowed string instrument technical procedure (to play several notes
in the same direction) but rather as an expressive tool for the player.
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CHAPTER 4
PRINTED SLURS BY PUBLISHER

My dissertation includes the seventeenth-century violin repertoire published in Italy by
the leading Venetian and Bolognese printing houses, which published most of this music.
Unfortunately, at least a third of these publications are lost, with few records of the publishers’
catalogs during that time. Some of the violin repertoire also circulated via manuscript, which has
not survived to our days, and that publishing houses outside Italy also published Italian violin
music, which does not appear in detail in my thesis.
While there has been scholarly interest in the musical practices at workshops of Italian
printers during the sixteenth century, there is little detail known on how printers worked during
the Baroque period. The little information that has arrived from the daily work of music
publishing houses comes from archived documents and their printed books.128
There is an evident lack of violin solo sonatas from the comprehensive catalog of
seventeenth-century instrumental music. There are several reasons why this could be the case.
One of them is a greater demand for works with other instruments, such as the trio sonata, more
popular than the newer solo violin sonata, until at least the last quarter of the century. However,
it is surprising that those virtuoso violinists holding principal positions in major musical centers
and courts, and with excellent technical abilities who composed music for the instrument, did not
write solo violin sonatas. The technological limitations of Italian music presses may have
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discouraged the publication of technically advanced music. It would have been complex adding
to the page advanced violin technique such as specific articulations, rhythms, slurs, high
positions, double stops, and chords. There also had to be composers’ interest to publish their
music, mainly because of its cost. The pieces’ dedicatees would usually indicate the composers’
relationship with their rulers or their interest in dedicating the collection to a possible future
patron, aiming to ask for future positions in their courts. Traditionally written in deferential and
florid language, the dedication could declare gratitude to a longtime patron or attempt to gain a
potential patron’s interest. During the seventeenth century, some of the most prominent violinists
held positions for extended periods. Hence, there could be a lack of interest in trying to impress a
prospective patron or ruler. Marco Uccellini was a composer who did not follow this tradition.
Although he worked at the Este court for a considerable part of his career, he never dedicated his
music to any court members. As some of his collections contain the most advanced violin music
of the time, particularly in the use of slurs, one wonders why he never published any collection
of solo violin sonatas.
Part of the music that survived to this day is the result of the business ambitions between
publisher and composer. In the 1660s, the Bolognese violin school became more prominent as
the local printing houses found a market for publishing violin music after some of Venetian
important printing houses had closed. Although the market grew considerably, the number of
copies was not large: a publisher would usually print not more than fifty to one hundred copies
of a work, and libraries would usually preserve these copies. Furthermore, manuscript duplicates
circulated for use in concerts and for pedagogical purposes. Although the circulation of these
manuscript copies was frequent, few have survived.
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Examples of violin music circulating via manuscript appear in several letters between
Buonamente and Prince Cesare Gonzaga (probably his student). Buonamente sent, along with the
letters, different solo violin pieces for him or some young court players to practice. He wrote
these solo sonatas with a specific teaching purpose, never intending to add them as a collection.
Based on other correspondence between Buonamente and the prince, Buonamente would write
these pieces with varying levels of technical demands, depending on the level of the student.
Marco Uccellini was another example of a virtuoso violinist who taught for years, in this case, to
different members of the Este family. He was probably a student of Buonamente himself in
Assisi, and he also wrote violin pieces for his students as a teaching method, which he never
published, circulating only in manuscript. A possible student of Uccellini, Giuseppe Colombi,
worked all his life also in Modena at the court of Duke Francesco II d’Este, becoming his violin
teacher for several years. Based on the different manuscript copies of some of Colombi’s works,
there is evidence he modified his sonatas so the Duke could perform them himself, similar to
what Buonamente did with prince Cesare Gonzaga.129 From these examples, it is clear that
virtuoso violinists who also worked as teachers wrote music for their students. Most of this
music is no longer extant, primarily because composers never intended to publish it. However,
some of these works showed more technical demands than other music published during the
same period, and the composers adapted them according to the level of their students.
Buonamente, Uccellini, and Colombi all used solo violin pieces as part of their teaching
materials. Their published collections represent some of the most advanced published works in
regard to slurs. Therefore, we could assume these unpublished solo works would have contained
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slurs, even if they were technically less advanced. While the technical limitations of movable
type did not allow one to add slurs clearly on the page, this does not represent an example of
what was common on the current performance practice of the time. It was common to keep
secrets on violin techniques, usually while teaching rulers and patrons, to keep the well-known
composer or violinist’s knowledge just for the higher classes. Because of this, it is likely that
significant details of the advanced violin technique of that time have been lost.
Important publishing houses in Venice, Bologna, and later in Rome might relate to why
these cities became leading centers of seventeenth-century violin music. Venice was the first
important Italian center to transform music printing by making polyphonic music available to a
larger market. Ottaviano dei Petrucci moved to Venice in the late fifteenth century to study
printing. After receiving a twenty-year grant from the Venetian Republic government, Petrucci
printed over forty titles, encouraging other printers to follow his lead in Venice, and other Italian
cities and European countries. He was the first printer to use multiple impression movable type
and the first publisher of polyphony.
Up to 1900, there were four main ways of disseminating music: by hand, by movable
type, engraving type, and lithography, among other methods. Generally, movable type was the
most commonly used type of music printing in Italy during the Seicento, although other methods
were used at the same time, even in the same firm.
Manuscript copying was the most accessible and cheapest way to disseminate music
between cities and countries. There are a few reasons someone would copy a musical work by
hand: sometimes institutions such as a library requested a copy, or an individual player needed to
perform a piece immediately and could not wait for the publication of the work, or an orchestra
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needed extra copies of a part;130 another reason for copying by hand was to make copies of the
original to sell. Copy houses existed all over Europe, usually connected to courts, chapels, major
theaters, or a place with an active musical scene. It was typical for publishing houses to have a
copyist as part of their staff. Hand-copyists worked without interruption from 1600 until well
into the twentieth century, making copies of published works. The repertoire would vary, from
songs and instrumental works to operas and liturgical music. During the seventeenth century, a
regular trade of copying and distributing manuscripts was established in Italy, which involved
copyists, printing houses, agents, libraries, and salespeople. As the development of music
printing using movable type developed during the seventeenth century in Italy, and other
European countries, the trade of manuscripts from Italian publishing houses diminished, while in
other countries the trading of manuscripts continued to be important until the nineteenth century.
However, Italy saw a return of manuscript distribution during the eighteenth century when
movable type printing diminished, and the country did not initially accept the new printing
technology of engraving, which other countries adopted.131
Movable type for music-printing purposes had little development until the beginning of
the Seventeenth Century. The progress of Petrucci or Gardano a hundred years earlier resulted in
only small changes in the size and shape of blocks, although this method was similar to the one
for printing text. Publishers would create a punch of steel that would represent the shape of the
character used to print. The steel character would be added in a mold with tin, lead, and bismuth
to create a type. There were two types: one not connected to the staff lines (such as notes or
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musical signs), and another one where each sign or note was part of a small portion of the staff.
The printing process depended on which kind of type a publisher used. One method consisted of
two prints, one just for the staff and another for types, while a second and more commonly used
method utilized types with small portions of the staff, and only needed one print to complete a
page, as it appears in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Example of movable type, where a note is part of a small portion of the staff.132

As violin writing became more virtuosic during the century, composers’ demands for
printers increased, requiring more varied types. Before printing a page, a compositor in the
printing house with considerable musical knowledge organized all the blocks in the correct order
and with the correct separation between notes and other musical signs. After all the characters
were in order, they would add ink and print them in a single impression. The same typographical
arrangement could produce a few to hundreds of prints. Publishing houses continuously reused
musical types from generation to generation. In some cases, and over the decades, different
publishing houses would end up using the same types, especially when a publishing house would
end activity, and another company would buy and reuse the same ones.
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One of the advantages of using movable type was the printing cost compared to
engraving. The publisher’s job was always to be fast, reliable, and effective in keeping the costs
down, especially paper price. While finding and correcting minor text mistakes was fast, it was
more challenging in printed music.133 Movable type, even if it was cheaper than engraving, was
not the best printing method for instrumental music, as engraving was more precise in adding the
increasing technical developments in violin writing. Almost every country in Europe that used
the letterpress method (movable type) abandoned the method during the eighteenth century,
looking for other technology, particularly engraving. During these transitional times, some
publishing houses used more than one printing method, and in some cases, they would publish
the same work using two different methods.
Some publishers returned to hand-copying music in Italy during the first decades of the
eighteenth century, while others started incorporating engraving in their printing houses. The
history of music engraving in Italy is very particular, as Italian printers were among the first to
introduce the method in 1530, with Francesco da Milano’s Intabolatura da leuto. However, few
publishers would continue this method for music. One of the first engraving examples in the
violin repertoire was the first edition of Corelli Violin Sonatas Op. 5, by the Roman house of
Gasparo Pietra Santa in 1700. Nevertheless, engraving would not become standard in Italian
music printing until the last decades of the eighteenth century. While Italy (especially Venice
and Bologna) were the capitals of music printing using movable type during the seventeenth
century, Paris would become the center of engraving towards the second part of the eighteenth
century.
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A. Main Publishers

Publishers play a substantial part in this thesis. In the end, publications (along with a few
manuscripts) are the surviving materials from a composer’s output. The detail, precision, or the
lack of it in the final product of a publication is what has been passed down through time and is
the basis for understanding slurs in violin literature from the past. Although extensive research
on publishing has already taken place, a more thorough investigation about movable type
printing in regard to printed slurs would help illuminate questions surrounding publications of
violin music from the seventeenth century.
The research in my thesis will be limited to the following five points:
1. All references to publications, publishers, and composers in this chapter contain
instrumental music in which the violin takes a solo part, or music collections with
voice and multiple instruments (ogni sorte di instrumenti), where the violin was
featured.
2. The collections included in this chapter refer to those violin works containing
slurs. There are violin collections that do not appear because they did not have
slurs or included only ties. These collections, however, appear in the final
Appendix.
3. Several collections were reprinted once or several times. If not specified, the
publications mentioned refer to first editions.
4. It was not possible to study all the violin works from each composer, because
some works have been lost.
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5. Although this study focuses on violin literature of the seventeenth century, this
research centers around violin music published using movable type in Italy. In a
few examples, some works appeared in the early eighteenth century.
At least fifty different violin collections containing slurs were published in Venice during
that century by more than twenty different composers. Bologna had a similar output, and at
around fifty collections from at least twenty composers were published. Following the two main
centers, four collections from four different composers appeared in Rome, and four composers
published five different collections in Modena. We find one single example in Palermo and
Lucca and also one example in Trento and Naples, although in these cases, the publications
appeared after 1700. Finally, some Italian composers published outside Italy. In this case, we
find two publications in Innsbruck and one publication in Amsterdam and Freiberg.

Figure 4.2 Map of Italy in the middle of the seventeenth-century, indicating the main musical centers.134
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Venice
Venice was the center of violin music printing during the first half of the century. The
first three decades were very active, but the bubonic plague that affected Venice between 1630
and 1631 almost halted publications of music. Despite this, Venice remained a leading center for
publishing violin music for the rest of the century.
The published violin works are closely related to a specific composer’s professional
activity and that composer’s relationship to a specific publisher. Among the most prolific
composers of published violin music who stand out in the first decades were Marini and Cazzati,
Uccellini in the middle of the century, and later, Legrenzi and G.M. Bononcini.
The leading publishers of violin music in Venice were the Magni family (Bartolomeo and
Francesco), Alessandro Vincenti, and Giuseppe Sala. Below is a table of all composers who
published violin collections containing slurs in Venice:

Table 4.1 Venice violin collections (by composer)
Composer
Sponga
B. Marini
Merula
Buonamente
Castello
Scarani
Rovetta
Fontana
Uccellini
Cazzati
Neri
Legrenzi
G.M. Bononcini
Guerrieri
Viviani
Torelli
C.A. Marini

Year of publication
1614 1619
1617 1618 1620
1628 1639 1651
1626 1639 1636
1621 1629
1630
1636 1639
1641
1642 1645 1649
1648 1653 1656
1651
1655 1663 1673
1666 1667 1672
1673
1678
1698 1701
1701 1705
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1629

1655

1660
1659

1667

Ruggieri
Caldara
Albinoni
Boccaletti
G. Taglietti

1693
1699
1694
1692
1707

1697
1700
1700

1701

1710

Bartolomeo Magni, originally from Ravenna, was part of a family of printers and
musicians. He worked at first under Angelo Gardano and eventually married his daughter. After
Gardano died in 1611, the company passed down to his daughter. From then on, Bartolomeo
Magni signed his publications as “Stampa del Gardano, appresso Bartolomeo Magni,” probably
for commercial reasons. After Bartolomeo died in 1644, his son Francesco took over the
business, focusing mainly on instrumental music, and publishing until the firm’s closing in 1685.
Magni published violin works by Marini, Castello, Fontana, Cazzati, Legrenzi, and Uccellini.
Giacomo Vincenti started publishing in the latter part of the sixteenth century and
eventually partnered with Ricciardo Amadino, another prominent publisher in Venice. Among
his published works is the reprint of Caccini’s Le nuove musiche and the treatises of Bassano,
Diruta, Bovicelli, R. Rognoni, and Spadi. After he finished his commercial relationship with
Amadino, they became competitors. When Giacomo’s son Alessandro took over from his father,
he faced severe competition from Bartolomeo and Francesco Magni. He printed works by
Merula, Buonamente, Cazzati, and Uccellini.
The most relevant Venetian publisher of violin music by the end of the century was
Giuseppe Sala. His work started thanks to the financial help of Natale Monferrato, maestro di
capella in San Marco. He was one of the most prolific publishers of violin music up until 1716,
especially of Arcangelo Corelli, but he published collections of many other composers, such as
Torelli, Caldara, and Albinoni.
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The following table indicates the different composers who published their works in
Venice by publisher:

Table 4.2 Venice violin collections (by publisher)
Publisher
Giacomo Vincenti
Stampa del Gardano
(appresso Bartolomeo Magni)

Francesco Magni

Alessandro Vincenti

Giuseppe Sala

Antonio Bortoli

Composer
Sponga
Sponga
Castello
B. Marini
Scarani
Rovetta
Fontana
Neri

Year of publication
1614
1619
1629
1617 1618 1620
1630
1636
1641
1651

B. Marini
Legrenzi
Cazzati
Uccellini
G.M. Bononcini
Guerrieri
Merula
Buonamente
Rovetta
Uccellini
Cazzati
Viviani
Bocaletti
Ruggieri
Albinoni
Torelli
Caldara
C.A. Marini
C.A. Marini
G. Taglietti

1655
1655
1656
1660
1666
1673
1628
1628
1639
1642
1648
1678
1692
1693
1694
1698
1699
1701
1705
1707

1663
1659
1667
1667

1673

1639
1629

1651
1636

1645
1653

1649

1697
1701
1701
1700

1629

1672

1710

Bologna
Starting in the 1660s, Bologna became one of the centers of violin music printing and
continued its prominence until the end of the century. By the 1670s, instrumental music
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publications from Bologna surpassed the output of all other Italian cities combined.135 The most
prolific composers who sent their music to Bolognese printers were local musicians Cazzati
(maestro di capella in San Petronio until 1673) and G.B. Vitali (who succeeded Cazzatti in the
same position). Interestingly, both Cazzati and Vitali eventually entered the business of
publishing to have further control over their music’s final product.
Although Bologna became the main publishing center for violin music, its printing
market likely had a different focus than Venice or other Italian cities. The Bolognese houses
printed commercial music with composers writing for a specific market.136 As Peter Allsop
mentions, Cazzati published many publications for amateurs or dilettanti rather than professional
players. The demands of these chamber music works were technically modest and favored dance
music, and therefore may not represent the actual picture of violin playing in Bologna at that
time.137 Printers in Bologna received works from composers of the Emilia Romagna region and a
few other parts of Italy, and among the most prolific were Bassani, G.B. Bononcini, and
Colombi. There are no Bolognese publications from any composer from Venice or Rome during
that period, except for a reprint of Legrenzi’s Op. 8 by Monti and Corelli, who had spent his
early years in Bologna before settling in Rome.
The table below indicates which composers published music containing slurs in Bologna:
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Table 4.3 Bologna violin collections (by composer)
Composer
Cazzati
G.B. Vitali
G.M. Bononcini
Colombi
Pizzoni
Berardi
Degli Antonii
Bassani
Grossi
Albergati
Gaspardini
G.B. Bononcini
Torelli
C.A. Marini
Borri
Zanatta
B. Laurenti
Bernardi
Buoni
Leonarda
Brevi
Castro
Bernabei
Iacchini
Bonporti
G. Taglietti

Year of publication
1659 1665 1669
1666 1667 1674
1669 1671 1673
1668 1673 1674
1669
1670
1671 1676 1686
1677 1683 1697
1679 1682 1685
1682 1683 1687
1683
1685 1686 1687
1686 1709 n.d.
1687
1688
1689
1691
1692 1696
1693
1693
1693
1695
1698
1697 1701 1703
1712
1713 1715

1668

1669

1689

1701

1703

The most significant Bolognese printers of violin music were Marino Silvani, Giacomo
Monti, and his son Pier-Maria Monti. Working together, they almost had a monopoly on all
instrumental music in Bologna between 1660 and 1690. Marino Silvani owned his own printing
company from 1696 to 1726, although starting in 1665, he collaborated as music editor at
Giacomo Monti’s publishing house. After he married Giacomo’s daughter in 1696, he took the
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music unit of the firm under his name, and until his death, when the firm continued under his
sons.138
Giacomo Monti started his publishing activities in Bologna in the early 1630s. He
partnered with Carlo Zenero, and soon after dissolving their publishing activity together, he did
not print music for years. In 1662 he returned to music printing, and mainly focused on
instrumental violin music when Bologna started gaining importance as a center of music printing
in Italy. Allsop indicates that the development of Bolognese music printing likely resulted from
Monti focusing on instrumental music rather than other genres of music.139 For more than two
decades, Monti and Silvani focused almost only on printing works from Bolognese composers.
From 1689, Giacomo’s son, Pier-Maria Monti, took over the business. He mostly focused on
publishing violin works until his death in 1695, after which the press house was sold to Marino
Silvani. After Pier-Maria died, Silvani continued the music publishing side of the brand, while
Monti’s heirs would eventually become the official printers of the Holy Office.140

Table 4.4 Bologna violin collections (by publisher)
Publisher
Gli eredi Vittori Benacci
Marino Silvani

Giacomo Monti

Composer
Cazzati
Cazzati
G.B. Vitali
Bassani
Iacchini
Torelli
G. Taglietti
G.B. Vitali
Colombi
G.M. Bononcini
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Year of publication
1659
1665
1666
1697 1701 1703
1701 1703
1709
1713 1715
1667 1668 1669
1668 1673 1674
1669 1671 1673

1674
1677

Huub van der Linden, “Printing Music…,” 493.
Peter Allsop, Arcangelo Corelli, 24.
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Pier-Maria Monti

Gioseffo Micheletti
Carlo Maria Fagnani
Antonio Caldani
Per li Peri
Giovanni Parone

Berardi
Degli Antonii
Bassani
Grossi
G.B. Bononcini
Albergati
C.A. Marini
Colombi
Zanatta
B. Laurenti
Bernardi
Buoni
Leonarda
Brevi
Castro
Gaspardini
Torelli
Borri
Bernardi
Pizzoni
Castro
Bonporti

1670
1671
1677
1679
1685
1682
1687
1689
1689
1691
1692
1693
1693
1693
1695
1683
1686
1688
1696
1669
1708
1712

1676 1686
1683
1682 1685
1686 1687
1683 1687

1687

Modena
Modena represents a particular case in violin music printing. Although there were several
Modenese violin music publishers during the seventeenth century, its importance concerns the
manuscript collection of the Este Court. While the Biblioteca della Musica di Bologna collection
contains almost all printed collections, the Biblioteca Estense in Modena embodies the most
important collection of violin music in manuscript form the last part of the century. Notably, the
significant unpublished works of Giuseppe Colombi reveal a level of violin virtuosity not shown
in publications of the same time in Bologna.141 Comparing the printed materials from Bologna
and Modena, one can observe differences in musical patronage and prospective clientele. While
Bolognese composers and printers saw a commercial benefit by keeping professionals and
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dilettantes, violinists in the Este court were more interested in virtuosity (similar to their
contemporaries in German countries). They wrote for a public at the court and without the
intention of publishing.142 Duke Francesco II was a lover of the arts and, in particular, of music.
Having studied violin with Giuseppe Colombi, he was active in hiring musicians at the capella.
The Duke’s particular interest in violin reflects in some examples of non-Italian composers
appear in the library collection, such as Westhoff’s sonata La Guerre (Mus.E.282). Barnett states
there could be a tale to indicate the influence of violin playing from German violinists such as
Westhoff of Walther on Italian violinists such as Colombi or Uccellini.143
Instrumentalists at the Este court had to provide music for any court function, both in
Modena and outside the city. However, the court allowed musicians also to take sporadic jobs in
local institutions, which generated a blossoming of enthusiasm for music among Modenese and,
consequently, a printing music growth.144 Interestingly, almost all the collections containing slurs
and published in Modena appear soon before or after the death of Francesco II in 1694.

Table 4.5 Modena violin collections (by composer)
Composer
G.B. Vitali
A.Veracini
Iacchini
Pegolotti
Albergati
Caettano
Motta
T.A. Vitali

Year of publication
1692 1693
1696
1697
1698
1697
1700
1701
1701
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Fortuniano Rosati was probably the most significant instrumental music publisher during
the second part of the seventeenth century, first in Modena (as stampatore di musica ducale until
1702) and later in Venice. He published works from composers of Bologna and Modena, as well
as Corelli (1697). Rosati’s work is clean and consistent in both the addition of slurs and the use
of accolades for ties. Rosati’s care for detail, not only in slurs, appears in one example at the end
of his 1698 edition of Pegolotti’s Op. 1: as movable type did not allow to add double stops
cleanly, he included an extra page at the end of the last Trattenimento, where he copied by hand
the whole page, but including the double stops, as shown below in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.3 T. Pegolotti. Trattenimento Duodecimo, Op. 1 (Modena: Fortuniano Rosati, 1698)

After publishing some of his earlier works with Bolognese firms, Giovanni Battista Vitali
published the most significant part of his catalog using Modenese publishers, including Giovanni
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Gasparo Ferri, Antonio Vitaliani, Eredi Cassiani, and Christoforo Canobi. Some of these
publishers’ names do not appear in the table below, as the collections they published did not
contain works with slurs.145

Table 4.6 Modena violin collections (by publisher)
Publisher
Antonio Vitaliani
Cristoforo Canobi
Antonio Ricci
Fortuniano Rosati

Composer
Corelli
G.B. Vitali
T.A. Vitali
T.A. Vitali
A.Veracini
Iacchini
Bianchi
Pegolotti
Fiorè
Cattaneo
Motta
T.A. Vitali
Albergati

Year of Publication
1685
1692
1693
1693
1696
1697
1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
1701
1702

Rome
Arcangelo Corelli represents one of the most important figures as a composer and
violinist not only in Rome but all over the country and abroad, especially after the publication of
his Op. 5 Violin Sonatas. Corelli overshadowed violinists and composers who lived in Rome
simultaneously, which is apparent in the number of publishers who printed his works. As stated
previously, there is no further study in the figure of Corelli in my paper, except in the Appendix.
There appears to be a notable lack of information about published violin music by Roman
composers previous or contemporary to Corelli. The most important Roman composers of the
time were Carlo Mannelli (who even published a violin treatise, Studio del Violino, now lost),
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Carlo Ambrogio Lonati, Alessandro Stradella, and Lelio Colista. Lonati published a prominent
collection of twelve solo violin sonatas in Milan (1701). However, the publication is not in
movable type, and therefore it does not appear in this study. Possible rivalries among Corelli,
Lonati, and Mannelli might be why there is a lack of information (and publications) on these last
two composers.146

Table 4.7 Rome violin collections (by composer)
Composer
Leoni
Pandolfi
Corelli
Mannelli
Franchi
Migali

Year of publication
1652
1669
1681 1685 1689
1682
1685
1697

1694

1700

Giovanni Angelo Mutij was part of a well-known Roman publishing family from the
latter half of the sixteenth century. Giovanni Angelo was the busiest Roman publisher of violin
music, due partly to his association with Corelli: after printing other styles for decades, he
focused on instrumental music between 1670 and 1689 by starting with Corelli’s Op. 1, which
resulted in increased success and business.
Giovanni Giacomo Komarek was another important Roman publisher who started in the
late 1660s. With the print of Corelli’s Op. 3, he took in 1689 the printing activity of Mutij. Apart
from works by Corelli, he also published different collections of G. Valentini at the beginning of
the eighteenth century.
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Other notable Roman publishers of violin music included Vitali Mascardi, Amadeo
Belmonte, and Gasparo Pietra Santa. This last one, notorious for publishing the first edition of
Corelli’s Op. 5.

Table 4.8 Rome violin collections (by publisher)
Publisher
Vitale Mascardi

Amadeo Belmonte
Giovanni Angelo Mutij
Gioacomo Komarek
Gasparo Pietra Santa

Composer
Leoni
Corelli
Ravenscroft
Migali
Pandolfi
Corelli
Mannelli
Franchi
Corelli
Corelli

Year of publication
1652 1685
1685 1691 1695
1695
1697
1669
1681 1685 1688
1682
1685
1689 1694 1695
1700

1701

Other cities in Italy were also active in printing violin music, but never achieved the
number of printers and publications as Venice, Bologna, Modena, or Rome.

Table 4.9 Other cities violin collections (by composer)
Publisher
Giovanni Battista Maringo
Bartolomeo Gregorj
Giambattista Monauni
Antonio Navesi
Michele Luigi Muzio

City
Palermo
Lucca
Trento
Firenze
Napoli

Year
1629
1698
1712
1692
1697

Composer
Bartolomeo Mont’Albano
Giovanni Lorenzo Gregori
Bonporti
Antonio Veracini
Giuseppe Antonio Avitrano

B. Issues with slurs

Movable type remained the main publishing technology in Italy during the century and
the first decades of the eighteenth century. While other countries engaged in the new engraving
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system, it took Italy years to adopt engraving ultimately, even if a few examples appear from
Italian publishing houses of the seventeenth century. The technical limitations of typesetting
created imprecisions in the music, which prevented an accurate representation of a composer’s
work. This inexactness appeared as wrong notes, misaligned staff lines, and unclear note values.
An example of these limitations appears in Giovanni Maria Bononcini’s Op. 4: as the publisher
could not add double stops in the music, the composer devised a creative solution by adding in
two separate staves the Corrente num. 24.147 As seen in Figure 4.4, the second and fourth staves
indicate the lower notes of the double stops, which align with the notes of the staff above.

Figure 4.4 G.M. Bononcini. Corrente (24), Op. 4 (Bologna: Giacomo Monti, 1671)

However, most imprecisions with movable type occurred when adding symbols to the
music, such as accidentals, dynamics, trills, and especially slurs. Publishers would find inventive
147

See p. 78.
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solutions to add slurs, such as turning a parenthesis in a ninety-degree rotation or adding
different pieces together to create a longer slur (telescopic slur). Whichever solution they chose,
the final product usually resulted in misalignments on the page, making it difficult to know how
many notes were inside a slur. In movable type, a pair of notes would mean the publisher needed
two separate blocks, one for each note. In order to add a slur, the publisher would attempt to
perfectly align it above or under those two blocks, which was not easy and therefore not
consistent. As composers started requesting more and longer slurs in their music throughout the
century, this problem increased.
For the performer today who may want to play this music with primary sources, the
misalignment of slurs creates a problem. Despite following some general rules of bowing, such
as beats hierarchy and the Rule of the Down-Bow, there are cases, particularly when the music is
technically demanding, in which these rules do not apply. In the example below, Vincenti does
not include slurs of the appropriate length to cover four eighth notes and misplaces their position
on the page:

Figure 4.5 M. Cazzati. La Bonga, Op. 8 (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1648)

As composers faced the difficulties of precisely printing their music using movable type,
perhaps some were reluctant to write more demanding music, such as solo violin sonatas. Few
composers ventured to print their solo works, among them Marini, Fontana, and Uccellini. In
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some cases, if printing a long slur was not possible, the same composer or publisher would add
the missing slurs by hand, as in Figure 4.6. Influenced by the high cost of printing and lack of
guarantee of an accurate final product, most violin composers decided against publishing their
violin solo works. Instead, they presumably circulated their solo music as manuscript, which
have unfortunately not survived to the present day.

Figure 4.6 B. Mont’Albano. Sinfonie 4 (Palermo: G.M. Maringo, 1629)
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Boyden states that the Germans followed the virtuosity shown by early Italian composers,
while the Bolognese school restrained their technical demands in violin writing.148 However,
Peter Allsop suggests that one of the reasons why Italian music seemed less technically
demanding than Austrian music was because the limitations of the printing technology restricted
Italian composers. In contrast, Austrian composers mainly circulated their music in manuscript
form.149 Except for the collection at the Biblioteca Estense in Modena, very few of the
seventeenth-century Italian manuscripts of violin repertoire have survived to the present day, and
even with the Este collection, it is not enough to make conclusive statements. By observing the
editions published in 1629 before the Venetian plague, one can assume that the technical
difficulty in violin literature during the seventeenth century was at least comparable to the
Austrian school, and the published music that has survived to the present day does not reflect an
honest state of the virtuoso violin playing of the time.
Although long-established music publishing houses printed violin music, especially in
Venice and Bologna, all publishers struggled with adding slurs in violin music. Composers who
were fortunate enough to publish their music sometimes chose a local publisher or at times tried
to work with a more respected publishing house. However, the most reputed firms were not
always the most accurate at adding slurs. As blocks passed from one firm to another, the same
inaccurate publishing interpretations in regards slurs followed close behind. Although it was
typical for a composer to supervise the printing of his work, he would probably accept the
limitations of the printing machinery of the time, not add slurs in the manuscript, expect the
performer to add the slurs on his own, or not publish the work at all. At the beginning of his Op.
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1, Pirro Albergati informs the players (sonatore) that the edition is not as accurate as he would
like, showing an obvious dissatisfaction with the work of the publisher Giacomo Monti.150

Figure 4.7 P. Albergati. Op. 1 (Bologna: Giacomo Monti, 1682)

A publisher might sell a work with inaccurate slurs because of a lack of symbols or an
assumption that the players would know which notes were slurred or add their own slurs
extempore. It could be possible that publishers of the time did not think slurs were very
important, or the standard of accuracy was such that publications of the seventeenth century were
seen as acceptable.
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In his remarks to the “kind players,” Albergati expresses his feelings about the current
publication. He explains that these works do not attempt to compete with those of the violinists
of the time (Virtuosi) and that he composed them as a natural whim without trying to be
pretentious. While he acknowledges that there could be mistakes in the edition, he indicates it is
not his fault, but rather the publishers (Torchi delle Stampe), who were not careful enough and
added mistakes. He admits that the publisher persuaded him with insistence, so he would print
these works, even if he were reluctant. Albergati finishes asking the players to forgive him and to
be kind to his work.
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Below is a table of different publications that had more than one example of slurs where
it is not clear which was the intention of the composer due to the imprecision of the publisher:

Table 4.10 Collections containing imprecise slurs
City
Venice

Publisher
A.Vincenti
F. Magni

B. Magni
Gardano
G. Sala

Bologna

G. Monti

P.M. Monti

M. Silvani
G. Micheletti

Rome
Modena
Lucca

C.M. Fagnani
Peri
Mutij
Rosati
Ricci
Gregorg

Composer
Cazzati
Uccellini
Legrenzi
Uccellini
Guerrieri
Bononcini
Castello
Fontana
Legrenzi
Torelli
Albinoni
Ruggieri
Caldara
Colombi
P. Degli Antonii
Bassani
G.B. Bononcini
C.A. Marino
Albergati
Zanatta
Colombi
Buoni
Brevi
Castro
Bassani
Iachini
Torelli
Torelli
Borri
Bernardi
Castro
Mannelli
Pegolotti
T.A.Vitali
Gregori
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Year of publication
1648 1659 1665
1642 1645 1660
1655 1673
1660 1667
1673
1666 1667
1644
1641
1682
1698
1694 1701
1693 1697
1699
1668 1674
1671 1676
1683
1685 1686 1687
1687
1682
1689
1689
1693
1693
1695
1697
1701
1709
1686 1687 1692
1688
1696
1708
1682
1698
1693
1698

The two main problems publishers faced when adding slurs in violin music were first the
slur’s precise placement over the notes, and second, which symbol (arch) to use to cover all those
notes. As we have seen in the previous section of this chapter, publishers usually used two sizes
of slurs, small and medium, and in some cases even a longer one, as well as accolades.
Especially in Venice, some publishers would use telescopic slurs in order to create very long
slurs. Nevertheless, even with all the different sizes, the small slur covering a pair of notes was
the most common in Italian violin literature of the Seicento, along with consecutive small slurs
over eighth and sixteenth notes. However, when looking at some of those consecutive small
slurs, we observe that in some cases, publishers would add several consecutive small slurs to
create a longer slur. We find examples of this in several publishers and composers:

Table 4.11 Collections containing long slurs appearing as consecutive short slurs
Publisher
A.Vincenti
B. Magni
F. Magni
G. Sala
G. Monti

P.M. Monti
M. Silvani
Parone
Micheletti
Mutij
Mascardi
Bortoli

Composer
Uccellini
Castello
Uccellini
Legrenzi
Viviani
P. Degli Antonii
G.M. Bononcini
Bassani
Grossi
Albergati
Colombi
Buoni
Zanatta
Bassani
Torelli
Bonporti
Gaspardini
Borri
Mannelli
Leoni
G. Taglietti

Year of publication
1642 1645 1649
1629
1667
1655 1673
1678
1686
1677
1677
1682
1682
1689
1693
1689
1697
1709
1712
1683
1688
1682
1652
1707
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Rosati

Pegolotti

1698

Figure 4.8 M. Uccellini. Sonata Terza, Op. 5 (Venice: A. Vincenti, 1649)

In the second line of the example above, the two consecutive slurs and the accolade do
not correspond to the notes they fall immediately, if we assume a single slur covers all the notes.
As in the Uccellini example, Albergati used two small slurs to cover six thirty-second notes in
the example below, presumably meaning that one single slur applies to all the notes on an upbow after the G sixteenth note.
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Figure 4.9 P. Albergati. Balletto Primo, Op. 1 (Bologna: G. Monti, 1682)

In the following example, Mannelli used two short slurs to cover three eighth notes:

Figure 4.10 C. Mannelli. Sonata Undecima, Op. 2 (Rome: G.A. Mutij, 1682)
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In the example below, instead of adding several short slurs, Bortoli added two long slurs,
making the slurred notes more straightforward:

Figure 4.11 G. Taglietti. Aria 9 (Venice: Apresso Antonio Bortoli, 1707)

While both slurs together as a single slur cover eight descending thirty-second notes, in
the following measure, Bortoli decided – probably for space reasons – to use one long slur which
does not cover all the notes. Because both slurred passages contain the same number of notes, we
can assume that the two consecutive slurs represent one single slur in the first measure.
In all the examples above, we observe different publishers adding consecutive slurs,
sometimes of different lengths and designs, to represent a longer one they did not have as part of
their block types. Usually, these slurs appear on the page in closer proximity to one another. The
historically informed violinist must observe these details, count the number of notes under the
consecutive slurs and, depending on the number of beats, decide if a longer slur would make
more sense in the musical phrase following the hierarchy of the beats. It is not too late to rethink
our attitude and understanding of slurs of this time.
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C. Use of Slurs by Decades

Another way to view slurs in Italian violin music is to examine the collections,
composers, and publishers by decades. This method might help to delineate how publishing
centers switched from decade to decade, together with the changes of relevant publishers.
The first slur in violin music did not appear until the second decade of the seventeenth
century when Biagio Marini published his Op. 1 Affeti musicali. Venice would reign as the
primary publishing center during the first half of the century, led by the publishing houses of
Vincenti and Magni. Bologna took the lead as publishing capital for violin works during the
decades of the 1660s to the 1680s, thanks in particular to Monti and Silvani, who worked with
local composers related to San Petronio. However, by the end of the century, publishing houses
printing violin repertoire would also proliferate in Rome and Modena, especially with the houses
of Komarek, Mascardi, and Rosati.
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Decade
1610–1619
1620–1629

1630–1639

Location
Venice

Publisher
B. Magni

Composer
B. Marini

Venice

B. Magni
B. Magni

G. Sponga
B. Marini

B. Magni (F. Magni)
B. Magni
A. Vincenti
A. Vincenti

D. Castello

A. Vincenti
G.B. Maringo
B. Magni
A. Vincenti
A. Vincenti
B. Magni
A. Vincenti
A. Vincenti
B. Magni
A. Vincenti
B. Magni
A. Vincenti

T. Merula
B. Mont’Albano
G. Scarani
G.B. Buonamente
G. Sabbatini
G. Rovetta

A. Vincenti
A. Vincenti
F. Magni
A. Vincenti

M. Cazzati
T. Merula
M. Neri
M. Cazzati

Palermo
Venice
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1640–1649

1650–1659

Venice

Venice

F. Magni

G. Picchi
G.B. Buonamente

A. Grandi
B. Selva y Salaverde
T. Merula
G.B. Fontana
M. Uccellini

Year
1617
1618
1619
1620

Work
Affetti musicali…Op. 1
Madrigali…Op. 2
Compositione…Op. 3
Arie, madrigal…Op. 3
Scherzi…Op. 8
1621 (1658) Sonate…libro primo
1629 (1644) Sonate…libro secondo
1625
Canzoni…
1626
Il quarto libro…
1629
Il quinto libro…
1628
Concerti…Op. 2
1629
Sinfonie…
1630
Sonate…Op. 1
1636
Sonate,…libro sesto
1636
Madrigali…Op. 6
1636
Madrigali…Op. 2
1639
Messa,…Op. 4
1637
Motetti…libro terzo
1638
Canzoni…
1639
Il secondo libro…Op. 9
1641
Sonate…
1642
Sonate…libro terzo
1645
Sonate…Op. 4
1649
Sonate…Op. 5
1648
Il secondo libro…Op. 8
1651
Il quarto libro…Op. 17
1651
Sonate…Op. 2
1653
Messa e Salmi
1654
Correnti…Op. 15
1656
Sonate…Op. 18

1660–1669

Rome
Venice

F. Magni
F. Magni
G. Sala
V. Mascardi
F. Magni

F. Magni
Bologna
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Rome
1670–1679

Bologna

B. Marini
G. Legrenzi
G.A. Leoni
M. Uccellini
G. Legrenzi
G.M. Bononcini

M. Silvani
s.n.
M. Silvani
G. Monti

M. Cazzati

[G. Monti]
G. Monti
A. Caldani
A. Belmonte
G. Monti
G. Monti
G. Monti

G. Colombi
G.M. Bononcini
E. Pizzoni
G.A. Pandolfi Mealli
O. Tarditi
A. Berardi
P. Degli Antonii

G. Monti

G.M. Bononcini

G. Monti

G. Colombi

G. Monti
F. Magni

G.B. Bassani
G.M. Bononcini

G.B. Vitali

1655
1655
1656 (1682)
1652
1660

Per ogni sorti…Op. 22
Sonate…Op. 2
Sonate…Op. 4
Sonate…Op. 3
Canto primo dell’ozio…Op. 7
Sinfonie boscarecie…Op. 8
1667
Sinfonici…Op. 9
1663 (1671) Sonate…Op. 8
1666
Primi frutti…Op. 1
1667
Delle sonate…Op. 2
1665
Sonate a due…Op. 35
1669
Varii…Op. 50
1666
Correnti…Op. 1
1667
Sonate…Op. 2
1667
Balletti,…Op. 3
1668
Balleti,…Op. 4
1669
Sonate…Op. 5
1668
Delle sinfonie…Op. 1
1669
Varii fiori…Op. 3
1669
Balletti,…Op. 1
1669
Sonate cioe…
1670
Motetti…Op. 41
1670
Sinfonie…Op. 7
1671
Balletti,…Op. 3
1676
Sonate…Op. 4
1671
Arie,…Op. 4
1671
Sinfonia,…Op. 5
1673
Ariette,…Op. 7
1673
La Lira…Op. 2
1674
Balletti,…Op. 3
1676
Sonate a due…Op. 4
1677
Balletti,…Op. 1
1672
Sonata da chiesa…Op. 6

Venice
1680–1689

Bologna
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Rome

1690–1699

Firenze
Venice

G. Monti
F. Magni
G. Sala
G. Monti

A. Grossi
G. Legrenzi
G.B. Viviani
A. Grossi

G. Monti

P. Albergati

G. Micheletti
G. Monti
G. Monti

G. Gaspardini
G.B. Bassani
G. Bononcini

G. Monti
G. Monti
G. Micheletti

C.A. Marini
P. Degli Antonii
G. Torelli

M. Silvani
G. Micheletti
P.M. Monti
P.M. Monti
G.A. Mutij

G.B. Borri
G. Colombi
D. Zanatta
A. Corelli

G. Komarek
G.A. Mutij
G.A. Mutij
A.N. alla Condotta
G. Sala
G. Sala
G. Sala

C. Mannelli
G.P. Franchi
A. Veracini
C.A. Marini
I. Boccaletti
G.M. Ruggieri

1679
1673
1678
1682
1685
1682
1683
1687
1683
1683
1685
1685
1685
1686
1687
1687
1687
1686
1686
1687
n.d.
1688
1689
1689
1681
1685
1689
1682
1685
1692
1692
1692
1693

Balletti,…Op. 2
La Cetra…Op. 10
Capricci armonici…Op. 4
Sonate a due,…Op. 3
Sonate a tre,…Op. 4
Balletti,…Op. 1
Suonate a due…Op. 2
Pletro armónico…Op. 5
Sonate a tre,…Op. 1
Sinfonie…Op. 5
Trattenimenti…Op. 1
Concerti da camera…Op. 2
Sinfonie a 5…Op. 3
Sinfonie a tre…Op. 4
Sinfonie da chiesa…Op. 5
Sinfonie a due…Op. 6
Sonate da camera…Op. 1
Suonate…Op. 5
Sonata a tre…Op. 1
Sinfonie…Op. 3
Concertino…Op. 4
Sinfonie a tre…Op. 1
Sonate …Op. 5
Suonate da chiesa…
Sonate a tre…Op. 1
Sonate da camera…Op. 2
Sonate a tre…Op. 3
Sonate a tre,…Op. 2
La cetra Sonora…Op. 1
Sonate a tre…Op. 1
Balletti,…Op. 2
Sonate a tre…
Suonate da chiesa…Op. 3

Modena

Rome
Bologna
138
Napoli
Lucca

G. Sala

A. Caldara

G. Sala
C. Canobi
C. Canobi
F. Rosati

T. Albinoni
G.B. Vitali
T.A. Vitali
A. Veracini

F. Rosati
F. Rosati
F. Rosati
G.C. Komarek
Mascardi
Mascardi
P.M. Monti
G. Micheletti
P.M. Monti
C.M. Fagnani
P.M. Monti
P.M. Monti

G. Iacchini
T. Pegolotti
A. Fiorè
A. Corelli
G. Ravenscroft
P. Migali
B. Laurenti
G. Torelli
B. Bernardi

P.M. Monti
P.M. Monti
M. Silvani
M.L. Muzio
B. Gregorj

G. Iacchini
F.G. de Castro
G.B. Bassani
G.A. Avitrano
G.L. Gregori

G.B. Brevi
G. Buoni

1697
1693 (1700)
1699
1694
1692
1693
n.d. (1694)
1696
1697
1698
1699
1694
1695
1696
1691
1692
1692
1696
1693
1693
1693
1695
1695
1697
1697
1698

Suonate da chiesa…Op. 4
Suonate a tre…Op. 1
Suonate da camera…Op. 2
Suonate a tre…Op. 1
Sonate…Op. 14
Sonate a doi…Op. 2
Sonate da camera…Op. 2
Sonate da camera…Op. 3
Concerti…Op. 3
Trattenimenti…op. 1
Sinfonia da Chiesa,…Op. 1
Sonate a tre…Op. 4
Sonate a tre…Op. 1
Sonate a tre…Op. 1
Sonate per camera…Op. 1
Sinfonie a tre…Op. 5
Sonate da camera…Op. 1
Sonate a tre…Op. 2
Bizzarie armoniche…Op. 3
Divertimenti…Op. 1
Allettamenti…Op. 3
Sonate da camera…Op. 2
Trattenimenti…Op. 1
Concerti Sacri…Op. 11
Sonate a tre,…Op. 3
Concerti grossi…Op. 2

Conclusion

One of the most significant aspects of historical performance practice is reading and
interpreting music from primary sources. Seventeenth-century Italian publishers printed violin
music almost entirely by using movable type. Therefore, the violinist intending to explore this
repertoire will need to be familiar with this kind of typesetting and its limitations, which include
the presentation of slurs.
The seventeenth century represents the birth of an idiomatic repertoire for the violin. The
increased popularity of the violin by the 1620s appeared in a time of musical changes and
innovations: the violin was a response to the need for an instrument that could imitate the human
voice in the newly created operas. Changes in the maestro de concerti (Francesco Bonfante) and
the maestro di capella (Claudio Monteverdi) in San Marco possibly sped up the addition of
violins as treble instruments in the orchestra, which substituted the cornetto.
The first violin players might have been viol performers, who adapted the viola da gamba
technique to the violin, coexisting with similar instruments that favored chordal playing. With a
growing demand for violin works and the innovations of violin making in the north of Italy, there
seems to be a lack of coordination between the development of violin playing, the printing of
violin music, and treatises. Therefore, and even if the violin appeared in instrumental music
around the turn of the century, few treatises discuss violin technique in detail during that time.
While violin music was already technically very advanced by the end of the 1620s, to get a
glimpse of the style of violin playing of that time, one needs to study treatises for cornetto and
voice, as violins shared or doubled the soprano and treble lines.
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Early violin bowing tended to be one note per bow for several reasons: its simplicity, the
length of the clip-in frog bow, the slow response of sound production due to the gauge of the
strings, or the under-the-collarbone violin hold, which offered less range of motion compared to
the current violin hold. Whatever the reasoning, slurs rarely appeared in violin collections, and
violinists treated them as ornaments. While few technical indications about violin playing appear
in treatises, authors emphasized the instrument's expressive qualities. In 1620, Francesco
Rognoni discussed slurs in violin playing (lireggiare) for the first time, specifying a particular
style of slurring which he named lireggiare affettuoso. The new stile moderno, characterized by
virtuosic violin playing, dramatic changes of emotions, and rapid figuration passages of
diminutions, also included sections of tremolo and affetti. These parts would be the most
expressive sections and usually implied that the violinist should slur several notes. While the
information on violin technique during the seventeenth century is sparse and there is a need for
further research, there is evidence regarding the correlation between violin playing, slurs, and
methods of musical expression.
The lack of information about Italian violin playing of the seventeenth century is partly
due to the limitations of Italian publishing presses that printed this repertoire. While composers
writing in Austrian and German territories circulated most violin music in manuscript and
incorporated the copper engraving system early on, Italian publishers kept movable type for
publishing instrumental music. Additionally, few violin music manuscripts from Italy have
survived to the present day. Therefore, it is not easy to have a comprehensive overview of violin
playing in Italy as we do in Austria during the seventeenth century.
Most of slurs in violin music appear in solo violin collections that contain works without
dance movements. There were three kinds of slur lengths used in movable type: short, medium,
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and long. Publishers could also indicate slurs by adding accolade signs, and on rare occasions,
they added them by hand. In seventeenth-century Italian violin music, the most common slur was
the small or short slur, probably a parenthesis sign rotated ninety degrees. While publishers used
this slur to cover different numbers of notes, the most recurrent slur covered pairs of eighth
notes. In most cases, these consist of pairs of descending eighth notes that begin on strong beats
– mainly following the Rule of the Down-Bow. Slurred pairs of descending eighth notes also
appeared consecutively, and, in numerous cases, they could indicate a rhetorical figure called
pianto.
Venice was the center of violin music publishing during the first half of the century.
Following the work of Gardano, first Bartolomeo Magni and later his son Francesco became the
most prolific publishers of violin music not only in Venice but from all over Italy and abroad.
Their success was partly spurred on by the competition with the other most prominent Venetian
publisher, Alessandro Vincenti.
In the decade of the 1660s, the commercial aspirations of Bolognese publishers, led by
Giacomo Monti, and the rise of violin playing in San Petronio, established Bologna as the new
center for violin music prints. There were differences between violin music printing in Venice
and Bologna: Venice was a national and international publishing center, while most composers
who published in Bologna were local; second, the violin technical demands and addition of slurs
were of more complexity in Venice; and third, Venetian publishers were more careful in adding
slurs than the Bolognese did.
Publishing houses in Modena and Rome also printed violin music, but in smaller
volumes. Fortuniano Rosati became one of the most capable publishers of violin music,
particularly regarding the presentation of slurs. Propelled in part by the popularity of Arcangelo
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Corelli’s music, Rome became an important publishing center during the last two decades of the
century, with printing firms such as Komarek, Mutij, Mascardi, and Sala.
In 1629, right before the bubonic plague devastated Venice, a group of composers
published different collections under the same publisher: Alessandro Vincenti. Those collections
– along with Francesco Rognoni’s publication – illustrate the style of violin playing of that time
and validate Venice as a center for violin playing and publishing during the second decade of the
century. Vincenti introduced a new long slur in these collections, the telescopic slur, which
allowed him to add slurs of up to more than twenty notes in movable type printing. While few
publishers followed this technological achievement, the works of Marini, Uccellini, Castello,
Fontana, and Buonamente portray a definitive indication that long slurs were widespread during
the early part of the seventeenth century.
There is no clear evidence whether violinists only performed the slurs printed in the
music or added them more at their discretion. As with other ornaments, composers added those
slurs that expressed a rhetorical significance. However, as they were aware of the limitations of
adding slurs with movable type, some composers may have chosen to simplify their publications
by not adding slurs to avoid the possible misrepresentation of their original intention with
printing inaccuracies. Although composers were usually present during the printing process, this
was not always the case.
The printed slurs were not always an accurate reflection of what the composer submitted
in a manuscript. The methods involved in adding slurs with movable type did not always show
precisely how many notes were covered by a slur. In some cases, publishers had only one length
of a slur, which they used to cover as few as two notes to as many as all notes contained in a
measure, even though the slur failed to cover anywhere near that number. Not all publishers
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owned long-slur types, and just a few of them added telescopic slurs. Each publisher had their
way of adding long slurs to publications: while sometimes a publisher would add two slurs of
various sizes, one next to the other; at other times, they would add several small slurs, which
would not align exactly over the notes, in which case we might assume one should play as a
single long slur. These technological limitations of Italian music presses might have discouraged
violin virtuosos from publishing collections of solo violin works.
Despite the different lengths, designs, and placement of slurs in Italian violin music of the
Seicento, one cannot approach this music by reading and playing the slurs literally. First, we
should consider if slurs appear in slow movements or movements with sections of affetti and
tremolo. Second, we should also acknowledge the possibilities of musical expression within a
slur, mainly when a slur would entail a rhetorical figure. Third, one should study the entirety of a
movable-type edition to compare all the slurs in the collection, appreciate the different lengths
and designs the publishers used, and thus grasp which notes the publisher tried to cover in a slur.
Moreover, even after such an examination, one should assume that decisions will be subjective
and not conclusive.
Slurs represent one of the most sophisticated artifices for violin expressivity throughout
the history of the violin repertoire. We should aim to rethink our approach regarding movable
type slurs and be aware that they represent not only different notes in the same bow direction but
also one of the essential elements of expression in violin playing of the seventeenth century. It is
the conclusion of this study that we will find ourselves closer to a composer’s intention by not
reading slurs literally but by understanding the larger context of the slurs in each collection. We
will then not only be more informed, but we will not have stopped questioning ourselves.
E Vivi Felice.
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Appendix

The following Appendix is a compilation of published Italian violin music of the
seventeenth century. It features collections of music where the violin appears as a solo
instrument or part of an ensemble with other instruments and vocal parts.
The order in which the collections appear is based on the year of publication by the
composer. If a composer had several collections containing violin parts, the composer appears
following the publication of the first collection of the previous composer.
Each publication’s name appears only with the first few words (Concerto ecclesistici…).
As much as possible, all the publications are first editions. In some cases, if a reprint was
analyzed, it appears as “[reprint].” It was not possible to find the first editions for all the music
presented in this Appendix.
In the SLURS section, the collections from the Museo Internazionale e Biblioteca della
Musica di Bologna used the same Collocazione number as it appears on their website (i.e.,
AA.243).
The first comment to appear always refers to ties. Next, slurs appear based on the length
and the number of notes on each of them. If some collections have some clarity problems, it is
specified. In some cases, specific words related to the research of this thesis are included in this
section (i.e., affetti, tremolo).
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COMPOSER

Publication

City

Year

Publisher

Slurs

Giacomo Vincenzi

Canzon di Diversi
per Sonar…Libro
Primo
Canzoni alla
francese
Dialogui Concerti,
Sinfonie e Canzoni
Il Virtuoso Ritrovo

Venice

1588

Giacomo Vincenzi

No ties/slurs. Thirteen canzones by different
composers, including Merulo and Guami.

Venice

1596

Ricciardo Amadino

No ties/slurs.

Venice

1625

Stampa del Gardano

No ties/slurs.

Venice

1626

No ties/slurs.

Symphoniae Sacrae
…
Canzoni per
Sonare…libro primo
Canzoni et Sonate…

Venice

1597

Appresso Bortholomeo
Magni
Angelum Gardanum

Venice

1608

Alessandro Raveri

No ties/slurs.

Venice

1615

Ties.

Primo Libro de
Canzoni da Sonare
Recercate, et
Canzone…Libro
Primo
Canzonette alla
Francese
Cento
Concerti…Op. 12
Sinfonie
musicali…Op. 18
Concerti
ecclesistici…

Venice

1600

Rome

1601

Stampa del Gardano,
apresso Bartolomeo
Magni
Appresso Ricciardo
Amadino
Per li Heredi di Nicolò
Mutij

Venice

1601

S.264 Ties.

Venice

1602

Appresso Giacomo
Vincenti
Giacomo Vincenti

Venice

1610

Giacomo Vincenti

in Preface: “…nothing should be added to
that what is found to be printed…”
Ties.

Milan

1610

Simon Tini & Filippo
Lomazzo

Y.126 Ties (using two small pieces of
telescopic endings).

Adriano Banchieri

Giovanni Gabrieli
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Antonio Mortaro
Paolo Quagliati
Giuseppe Guami
Lodovico [Grossi
da] Viadana
Gian Paolo Cima

Ties.

No ties/slurs.

Salomone Rossi

Giulio Belli
Francesco and
Gabriel Sponga
(Usper)

146
Giovanni
Girolamo
Kapsperger
Tarquinio Merula

Il primo libro delle
sinfonie…
Il secondo libro
delle sinfonie…
Il terzo libro de
varie sonate…
Il quarto libro de
varie sonate…
Concerto
ecclesistici…
Ricercari et arie
francesi (F.Sponga)

Venice

1607

Ricciardo Amadino

Ties.

Venice

1608

Ricciardo Amadino

Ties.

Venice

1623

Alessandro Vincenti

Ties.

Venice

1622

Alessandro Vincenti

BB. 425 Ties.

Venice

1613

Bartolomeo Magni

R.327 No ties/slurs.

Venice

1595

Apresso Giacomo
Vincenti

No ties/slurs.

Messa e salmi…

Venice

1614

Giacomo Vincenti

Compositioni
Armonische…Op. 3

Venice

1619

Libro primo de balli, Rome
gagliarde et
correnti…
Il primo libro delle
Venice
canzoni….

1615

Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Bartolomeo
Magni
Giovanni Battista
Robletti

CC. 67 One tie in the last Sinfonia (by
Gabriel Sponga).
(Gabriel Sponga) (Sonata a tre) passage
with bow tremolo slurred; passage marked
ligate (Einstein, Vol. III).
(modern edition)
No ties/slurs.

Il Primo Libro de
Motetti…Op. 6
Libro secondo de
concerti…
Canzoni overo
sonate…Op. 12
Il Secondo
Libro…Op. 9

Venice

1624

Venice

1628

Venice
Venice

1615

Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Bartolomeo
Magni
Alessandro Vincenti

AA.294 Not seen.

1637

Appresso Alessandro
Vincenti
Alessandro Vincenti

AA.298 No ties/slurs; “tremolo” section on
dotted whole notes over ties.
Ties.

1639

Alessandro Vincenti

AA.300 Ties; Tremolo sections (without
slurs).

AA.297 Ties

Biagio Marini
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Il quarto libro…Op.
17

Venice

1651

Alessandro Vincenti

Il terzo libro delli
Salmi…Op. 18
Affetti musicali…
Op. 1

Venice

1652

Alessandro Vincenti

Venice

1617

Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Bartolomeo
Magni

Madrigali et
symfonie…Op. 2

Venice

1618

Arie, madrigal et
corenti…Op. 3

Venice

1620

Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Bartolomeo
Magni
Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Bartolomeo
Magni

Scherzi e
Canzonette, Op. 5
Sonate,
symphonie…Op. 8

Parma

1622

Apresso Anteo Viotti

Venice

1629

Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Bartolomeo
Magni

Ties; written “tremolo” section without
slurs; ties (as accolades) appear between
lines.
AA.304 Ties (slurs and accolade designs).
Ties; “Tremolo con l arco” marked on
section of half notes; unclear small
consecutive slurs over pairs of eighth and
sixteenth notes” of different designs
(including monobloc); small slurs over pairs
of eighth notes with same pitch; medium
slur not covering four sixteenth notes;
consecutive medium slurs (usually
monoblocs) not covering four eighth notes;
monobloc over consecutive eighth notes and
two sixteenth notes.
Ties; “Affetti Tardo” and “affetti” on section
with different length notes.
Ties; three different kind of slurs: very
short; short telescope without middle line;
long telescope slur on bass line.
In the violin line, short slurs based on small
monobloc of two pieces in pairs of notes;
monobloc slurs in different rhythm
(consecutive sixteenth note and dotted
eighth note).
Not seen.
Ties; slurs of two different lengths on same
two-note (they differ depending in the
separation between the notes on the staff);
slurs on consecutive pairs of eighth and
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Guilo Mussi
Giovanni
Valentini
Stefano Bernardi

Francesco Turini

Corona
melodica…Op. 15
Concerto terzo…Op.
16
Per ogni sorte
d’istromento
musicale…Op. 22
Il primo libro delle
canzoni…Op. 5
Musiche di Camera
Libro Quarto
Il Terzo libro de
Madrigali…
Madrigaletti…Libro
Secondo
Madrigali a
una…libro primo
novamente
ristampata
Madrigali a due,
tre…Secondo libro

sixteenth notes; small slurs over pairs of
eighth notes; indication of “Affetti”
(probable addition of slur over half notes);
monobloc slurs on consecutive groups of
four eighth notes; slur inside staff
(subtracting top line of the staff); telescopic
slur over six and eight notes; slur over
chromatic half notes.
Although this collection was published in
Venice, it was finished in Neuberg on the
Danube, where Marini was working at the
Palatine court of Wittelsbach.
Only continuo part has been preserved.

Antwerp

1644

Milan

1640

Les héritiers de Pierre
Phalèse
Camagno

Venice

1655

Francesco Magni

Ties; “affetti”section; “dolcemente”.

Venice

1620

Alessandro Vincenti

BB.26 Ties.

Venice

1621

Alessandro Vincenti

CC. 71 No ties/slurs.

Venice

1622

X.70 No ties/slurs.

Venice

1627

Venice

1624
(1621)

Appresso Alessandro
Vincenti
Appresso Alessandro
Vincenti
Stampa del Gardano.
Apresso Bartolomeo
Magni

Venice

1624

Alessandro Vincenti

CC.54 No ties/slurs.

Not seen (copy in Florence).

X.71 Ties.
CC.53 Ties.

Giovanni Battista
Buonamente
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Dario Castello

Madrigali a
cinque…libro terzo
Il quarto libro…

Venice

1629

Venice

1626

Il quinto libro…

Venice

1629

Alessandro Vincenti

Sonate, et
canzoni…libro sesto

Venice

1636

Alessandro Vincenti

Il settimo libro…
Sonate
concertate…libro
primo

Venice
Venice

1637
1629
(1621?
)
1658
(1621)

Alessandro Vincenti
Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Bartolomeo
Magni
Appresso Francesco
Magni

Venice

1629

Venice

1644
(1629)

Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Bartolomeo
Magni
Appresso Bartolomeo
Magni

Venice

Sonate
concertate…libro
secondo

Apresso Alessandro
Vincenti
Appresso Alessandro
Vincenti

CC.55 Ties.
Ties; consecutive small slurs over pairs of
eighth and thirty-second notes; small slurs
on consecutive Lombard rhythm; slurs on
pairs of chromatic half notes; expressive
slurs (pianto).
Ties; small slur over pair of half notes;
consecutive small slurs over three quarter
notes; telescopic slur over four eighth notes.
Ties (slur and accolade); affetti section;
tremolo section with three different kind of
slurs: two different accolade designs and
telescopic slur over four eighth notes, then
consecutive small slurs over pars of eighth
notes: longer slur.
Not seen.
Not seen.
Ties; small slur over pair of sixteenth notes;
small slur over dotted quarter note and
eighth note; small slur not covering eight
eighth notes on several measures; small slur
not covering four notes, each pair dotted
eighth note and sixteenth note: not clear;
unclear small slur covering groups of four
quarter and sixteenth notes.
Not seen.
Ties; small slur over pairs of eighth and
sixteenth notes (different designs);
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Giovanni Picchi

Canzoni da sonar…

Venice

1625

Alessandro Vincenti

Ottavio Maria
Grandi

Sonate per ogni
sorte di
stromenti…Op. 2
Il Primo Libro delle
Canzoni…
Canzoni da sonare

Venice

1628

Rome

1628

Venice

Bartolomeo
Mont’Albano

Sinfonie ad uno, e…

Palermo

1634
(1635)
1629

Stampa del Gardano,
Appresso Bartolomeo
Magni
Giovanni Battista
Robletti
Appresso Alessandro
Vincenti
Giovanni Battista
Maringo

Giuseppe Scarani

Sonate concertate…
Op. 1

Venice

1630

Girolamo
Frescobaldi

Bartolomeo Magni

consecutive small slurs over pairs of eighth
notes; unclear small slur covering four
sixteenth notes; unclear small slur (design
of almost a line) covering eight thirtysecond notes; telescopic slur over six
sixteenth notes; unclear small slur over
three sixteenth notes of the same pitch and
two thirty-second notes; small slur over
dotted quarter note and eighth note; unclear
small slur over six sixteenth notes; small
slur over eighth note and two sixteenth
notes; long telescopic slurs covering up to
twelve notes; unclear tremolo section over
four eighth notes, with different small slur
designs.
Ties; small slur at the end of the piece
between sixteenth note and half note.
AA.52 Only basso continuo part preserved.
Z.173 Ties.
Z.177 Ties.
Ties; small slurs over consecutive pairs of
eighth notes; several long slurs written by
hand of different sizes and designs
(including wave), covering from two to
thirty-two notes.
(modern edition)
Ties; slurs over consecutive pairs of eighth
notes; slurs over consecutive groups of four
eighth notes; slurs over groups of six eighth

notes; slurs over different rhythms,
including consecutives Lombard rhythm.
Use of affetto/affetti over different voices
and on different rhythms, not always using
slurs: the use of different rhythms in the
passage could imply that this effect does not
refer just to the subdivision of long notes as
portato, but other effects such as trill, messa
di voce, glissando, accent, or rubato.
Concerti
ecclesiastici…Op. 2
Sacri concerti,…Op.
13
Madrigali
Concertati…Op. 6

Venice,

1641

Bartolomeo Magni

BB.318 No ties/slurs.

Venice

1635

Alessandro Vincenti

AA.207 No ties/slurs.

Venice

1636

Appresso Alessandro
Vincenti

Venice

1636

Apresso Bartolomeo
Magni

Venice

1639

Alessandro
Grandi

Madrigali
Concertati…libro
primo, opera
seconda
Messa, e salmi
concertati, Op. 4
Motetti a una, et
due…Libro Terzo

B.285 Ties; small slur over pair of eighth
notes; consecutive small slurs over pairs of
eighth notes.
Small slurs over consecutive descending
pairs of eighth notes.

Venice

1637

Appresso Alessandro
Vincenti
Appresso Alessandro
Vincenti

Bartolomé de
Selma y Salaverde

Canzoni, fantasie et
correnti

Venice

1638

Guglielmo
Lipparini
Galeazzo
Sabbatini
151

Giovanni Rovetta

Appresso Bartolomeo
Magni

Ties; slurs over consecutive pairs of eighth
notes.
AA.47 Small slurs over consecutive pairs of
half and eighth notes. Vincenti adds
accolades as well in the same passage: same
meaning; small slur over pair of whole
notes and quarter notes.
Ties; “Affetti” section; small slur
(monobloc) over eighth note plus two
sixteenth notes: this is the only slur in the
whole collection; hand written beaming on
groups of four sixteenth notes.

Maurizio Cazzati
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Canzoni a 3…Op. 2
Il secondo libro
delle sonate…Op. 8

Venice
Venice

1642
1648

Bartolomeo Magni
Alessandro Vincenti

Messa e Salmi

Venice

1653

Alessandro Vincenti

Correnti e
balletti…Op. 15
(reprint)

Venice

1654

Alessandro Vincenti

Bologna

1667

Sonate a due
violini…Op. 18

Venice

1656

Giacomo Monti
(ristampata da Mario
Silvani)
Francesco Magni

(reprint)

Bologna

1659

Gli eredi Vittori
Benacci
Per l’Herede del
Benacci

X.258 No ties/slurs.
Y.1 Ties; accolade under two eighth notes,
after a tied note; consecutive small slurs,
probably meaning longer slur; consecutive
accolades over two groups of four eighth
notes; small consecutive slurs on groups of
four eighth notes, not covering all of them;
differences between violino primo and
secondo: Vln 2 one accolade covers all
eighth notes of the measure or only a few,
while Vln 1 uses tow slurs; misplaced
consecutive accolade under groups of three
half notes; accolade used as tie; Tremolo
(without slurs); “t” over repeated separated
sixteenth notes, similar to the beginning of
Pandolfi’s La Cesta.
Ties; small slurs over two and three notes;
use of small slurs and accolades.
Not seen (British Library).
Not seen.
Ties; slurs over four eighth notes; “Grave
con tremolo” (no slurs); consecutive slurs
over three eighth notes: slurs on a four-note
groups, where first eighth note is separated
and then three notes slurred; tremolo section
without slurs.
Ties; slur over four descending eighth notes;
unclear slurs covering four eighth notes;
consecutive accolades under four eighth
notes.

Sonate a due
violini…
Trattenimenti per
camera…Op. 22
Madrigali, e
canzonette…Op. 26
Correnti, e
balletti…Op. 30
Sonate a due…Op.
35

Antwerp

1674

153

1660

Les héritiers de Pierre
Phalèse
Antonio Pisarri

Not seen (copy at the NYPL Lincoln
Center).
Y.15 Ties.

Bologna
-

-

-

Bologna

1662

Antonio Pisarri

Y.19 No violin part preserved (just continuo
and tenore).
Y.24 Ties.

Bologna

1665

Mario Silvani

Compieta
concertata…Op. 40
Sacri Concerti…Op.
47
Varii, e diversi
capricci…Op. 50

-

-

-

Y. 29 Ties; accolades and small slurs over
four eighth notes: not long enough; tremolo
section (eighth notes with no slurs).
Y.35 No ties/slurs.

-

-

-

Y.43 No ties/slurs.

Bologna

1669

s.n.

Sonate a due
istromenti…Op. 55
Salmi brevi…Op. 58

Bologna

1670

s.n.

Y.46 Ties; small slurs over consecutive
pairs of eighth notes; accolade over dotted
quarter plus and eighth note; tremolo
section (eighth notes with no slurs); in last
measure of the collection (in both violins),
there is a trill on the first sixteenth note
followed but repeated sixteenth note, same
as in Pandolfi’s La Cesta.
Y.50 Ties (small slurs and accolades).

-

-

-

Y.53 No ties/slurs.

Dueti per
Camera…Op. 66
Correnti e balletti…
(No opus number)

-

-

-

Y.56 Not seen.

Antwerp

1651

Les héritiers de Pierre
Phalèse

Ties; small slurs on four eighth notes; slurs
over half notes between measures; tremolo
section without slurs following several
small slurs under four eighth notes.

Marco Uccellini

Venice

1659

Appresso Francesco
Magni

Sonate,
sinfonie…libro
secondo
Sonate, Arie…libro
terzo

Venice

1639

Alessandro Vincenti

Venice

1642

Alessandro Vincenti

Sonate, correnti, et
arie…Op. 4

Venice

1645

Alessandro Vincenti
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Correnti, balletti,
gagliarde a 3. e 4…
(reprint no Op.)

Ties; consecutive slurs over half and quarter
notes: expressive slur; small slurs covering
consecutive pairs of half notes; unclear
small slurs covering two or four eighth
notes; “tremolo” section.
Not seen.
Small slurs and accolades on pairs of eighth
and sixteenth notes; inconsistent accolades
over four eighth notes in tremolo passage;
accolades over four sixteenth notes;
alternation slurs/accolades in different
designs; several long slurs; groups of
accolades together; unclear if consecutive
slurs mean longer slurs; tremolo passage
using accolades over four eighth notes and
on same pitch notes (above and under the
staff); accolades between lines to show slur
on same pitch note.
Ties; long slur over measure at the end of
the sonata; consecutive pairs of slurs on
quarter, eighth, sixteenth and thirty-second
notes; slurs over groups of more than three
notes in different rhythms; expressive slurs
by step motion in Adagio sections; use of
accolades in different rhythms; Uccellini
seems to imply use of slurs along with
change of tempo or dynamic; expressive
slurs over descending pairs of notes;
consecutive small slurs probably meaning
longer slur; accolades over three quarter
notes; slurs over pairs of eighth notes in
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Sonate over
Canzoni…Op. 5

Venice

1649

Alessandro Vincenti

tremolo section, although it should be every
four notes: probably consecutive small slurs
create a longer one; accolades over four
sixteenth notes; Vincenti seems to use
accolades when slurs cover more than three
notes; sections with alternation of slurs and
accolades.
CC. 59
Same copy as above, starting in Sonata
settima; medium tie inside measure; unclear
consecutive medium slurs on quarter notes
and half note plus quarter (with trill);
medium slurs on pairs of consecutive eighth
and sixteenth notes; very close slurs over
pairs of quarter notes: meaning longer slur;
tremolo section on pairs of eighth notes: not
consistent; not consistent use of small slurs
over pairs of eighth notes versus accolades
over four sixteenth notes; slurs over
consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes;
consecutive quarter and half notes slurs; use
of accolades when three notes slurred.
Ties (slurs and accolades); use of
consecutive accolades/slurs probably
meaning a longer slur; different symbols
depending if it is the score or canto part;
unclear use of slurs throughout the
collection; Vincenti is not consistent in the
use of slurs versus accolades; combination
of slurs and accolades under several notes,
including descending thirty-second notes;
long slur using different symbols to cover
several rhythms: long slur is omitted in the

Venice

1660

Francesco Magni detto
Gardano

Sinfonie boscarecie,
brandi…Op. 8

Venice

1660

Francesco Magni detto
Gardano

(reprint)

Anvers

1669

Heredi di Phalesi[o]

Sinfonici concerti
brievi…Op. 9

Venice

1667

Apresso Fran. Magni
detto Gardano
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Canto primo
dell’ozio
region…Op. 7

canto part, but not in the score; very long
slurs (up to twenty-eight thirty-second
notes); expressive long slurs under quarter,
eighth, sixteenth and thirty-seconds notes,
and also over different rhythms; long slurs
made of consecutive accolades; “tromba
sordina per sonare con violino solo”; slur
over two quarter notes of the same pitch in a
syncopated pattern over measures, implying
some kind of portato.
Ties; consecutive small slurs over pairs of
eighth notes; telescopic slurs; slurs over
several notes (as scales), groups of two and
four notes, ties and over thirty-second notes
in long passages; tremolo sections over four
notes (depending on the sonata, sometimes
with slurs); double stops with telescopic
slurs.
Ties; consecutive pairs of slurs over eighth
and sixteenth notes; unclear use of
consecutive accolades over several sixteenth
notes (in different rhythms).
Ties; consecutive pairs of slurs under eighth
and sixteenth notes.
CC. 61 several consecutive slurs (line
design) probably meaning longer slur;
consecutive pairs of eighth and sixteenth
notes; long telescopic slur over triplets of
sixteenth notes; when “solo” indication,
unclear medium slur (line) over four
sixteenth notes; telescopic slur over six
sixteenth notes; several designs of slurs
(monoblocs, lines and small slurs) over

Sonata a 1. 2. 3. Per
Il Violino…

Venice

1641

Bartolomeo Magni

Massimiliano Neri

Sonate e
canzone…Op. 1
Sonate da
sonarsi…Op. 2

Venice

1644

Bartolomeo Magni

Venice

1651

Symphoniae unius,
et trium…
Symphoniae unius,
duorum...Op. 2
Symphoniae unius,
duorum…Op. 3
Symphoniae
unius,…Op. 4
Sonate a due…Op. 1

Antwerp

1644

Antwerp

1647

Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Francesco
Magni
Les héritiers de Pierre
Phalèse
Magdalène Phalèse

Ties; small slur over four eighth notes in an
adasio: unclear if it is a “tremolo” section;
slur under different rhythms.
(modern edition)
Ties.
Not seen.

Antwerp

1649

Magdalène Phalèse

Not seen.

Antwerp

n.d.

Magdalène Phalèse

Not seen.

Venice

1649

Stampa del Gardano

Not seen.

Naples

1650

Z.87 Ties.

Venice

1650

Pietro Paolini &
Gioseppe Ricci
Stampa del Gardano
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Giovanni Battista
Fontana

consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes;
medium slur over quarter note plus half
note; long telescopic slur over different
rhythms; slur covering four quarter notes;
telescopic slurs appear in violino secondo.
Small slurs of different sizes and length;
telescopic slurs covering up to twelve notes;
slurs on different rhythms; slur on single
and consecutive pairs of quarter notes;
telescopic slurs added in the partitura.
In the to the Wroclaw Library copy (MUS
315/50060) some slurs seem to be
handwritten.
Ties (only seen violino secondo and viola).

Nicolao à Kempis

Marco Antonio
Ferro
Andrea Falconiero Il primo libro di
canzone…
Orazio Tarditi
Concerto Musiche…
Op. 30

BB.400 Ties.

Giovanni Antonio
Leoni

Francesco Cavalli
Giovanni Legrenzi
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Motetti a Voce
Bologna
Sola…Op. 41
Motetti a Voce
Bologna
Sola…Op. 42
Sonate di
Rome
violino…Opera terza

1670

Giacomo Monti

Ties; small slur over pair of quarter notes.

1670

Giacomo Monti

Ties.

1652

Vitale Mascardi

Musiche sacre
concernenti…
Sonate a due, e
tre…Op. 2

Venice

1656

Alessandro Vincenti

Slurs of two different sizes covering two
and four notes; use of two small slurs (one
small and one long, or two long slurs) to
cover more than four notes, and to cover
several notes with different rhythms; affetti
section over different rhythms and notes
with trills.
Ties.

Venice

1655

Sonate da Chiesa, e
da camera…Op. 4
(reprint)

Venice

1656

Stampa del Gardano,
appresso Francesco
Magni
Francesco Magni

Ties; small slurs over consecutive eighth
notes; unclear slurs throughout the
collection.
Not seen.

Venice

1682

Ties; small slurs over pairs of eighth notes.

Salmi a tre. voci e
due violini, Op. 5
Sonate a due,
tre…Op. 8
(reprint)

Venice

1657

Venice

1663

Appresso Gioseppe
Sala
Apresso Francesco
Magni
Francesco Magni

Bologna

1671

Giacomo Monti

La Cetra…libro
quarto…Op. 10

Venice

1673

Francesco Magni detto
Gardano

AA.181 Ties; small slurs over pair of
sixteenth notes; unclear small/medium slur
over eighth note plus sixteenth note; unclear
small and medium slurs over pairs of eighth
notes; small slurs over consecutive
descending pairs of eighth notes.
Medium size slurs covering four eighth
notes; unclear addition of small slurs
throughout the collection; adag. & co

AA.177 Ties.
Not seen.

Venice

1682

Stampa del Gardano

Balletti, e
correnti…Op. 16
Sonate a
violino…Op. 3

Venice

1691

Giuseppe Sala

Innsbruc
k

1660

Michael Wagner

159

(reprint)

Giovanni Antonio
Pandolfi (Mealli)

affetto section probably meaning free
slurring: as the passage contains a small
slur, affetto could refer to something
different.
AA.184 Ties; in first measure, missing slur
compared to 1673 version; long slurs
covering four eighth notes (compared to
unclear medium slur in 1673); two designs
for small slurs: an almost line and almost
“C” slur; small slur covering dotted eighth
note plus sixteenth note; unclear addition of
slur throughout the collection; small slur
over pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes;
long slur over six eighth and sixteenth notes
of the same pitch (on different rhythms, not
tremolo): unclear in the 1673 version; small
slur on a triplet.
Difference bowings in the MS 83 copy from
Vienna.
Not seen.
Ties; small and medium slurs over quarter,
eighth, sixteenth and thirty-second notes (up
to six notes), not always clear; consecutive
small slurs probably meaning long slur in
groups of thirty-second and sixty-fourth
notes (Wagner uses consecutive small slurs
instead of medium slurs); (La Cesta and
Melana) inconsistent addition of
consecutive small slurs under (and inside
staff) on repeated sixty-fourth notes: unclear
if it means longer slur or different small
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Giulio Cesare
Arresti
Giacomo Medico
Giovanni Battista
Vitali

slurs; slurs on consecutive pairs of half,
quarter, eighth, and sixteenth notes.
Ties; small slurs over consecutive pairs of
quarter, eighth, sixteenth, thirty-second
notes; slurs on different rhythms;
consecutive small slurs implying longer
slur; inconsistent consecutive small slurs
over repeated sixty-fourth notes with a “tr”
(same as La Cesta op. 3); consecutive small
slurs over triplets of half, quarter and eighth
notes; unclear small slur covering four
thirty-second notes; inconsistent addition of
slurs (La Viniciolina).
Small slurs over pairs of notes; medium
slurs over three and four notes; (La Spata
Fora) slur with four dots inside; Belmonte
is not always consistent.
V.106a/1–6 No ties/slurs.

Sonate a
violino…Op. 4

Innsbruc
k

1660

Michael Wagner

Sonate cioe
balletti,...

Rome

1669

Amadeo Belmonte

Messe a tre
voci…Op. 2
Sonate a 2, & a
tre…Op. 4
Suonate e
motetti…Op. 1
Correnti e
balletti…Op. 1

Venice

1663

Francesco Magni

Venice

1665

Not seen.

Venice

1665

Francesco Magni detto
Gardano
Francesco Magni

Bologna

1666

Mario Silvani

CC.115 Ties (slurs and accolades); small
slurs over descending pairs of eighth notes.
CC.118 Ties; small slurs over single and
consecutive pairs of eighth notes; small
slurs on dotted eighth note plus sixteenth
note; slurs appear always under the staff,
even when far and unclear from the notes; a
small V accolade appears over measures
under staff and on fermata.

Not seen.
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Sonate a due
violini…Op. 2

Bologna

1667

Giacomo Monti

Balletti,
correnti…Op. 3

Bologna

1667

Giacomo Monti

Balletti,
correnti…Op. 4

Bologna

1668

Giacomo Monti

CC.117 Ties; small slurs (line design) not
always clear; unclear slur under four eighth
notes, compared to other publishers.
CC. 116 Ties; expressive small slur on
descending pairs of notes (pianto); medium
slur over four eighth notes.
CC.120 (reprint by Apresso Fran. Magni
detto Gardano) Ties; small slur on pair of
quarter notes.
CC.121 (Giaco. Monti, Bologna. 1671)
Ties; small slur over pairs of eighth notes of
the same pitch inside measure; small slur
over descending pairs eighth notes (pianto).
CC.122 Ties (slurs and accolade); unclear
small slur under pair of descending eighth
notes (Gagliarda Quarta).
CC. 124 Small slurs over single and
consecutive pairs of quarter, eighth, and
sixteenth notes; usually all slurred pair of
notes are descending, except in Gigas;
inconsistent addition of slurs in 12/8 Giga.
CC. 125 (reprint Giaco. Monti, Bologna,
1671).
Ties; small slurs over pairs of eighth notes;
small slurs on single and consecutive pairs
of sixteenth notes; small slur for pair of
quarter notes; small slur for quarter and half
notes; in Giga 12/8, unclear slurs.
CC. 126 (Monti, 1673) Main difference
between 1668 and 1673 print is the
substitution of accolades for slurs; (Corrente
Quinta) small slurs from original print

substituted by medium size slurs, easier to
read.
Not seen.
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Livre cinquieme du
recueil…
Sonate a due,
tre…Op. 5

Antwerp

1668

Bologna

1669

Les heritiers de Pierre
Phalese
Giacomo Monti

Varie partite del
passemezzo…Op. 7
Balletti,
correnti...Op. 8
Sonate da chiesa a
due violini…Op. 9
Varie sonate alla
francese…Op. 11
Balli in stile
francese…Op. 12
Artificci
musicali…Op. 13
Sonate da camera a
tre…Op. 14

Modena

1682

Giovanni Gasparo Ferri

CC.129 Ties (small slurs and accolades);
small slur on descending pairs of sixteenth
notes; no slurs added in “grave” sections
with consecutive groups of four repeated
eighth notes; expressive slur on descending
pair of notes (pianto).
CC.130 (Giaco. Monti, 1677) Ties; small
slur over pair of sixteenth notes; small slur
under quarter and half note.
Not seen.

Venice

1683

Stampa del Gardano

CC.132 Ties.

Amsterd
am
Modena

1684

Ioanno Philippo Heus

Not seen.

1684

Giovanni Gasparo Ferri

CC. 133 Ties.

Modena

1685

Antonio Vitaliani

CC.134 Ties.

Modena

1689

Eredi Cassiani

CC.135 Ties.

Modena

1692

Christoforo Canobi

CC.136 Ties (accolades); similar blocks
used by Rosati; in violino secondo part, in a
section of accolades, a slur symbol is added
once; in the Tavola, slur symbols are added
as design to indicate work with page
number; in the violino secondo, an accolade
sign is used instead of slur sign.

Giovanni Maria
Bononcini

London

1702

John Young

Not seen.

Venice

1666

Apresso Francesco
Magni detto Gardano

Delle sonate da
camera…Op. 2

Venice

1667

Francesco Magni detto
Gardano

Varii fiori…Op. 3

Bologna

1669

Giacomo Monti

X.110 Ties; small slur on chromatic
descending pair of quarter notes; Adagio e
tremolo: repeated same pitch eighth notes
under slur; unclear medium size slur
covering four descending eighth notes;
tremolo section with small slurs: unclear if
covering two or four notes.
Ties; three different designs of small slurs
under pairs of consecutive eighth notes
(several of them as pianto), repeating the
last note played; two small slurs added
together to cover three notes (one eighth
note and two sixteenth notes); small
consecutive slurs for three eighth notes on
Giga; use of monoblocs; no consistent use
of designs throughout the collection;
unclear small slur under pairs of sixteenth
notes or over eighth note and sixteenth
notes; unclear medium slurs over
consecutive groups of three quarter notes;
small slurs on consecutive pairs of quarter
and sixteenth notes; use of scordatura.
X.111 Different drawings in first page,
including Arcangelo Corelli and Bononcini
(playing de cello da spalla).

Arie, correnti,…Op.
4

Bologna

1671

Giacomo Monti

163

Forty four sonatas
or ayres…
Primi frutti…Op. 1

X.113 small slurs over consecutive pairs of
eighth notes; medium slurs on half notes
plus quarter note; long slurs over four
eighth notes; longer slurs over thirty-second
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Sinfonia,
allemande,..Op. 5

Bologna

1671

Giacomo Monti

notes, some of them handwritten (Corrente
num. 15).
Complexity in writing (as Uccellini Op. 7)
in the last four dances of the collection (24–
27) with two systems writing, double-stops,
and scordatura (accordatura).
Observation by Giovanni Maria Bononcini
in p. 18 of the Violino volume, Arie
Correnti, Sarabande, Op. 4 (Bologna,
1671), quoted by Allsop: “Non sono
stampate le seguente suonate, intavolate
colle note l’una contro l’altra in una rigata
sola, come si scrivono, per mancanza di
Carateri a proposito; ma volendole praticare
con facilita maggiore si podranno rescrivere
nel modo si sopra accennato, che cosi
riusciranno più commode all’occhio”. [The
following sonatas have not been printed
with the notes superimposed one over
another on a single staff, for lack of the
appropriate type-characters; but if we want
to perform them more readily, they may be
re-written in the above manner, which will
make them more convenient for the eye.]
(p. 159 footnote of Piotr Wilk article)
X.114 Ties; medium slur over three and
four eighth notes; consecutive medium/long
slur; slur over pair of descending quarter
notes as appoggiatura; very specific
dynamics and tempo markings through the
dances, despite their lengths; three and four
quarter notes under slur.

Venice

1672

Francesco Magni detto
Gardano

(reprint)

Bologna

1677

Giacomo Monti

Ariette,
correnti,…Op. 7

Bologna

1673

Giacomo Monti

(reprint)

Venice

1677

Stampa del Gardano

165

Sonata da chiesa a
due violini. Op. 6

(modern edition) Written in Modes, not
Tones; expressive slurs over descending
pairs of eighth notes (pianto) on “Largo e
affettuoso;” slur over pair of sixteenth
notes; slur over four eighth and sixteenth
notes; slur over dotted quarter and eighth
notes.
X.116. Small slurs over pairs of quarter and
sixteenth notes (6/4); slurs over consecutive
pairs of eighth notes; expressive slurs
(pianto) over pairs of eighth notes (on
Adagio); in Sonata 5, slurs over descending
pairs of notes (pianto) on “Larg, &
affettuoso;” medium slur over three quarter
notes; medium long slur over four eighth
notes; Sonatas 8th and 9th with a title
“…nelle sue corde naturali…;” mediumlong slur over tremolo; small slur at the end
of tremolo section; different kinds of
tremolo slurs between Largo/Presto (violin
II).
X.117 Ties; slurs over pairs of quarter,
eighth and sixteenth notes; slurs over notes
in big intervals; slurs over four eighth notes;
slur over six sixteenth notes; small slur over
three quarter notes; consecutive pairs of
slurs over descending quarter notes:
expressive slurs.
X.263 Small slurs over descending pairs of
quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes; long
slurs over four descending eighth notes
(middle notes are same pitch: portato);
unclear small slurs covering three quarter
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Bologna

1675

Giacomo Monti

Bologna

1678

Giacomo Monti

X.122 Not seen.

Gioseffo Maria
Placuzzi
Fra Elzeario
Pizzoni da Parma

Trattenimenti
musicali…Op. 9
Arie, e correnti a
tre,…Op. 12
Suonate à duoi…
Op. 1
Balletti, Correnti,
Gigue…Op. 1

notes; longer slur to cover four and six
descending sixteenth notes; slurs over four
eighth notes with wider intervals, one of
them implying skipping D string or
changing positions (Arietta 17); agogic slur
over quarter note and half note (Corrente
21).
X.119 Not seen.

Bologna

1667

Giacomo Monti

BB.167 Not seen.

Bologna

1669

Antonio Caldani

Agostino
Guerrieri

Sonate di violino…
Op. 1

Venice

1673

Francesco Magni
Gardano

Orazio Polaroli
[Pollarolo]
Giovanni
Buonaventura
Viviani

Correnti, Balletti,…
Op. 1
Suonate a tre…
Op. 1

Bologna

1673

Giacomo Monti

BB.165 (based on modern hand copied
edition) Ties; slurs over syncopation
rhythms; several slurs over double stops.
AA. 107 Ties; unclear small line/slur under
four eighth and sixteenth notes; unclear
medium line/slur covering four or six
sixteenth notes.
BB.168 Not seen.

Venice

1673

Francesco Magni

Not seen.

Sinfonie, arie…
Op. 4
Capricci armonici
da chiesa…
(reprint Op. 4)

Rome

1678

Giuseppe Vannacci

Not seen.

Venice

1678

Giuseppe Sala

CC.140 Ties; consecutive pairs of eighth
and sixteenth notes; probably handwritten
long slur over several eighth notes; written
down-bows and division bar lines; slur over
three and four sixteenth notes; slur over two
thirty-second notes; slur over two thirty-
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Giuseppe Colombi

Veglie
armoniche…Op. 7
Delle sinfonie da
camera…Op. 1

Firenze

1690

Bologna

1668

[Stamperia di S.A.S.
alla Condotta]
[Giacomo Monti]

La Lira
Armomica…Op. 2

Bologna

1673

Giacomo Monti

second notes plus one sixteenth note with
trill and another thirty-second note; two
small slurs over four sixteenth notes:
probably meaning longer one; use of
different consecutive slurs for two
consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes; slur
over four eighth notes on tremolo (not
repeated later); accolade over two sixteenth
notes and one eighth note (this rhythm
appeared before with a slur); two
consecutive long slurs over four sixteenth
notes: probably meaning one single long
slur over eight sixteenth notes; four eighth
notes slurred after “con affetto;” slur over
two quarter notes (on a Giga); slur over two
eighth notes on a tenth interval;
This publication represents one of the most
complex and detailed collection regarding
the use of slurs over different rhythms.
Not seen.
Ties; slurs on consecutive pairs of same
pitch eighth notes (possible portato); slurs
on pairs of eighth notes; Correntes end with
accolade signs; slur over three quarter notes;
expressive slurs on violino secondo.
Y.137 Ties; long slur on tremolo section
over four eighth notes, except the first
group: maybe because no space in the page
as “Tremolo” is printed. In the violino
secondo part, “tremolo” does not appear,
and slurs are added based on dissonance
rather than beats; slurs between pairs of

Bologna

1674

Giacomo Monti

Sonate a due
violini…Op. 4

Bologna

1676

Giacomo Monti

Sonate da camera a
tre…Op. 5

Bologna

1689

Pietro Maria Monti
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Balletti,
correnti…Op. 3

quarter and eighth notes (sometimes slur
added when dissonance): expressive; long
slurs added on violino secondo in tremolo
and non-tremolo sections over four eighth
notes.
Ties; longer slurs over four sixteenth notes;
consecutive pairs of eighth and sixteenth
notes; slurs over groups of dotted eighth
note with sixteenth note; slurs on pairs of
quarter notes;
On violino secondo, three eighth notes of
same pitch under slur, not tremolo (Gigue).
Ties; small slur over pair of quarter and
eighth notes; small slur over consecutive
pairs of eighth notes; medium slur over
consecutive groups of four eighth notes;
medium-long slur over six eighth notes,
over consecutive measures (not covering
them completely). In violino secondo, two
slurs used in one measure and one in the
other; “tremolo” section covering four
eighth notes of different pitch; medium slur
over three eighth notes same pitch (as
portato-tremolo)
Y.138 Ties; small slurs over pairs of
sixteenth notes; unclear long slur covering
three quarter notes; two slurs over four
sixteenth notes; slurs over consecutive pairs
of eighth notes; Monti is inconsistent in the
use of slurs: small slur for four sixteenth
notes, then medium or long slur for four
eighth notes; in violino secondo, use of
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Angelo Berardi

Sinfonie a violino
solo…libro primo,
Op. 7

Bologna

1670

Giacomo Monti

Pietro Degli
Antonii

Arie, Gighe,…Op. 1

Bologna

1670

Giacomo Monti

Balletti,
Correnti…Op. 3

Bologna

1671

Giacomo Monti

Sonate a violino
solo…Op. 4

Bologna

1676

Giacomo Monti

[Pietro De Gli
Antoni]

expressive slur (pianto), not appearing in in
violino primo (sonata nona).
Indication of “arco sonoro” in the
dedication to the Duke of Modena.
X.51 (landscape position) Ties; small slurs
over consecutive dotted eighth note and
sixteenth note; small slur over pairs of
sixteenth notes; small slurs on consecutive
pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes that
could mean longer slurs; Canzone seconda:
“il Mondo va in giro” (all canzonas with a
different title); Canzone Sesta with the
indication of “Arcate. Capriccio per
Camera”; “arcate” appears two times over
whole and half notes (maybe an indication
of “affetti”); several descending chromatic
half notes; indication of “tempo ineguale.”
Not seen.
V.94 Ties; landscape print; small and
medium slur over two eighth notes (Giga);
long slur over two consecutive groups of
four sixteenth notes; in some groups of
slurred sixteenth notes, second and third
ones are same pitch (portato or tie); small
slur on consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes;
small slur over pair of eighth and sixteenth
notes; long slur over six quarter notes, not
covering cover them all; consecutive small
slurs over pairs of sixteenth notes.
V. 95/1 Ties; small slurs over descending
sixteenth and thirty-second notes; medium
and long slur over three and four sixteenth
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Lorenzo Penna
Giovanni Battista
Mazzaferrata
Giovanni Battista
Degli Antonii

notes; unclear long slur covering several
notes: seven/nine sixteenth and thirtysecond notes on Adagio (Sonata Seconda);
consecutive small slurs over pairs of
quarter, eighth, sixteenth and thirty-second
notes; expressive slur over descending pair
of eighth notes (pianto); long slur covering
four quarter notes; small slur over dotted
sixteenth note plus thirty-second note; small
slur over dotted half note with trill and
quarter note of different pitch; tempo
markings “Posato” and “Aria posata;”
tremolo section (without indication) with
consecutive slurs of four eighth notes same
pitch (Largo);
V.96 Ties; Small slurs over pairs of
sixteenth notes; “con affetto” section; very
small slurs over four sixteenth notes;
consecutive slurs over pairs over eighth
notes; long slur over four sixteenth notes;
long slurs covering eight sixteenth notes
together in two consecutive slurs; in section
“un poco piano,” consecutive slurs over
four sixteenth notes, using different designs;
“Tremolo” section without slurs on groups
of four notes.
BB.113 Not seen

Suonate a violino
solo…Op. 5

Bologna

1686

Giacomo Monti

Coorenti Francesi a
Quattro…Op. 7
Il primo libro delle
sonate a due…Op. 5
Balletti, Correnti,…
Op. 3
[reprint]

Bologna

1673

Giacomo Monti

Bologna

1674

Giacomo Monti

Bologna

1677

Marco Silvani

AA.267 Ties.
AA.269 (Monti, 1688).
V. 86 Ties.

Bologna

1688

Gioseffo Micheletti

V.87 Ties

Giovanni Battista
Bassani
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Balletti, Correnti,…
Op. 4
Ricercati a violino…
Op. 5
Balletti a violino…
Op. 6
Balletti,
correnti,…Op. 1

Bologna

n.d.

Gioseffo Micheletti

V.88 Ties.

Bologna

1690

Gioseffo Micheletti

V. 89 (only cello part preserved).

Bologna

1690

Gioseffo Micheletti

Not seen.

Bologna

1677

Giacomo Monti

Suonate da camera,
cioe balletti…
Sinfonie a due…
Op. 5
(reprint)

Venice

1686

Giuseppe Sala

Ties; slurs over consecutive pairs of
sixteenth notes; medium slur over four
sixteenth notes descending, then two small
slurs over four descending sixteenth notes.
Not seen (copy at NYPL Lincoln Center).

Bologna

1683

Giacomo Monti

Bologna

1688

Giacomo Monti

Suonate a due, tre…
Concerti Sacri…
Op. 11

Antwerp
Bologna

1691
1697

Hendrik Aertssens
Marino Silvani

XII Sonate da chiesa
a tre…

Amsterd
am

n.d.

Estienne Roger
(No. 93)

V.253 Ties; expressive small slurs over
consecutive pairs of eighth notes.
V. 254 Ties; small slurs over consecutive
descending pairs of eighth notes; unclear
medium slur over three quarter notes.
Not seen.
X.271 Ties; small slur over pair of eighth
notes; small and medium slurs over a pair of
sixteenth notes on a 6/8 measure; slur over
two sixteenth notes which then are slurred
to the last eighth note of the measure; small
slur over sixteenth and eighth note, and
dotted eighth note plus sixteenth note;
small/medium slurs over consecutive pairs
of sixteenth notes; medium slur over four
sixteenth notes, covering only three; in
several occasions, slurs contradict between
violino primo and secondo.
Not seen.

Andrea Grossi

Bologna

1701

Marino Silvani

Cantate, et Arie
Amorose,…Op. 31

Bologna

1703

Marino Silvani

Balletti, correnti…
Op.1
Balletti, correnti…
Op. 2
Sonate a due, tre...
Op. 3

Bologna

1678

Giacomo Monti

Bologna

1679

Giacomo Monti

Bologna

1682

Giacomo Monti

Sonate a tre,…Op. 4

Bologna

1685

Giacomo Monti

Sonate a 3, 4,…
Op. 7

Frieberg

ca.167
8

Georg Beuther
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Mottetti a voce sola
con violini, Op. 27

Pietro Andrea
Ziani

X. 15/1 Small and medium slur on several
sections in both violins, especially over
pairs of sixteenth notes (beginning of
measures), when the movement indicated as
“slow” and “suave:” expressive slurs; slurs
over four sixteenth notes.
X.18 (Violin unissoni) Ties; “Largo, e
soave”; small slurs over pairs of descending
sixteenth notes.
Not seen.
AA.96 Small slurs over pairs of sixteenth
notes.
AA.97 Ties; small slurs on consecutive
pairs of eighth notes; long slur over four
eighth notes in violino secondo, while first
violin has three small slurs over pair of
eighth notes.
AA.98 Ties; slur over pair of descending
eighth notes (pianto); slur over descending
pairs of quarter notes; slurs of three
different length to indicate similar ideas
(ties); slurs on consecutive pairs of eighth
notes, up to four pairs (in measure of
descending pairs).
Ties; slurs over pairs of half, quarter and
eighth notes; slurs over same pitch eighth
notes – as a tremolo (not consistent);
“tremolo” in viola part over pairs of half
notes, meaning that probably each half note
should be played as four eighth notes;
unclear slur over two eighth notes (as
possible tremolo).

Petronio
Franceschini
Arcangelo Corelli

-

1680

-

Rome

1680
1681

Giovanni Angelo Mutij

(reprint)

Bologna

1684
(digita
l)

Giacomo Monti (1688)

(reprint)
(reprint)

Venice
Amsterd
am

1684
1685

Giuseppe Sala
-
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Sonata per due
violini…
Sonata a 7…
Sonate a tre…Op. 1

Lack of consistency by Ziani or Beuther.
V.187 Racolta di Marino Silvani…
Ties.
Ties; slurs on pairs of sixteenth notes; long
slurs over four eighth notes; consecutive
pairs of eighth notes; long misplaced slur
over four eighth notes and quarter note; slur
on half note with trill, plus different pitch
quarter notes; long slur plus short slur on
different rhythms; short slur over three
eighth notes (too short to cover all the
notes); two consecutive long slurs over
eight sixteenth notes: probably meaning
longer slur; short slur over three notes;
passages in piano in small consecutive slurs
and in “f” separated; different long slurs
unclearly placed.
Y. 178 (Original print) Different amounts of
ink depending of the space: slur looks
longer/thicker; small slurs over pairs; long
slurs over four eighth and sixteenth notes,
sometimes misplaced on sixteenth notes;
small/long slurs over tied notes between
measures; slur between staffs (last one long,
new ones short; in compound bars (6/8),
two first eighth notes are slurred.
Monti is unclear and inconsistent on the
length of slurs and their placement on the
page.
Not seen.
Not seen.

(reprint)

Rome

1685

Mascardi
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Same edition as Mutij, but small slurs are
shorter and clearer (especially as pairs of
notes are more separated and clear on the
staff); tendency on placing slurs on the right
side, over the second note of a pair, instead
of between both of them;
(p. 4) two small slurs on pairs in Mutij
become a longer in Mascardi (third
measure). Last note of third line (A), small
slur in Mutij does not appear in Mascardi.
Same a measure later on the G;
(p. 7): Adagio: differences in m. 4 of first
line (small slur): slur on four eighth notes
and quarter note (and the same two
measures after). In this Adagio Corelli uses
the same material from the previous
Allegro, but changes the slurs from the
original and the term “adagio” refers to “at
ease.” Therefore, the slurs could be
observed as an affect.
(p. 7) (p. 9 in Mutij): slurs in second line not
clear; Mascardi places slurs in the lower
part of the staff when the notes have lower
register, while Mutij always places them in
the top of the staff;
(p. 13) misplaced slur on Mutij (p. 15) over
the F quarter note: the slur should be
between quarter note and the first sixteenth
note, not between the first two sixteenth
notes, as they are same in pitch;
(p. 16) misplaced slur in last measure of the
fourth line; (p. 18) misplaced slur (in Mutij
edition) in the second measure of the fourth
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line; in the second to last line, missing slur
over the A natural quarter note (note that in
Mutij edition the “natural” sign is also
placed on the fifth line); (p. 21) slurs in the
first line too short to go over bar lines; (p.
22) in the second to the last line, Mutij
misses second small slur that Mascardi adds
over the two sixteenth notes; (p. 23) second
to the last line, third measure, the small slur
over sixteenth notes C-B is misplaced in
Mutij, as it should be over B-A; (p. 25) at
the end of first line, small slur in Mascardi
(inside staff), not in Mutij; (p. 26) long and
thick unclear slur on Mascardi over four
eighth notes and quarter note: Mutij adds a
small slur after the long slur, that makes
evidence that Corelli wanted the quarter
note added to the slur. However in the third
measure with slur, Mutij does not add the
small slur at the end. In the ascending
progression (line below), Mascardi’s long
slur is clearer than the one in Mutij.
Mascardi is unclear about slurs in the last
line; (p. 31) missing slur on the high B
(third line from the end – last measure) (also
in p. 34); (p. 32) misplaced long slur (three
last lines). Not obvious in both editions as it
seems quarter note is not included; (p. 33),
small slur added after long one in Mutij, but
not in Mascardi; (p. 38) slur at the end of
fourth line, unclear in both editions.
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(reprint)
Sonate Studiose, e
Vaghe

Modona

1685

Antonio Vitaliani

(reprint)
Dodici Sonate…
(MS)

-

-

-

(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)

Rome
Antwerp
Bologna

1688
1688
1697
(1704)

Giovanni Angelo Mutij
Hendrik Aertessens
Marino Silvani

Y. 176. Ties; Small slur over pair of half,
eighth and sixteenth notes; medium slur
over four sixteenth notes; small slur over
consecutive pairs of eighth and sixteenth
notes; on a 3/8, first two eighth notes are
slurred; slurs on pairs of sixteenth notes
after dotted quarter note; p. 44 “Largo, e
puntato”, descending slurs of pairs of eighth
notes.
Y.180. Very clear handwriting and slurs;
missing several slurs indicated by Monti
(i.e. Sonata Quarta); Handwritten edition in
four volumes (Opps. 1, 2 3 & 4).
Not seen.
Not seen.
(p. 1) missing slur in mm. 3 and 4; missing
slurs in third line; in fifth line, two long
slurs, while Mutij adds slurs in groups of
two; (p. 4) in the third line, unclear long
slurs on the quarter note (Mutij adds a small
slur after the long one); (p. 5) wrong use of
slur lengths (first and second lines), same
problem from p. 4; second line of the Grave,
same problem as p.1: Silvani uses -as Mutijone short slur instead of two different ones;
(p. 7) unclear slurs; missing slurs in the two
last lines (after F); (p. 8) second line: slur
over three notes should cover only two.
Silvani adds two consecutive slurs of
different sizes while it should be the same
(continues in following line); (p. 10) in the
last three lines, missing slur between halfnotes E-D and D-C; (p. 11) unclear slurs in
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first line; (p. 12) second measure of the
third line, there should be a slur under the
eighth notes D-C; (p.13) at the end of the
fifth line, each slur should cover four notes
(same in p. 15, fifth and sixth lines); (p. 16)
misplaced slur in the first line between E-D;
(p. 17) missing slur in the last two notes of
the fourth line; last two lines of the Adagio,
two slurs under long notes, when in Mutij
they appear as fermatas; (p. 20) fourth line:
slur in m.4 is misplaced, missing the second
slur, and the slur in next measure is unclear;
(p. 22) missing slur in the third measure of
the fourth line; first measure of the last line,
missing slur over the first two sixteenth
notes; (p. 23) first measure of the second
line, missing slur in the third and fourth
notes; Allegro: end of the first line G-F
sixteenth notes should be slurred; Allegro
(first line) E-D sixteenth notes should be
slurred, same in following measures and in
last line of the page; (p. 24) fourth measure
of the fourth line, missing slur on the G-F
sixteenth notes; in the last line, missing slur
right after the “p.;” (p. 25) missing slur in
mm. 2 and 3; fifth line: last measure, slurs
not correct, same in last line; (p. 26) last
two lines: missing slurs (combination of
two, in Mutij) in the first three measures; (p.
28) missing slur in the fifth line: under the
first two sixteenth notes; (p. 30) Adagio
(third line), missing slur on C-B sixteenth
notes; (p. 31) last two lines: slur missing in
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(reprint)

Amsterd
am

[1699]

Sonate da camera a
tre..Op. 2

Rome

1685

Estienne Roger and
Marie Susanne de
Magneville
Giovanni Angelo Mutij

Gs between measures , and Bs between in
last line; (p.3 2) fourth line: m.4 missing
two slurs on the pairs of sixteenth notes, and
in the last measure of the line, long slur
should be two pairs; sixth line: m. 5 unclear
long slur; last two measures of the page
should be two pairs; (p. 33) first line: m. 3
unclear (same problem in lines 2, 3 and 4),
last measure should have two pairs; last two
lines (last measure): missing short slur over
B-C#; missing slur in last two measures of
the last line over two sixteenth notes E-D;
(p. 34) missing slur under high D’s in the
second line; missing slur at the end of third
line between D’s (same in fourth line
between high Cs and in sixth line between
Bs;
(p. 36) at the end of the fourth line: missing
trill and slur over the F; (p. 37), last line,
after slurred G, the next two sixteenth notes
(A-G and G-F) should be slurred; (p. 38)
sixth line: last measure, the two C’s slurred
do not appear in Mutij; (p. 39) fourth line:
missing slurs between mm. 2-3 and 3-4.
Not seen.

(only violino secondo part) Ties; small slurs
on pairs of sixteenth notes; small slurs on
consecutive pairs of eighth and sixteenth
notes; slurs on triplets of eighth and
sixteenth notes; slur over dotted eighth note
and sixteenth note and in Lombard rhythm;
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(reprint)

Bologna

1685

Giacomo Monti

(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)

Modena
Venice
Venice
Rome
Rome
Antwerp
Rome

1685
1686
1687
1686
1688
1689
1691

Antonio Vitaliani
Giuseppe Sala
Giuseppe Sala
Mascardi
Giovanni Angelo Mutij
Hendrik Aertssens
Mascardi

(Ciaccona): slur over dotted quarter notes
with trill plus two sixteenth notes; slur over
four sixteenth notes; handwritten long slur
over ten sixteenth notes.
Unclear slurs over two sixteenth notes; (p.
8) four consecutive slurs of different
lengths, all under same value length; (p. 29)
unclear slurs on the “3” (triplets) throughout
the page; (p. 36) Ciaccona: first slurs
different from Mutij. It seems that Monti
cannot add some signs (“t” and “3”) along
with the slur (under, above or inside); use of
telescopic slur (while Mutij uses
handwritten long slur. In the Walsh edition
from 1735, he adds in the violin I part the
half note of next measure together with the
ten sixteenth notes, different from Monti.
Not seen.
Not seen.
Not seen. (reprint of 1686 Sala edition)
Not seen.
Not seen.
Not seen.
Y. 184. Ties; slurs on pairs of sixteenth
notes, sometimes unclear; slurs on
consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes; on the
Giga 12/8, three eighth notes slurred with
long slur, as well as small slur for quarter
plus eighth note; small slur for pairs of
eighth notes; small slur on pairs of
consecutive quarter notes; in a C Allemanda
measure, slur over triplets (“3”); unclear
small slurs on Sonata Sesta Allemanda;

(reprint)
Op. 2

Venice
Bologna

1692
1694

(reprint)
(reprint)

Venice
Amsterd
am
[Bologn
a]

1697
[1698]

Giuseppe Sala
Pier-Maria monti, si
vendomo da Marino
Silvani
Giuseppe Sala
Estienne Roger

1701

[Marino] Silvani

(reprint)

Roma

1701

Giaco. Komarek

Sonate a tre… Op. 3

Rome

1689

Giacomo Komarek
(Nicolaus Dorigny)

(reprint)

Sonata Decima (Sarabanda), long slur
covering the whole measure;
Unclear sometimes the tie between
measures;
Ciaccona: handwritten long slur.
Not seen.
Not seen.
Not seen.
Not seen.
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Y. 186. Telescopic slur in the Ciaccona;
Silvani’s edition seems to be based in
Mascardi’s 1691 rather than in Komarek,
comparing the long slurs that the others
wrote by hand; cleaner edition than the
previous two ones; some slurs seem to be
written by hand.
Y. 185 Small slurs over pairs of sixteenth
notes misplaced in few occasions; (Sonata
prima, Allemanda) missing first slur of the
bar before repeating sign (notes F-E
sixteenth notes);
(Sonata seconda, Giga) unclear slur of three
notes: Komarek slurs first two eighth notes,
while Mascardi slurs three.
Komarek edition is cleaner than Mascardi
and with more detail to slurs in general.
Ties; consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes;
consecutive pairs of eighth notes; (p. 5) long
slur over three measures (half notes); slur
over four sixteenth notes plus eighth note

Bologna
Modena
Venice
Antwerp
Venice
Bologna

1689
1689
1691
1691
1694
1695

Pier-Maria Monti
Per gli Eredi Soliani
Giuseppe Sala
Hendrik Aertssens
Giuseppe Sala
Pier-Maria Monti

(reprint)
Sonate a tre… Op. 4

Rome
Rome

1695
1694

Mascardi
Giovanni Giacomo
Komarek

(reprint)

Bologna

1694

Pier-Maria Monti

(reprint)

Bologna

1698

Marino Silvani

(reprint)

Rome

1695

Giovanni Giacomo
Komarek

181

(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)

over the bar; (p. 8) unclear long slur over
four sixteenth note plus one eighth note:
slurs placed too high above and under the
staff; (p. 10) two consecutive medium/long
slur of different designs; slurs over triplets.
Not seen.
Y. 189 Only Basso part preserved
Not seen.
Not seen.
Not seen.
Y. 210 (violino secondo part) Not as clear
as Sala years later; unclear long slurs;
Monti is clearer in the use of slurs.
Not seen.
Ties; slurs on pairs of quarter, eighth and
sixteenth notes; consecutive pairs of eighth
and sixteenth notes; in the last page of
Sonata 6, different slur length depending if
two or three notes slurred; in last page of
Sonata 7, long slur by hand covering fifteen
sixteenth notes; (end of p. 27) three half
notes slurs over different measures with
short slurs.
Consecutive slurs on Gigas not as clear as in
Komarek; in the last line of Sonata 7, while
Komarek writes a long slur by hand, Monti
writes four three-note slurs, for which the
performer would play the passage in
separate slurs.
Y. 220. long slurs over four sixteenth notes;
unclear last page.
Not seen.

(reprint)
(reprint)
Sonate,
allemande…a tre
(reprint)
Accademia
ottobonica overo
suonate…
(reprint)
(reprint)
Parte prima
Sonate…Op. 5

1695
1696

Giuseppe Sala
Estienne Roger and I.
L. Delorme (P. Picard)

Not seen.
Not seen.

Antwerp

1696

Hendrik Aertssens

Not seen.

RomeModena
Venice
Rome

1697

Fortunato Rosati

Not seen.

1701
[1700]

Giuseppe Sala
Gasparo Pietra Santa

Amsterd
am
Rome

[1714]

Estienne Roger
No. 197
Gio. Angelo Mutij

Y. 194 Small slurs for pairs of eighth notes.
Y.197 (engraving edition)
slurs over several notes in same/different
pitches; three different kinds of short slurs;
long slur over several thirty-second notes
ornamented; medium slur over four quarter
notes; several locations of the slur over four
eighth notes according to the contour of the
notes;
With the use of engraving in his Op. 5
Corelli moves ahead on the development of
the publishing for violin: the precision of
the location of the slurs, the variety of slurs,
along the fact the stems are grouped and not
anymore separate, represent a very
important development in violin music.
(engraving edition)
Slurs up to eight eighth notes.
AA.232 Ties; note to “lettore violinista”
about articulations signs: it brings to the
attention of the player to know about
fermatas, staccato and dashes; misplaced
small slur over pair of eighth notes; unclear

182

Venice
Amsterd
am

Carlo Mannelli

Concerti
Grossi…Op. 6
Sonate a tre, Op. 2

1682

183
Gaspare
Gaspardini

Domenico
Gabrieli

Sonate a tre… Op. 1

Bologna

1683

Gio. Micheletti

Sonate a tre… Op. 2

Amsterd
am

c.1701

Estienne Roger

Balletti, gighe…
Op. 1

Bologna

1684

Giaco. Monti

small slur over three quarter notes and
quarter note plus half note; consecutive
small slurs over four eighth notes, probably
meaning longer slur; small slur over pair of
sixteenth notes; consecutive small slurs over
pairs of eighth notes and sixteenth notes;
medium-long slur over four eighth notes;
(Sonata undecima) on a 12/8, two
consecutive small slurs over three eighth
notes, meaning a long slur. Later in the
movement, the second eighth note becomes
two sixteenth notes, and as the overall beat
is formed by four notes (eighth-two
sixteenths-eighth), instead of using two
small slurs, Mutij uses a long slur; (Sonata
decimoquarta): two consecutive small slurs
on the Allegro over two sixteenth notes and
eighth note, probably meaning long slur;
consecutive long slurs over four thirtysecond notes (violino secondo).
Z. 207 (only Violino Secondo e Violoncino
preserved).
Ties; double slur between two quarter notes
and second quarter note tied to next bar to
half note (Sonata Seconda); small slur under
pair of sixteenth notes.
(engraving edition)
Ties; possible expressive slurs over three
eighth notes; slurs over four sixteenth and
thirty-second notes.
Z. 180 Ties (different lengths).

Giovanni Pietro
Franchi

184
Giovanni
[Battista]
Bononcini

Sonata IIII (?), in
Sonate a tre…

Bologna

[1700]

-

Two sonatas for
violin…the other by
Signor Gabrielli
Concerto per 4
violini, 6 sonatas…
La cetra Sonora…
Op. 1
Op. 1

London

1704

-

DD. 31 Written by hand. Sonatas of
Aldrovandini, Stradella, Torelli and D.
Gabrieli (plus one of Iacchini for cello).
No slurs.
Not seen.

London

-

Ed. E. Tarr.

Not seen.

Rome

1685

Gio. Angelo Mutij

Z. 154. Ties;“Tremolo adagissimo.”

Amsterd
am

n.d.
(1696)

Estienne Roger

2 arias per 4 voci,
violino…
Ouverture per due
violini…
Trattenimenti da
camera…Op. 1

-

-

-

(engraving)
Ties; “Tremolo adagissimo” under
consecutive same pitch moving eighth
notes.
Not seen.

-

-

-

Not seen.

Bologna

1685

Giacomo Monti

(reprint)
Concerti da camera
a tre…Op. 2

Bologna

n.d.
1685

John Walsh
Giacomo Monti

Sinfonie a 5…Op. 3

Bologna

1685

Marino Silvani
(Giacomo Monti)

Ties; small slur on quarter notes plus eighth
note; expressive small slur over pair of
eighth notes.
Not seen.
X.123 (just violino secondo).
Ties; small slur over descending pair of
eighth notes; small slur over consecutive
pairs of descending sixteenth notes; medium
slur over three dotted quarter notes (on a
12/8).
X.124 (manuscript copy).
Ties; small consecutive slurs over pairs of
eighth and sixteenth notes; medium slur
over three eighth notes; small slur over pair

185

Sinfonie a tre
istromenti…Op. 4

Bologna

1686

Giacomo Monti

Sinfonie da
chiesa…Op. 5

Bologna

1687

Giacomo Monti

(reprint)

Bologna

1689

Sinfonie a due
stromenti…Op. 6

Bologna

1687

Marino Silvani
(Giacomo Monti)
Giacomo Monti
(Marino Silvani)

of quarter notes; small slur over pair of
sixteenth notes; “spicato.”
X. 125 Ties; small slurs over consecutive
pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes; unclear
long slur over the five of the six eighth
notes group; pairs of eighth notes on E
string (pianto).
He dedicated this collection to Albergati.
X.126 Ties; small slurs over consecutive
pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes; small
slur over pair of quarter notes; medium slur
over four eighth notes same pitch (tremolo);
small expressive slurs over pairs of eight
notes.
Not seen.
X.127 Ties; small slurs over pairs of
quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes; small
slurs over consecutive pairs of quarter,
eighth and sixteenth notes; unclear medium
slurs over four sixteenth notes; medium slur
over five (probably six) notes of different
rhythm including thirty-second notes;
medium slur over four eighth notes;
(Sinfonia Sesta) small slur over three eighth
notes; medium slur over four sixteenth notes
where the two medium notes are of the
same pitch; (Sinfonia Decima) two
consecutive slurs (small and medium) over
six sixteenth notes, probably meaning
longer slur.

186

Benedetto
Vinaccesi

Carlo Antonio
Marini (Marino)

Sonatas, or chamber
aires…Op. 7
Raccolta di Marino
Silvani…
Divertimenti da
camera…
Divertimenti da
camera traddotti…
XII Sonatas for the
chamber…
Preludes,
allemandes…
Ayres in three
parts…
Suonate de
camera…Op. 1
Sfere
armoniche…Op. 2
Suonate da
camera… Op. 4
Sonate da camera…
Op. 1

London

n.d.

John Walsh

Monti is inconsistent in the length of slurs
for same passages of the same musical
material.
Not seen.

-

-

-

V.187 Not seen.

London

1722

(At the musick shops)

X.131 Not seen.

London

1722

(At the musick shops)

Not seen.

London

1722

s.n.

Not seen.

Amsterd
am
London

n.d.

Pierre Mortier

Not seen.

n.d.

Not seen.

Venice

1687

John Walsh & Joseph
Hare
Giuseppe Sala

Venice

1692

Giuseppe Sala

Not seen.

-

-

-

Not seen.

Bologna

1687

Giacomo Monti

Balletti,
correnti…Op. 2

Venice

1692

Giuseppe Sala

AA. 243 Unclear medium slurs covering
three sixteenth notes sequence; Marini uses
the same rhythm and slur in other piece, for
what it could be a personal expressive
gesture; slur small over tied notes.
(only Violino Secondo part is preserved).
Ties; small slur over two eighth notes on a
group of three (second and third notes
slurred) in a compound meter; consecutive
small slurs over pairs of sixteenth notes;

Not seen.

small slur over different rhythms: two
eighth notes and a quarter note, dotted
quarter note and eighth note, and dotted
sixteenth note and thirty-second note
(sometimes misplaced); unclear small slurs
covering three, four or six eighth notes.

187

Suonate a tre...Op. 3

Amsterd
am

n.d.
Estienne Roger (No.
(1693? 248)
)

Suonate alla
francese… Op. 5
Suonate a tre… Op.
6

Amsterd
am
Venice

n.d.

Op. 6 (reprint)

Amsterd
am

n.d.

1701

Estienne Roger (No.
200)
Giuseppe Sala

Estienne Roger (No.
106)

(engraving edition)
Slurs over same pitch notes; slurs between
consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes; slurs
over three and four eighth notes; slur over
group of mixed sixteenth and thirty-second
notes; slurs over three sixteenth notes; small
slurs over pairs of eighth notes; slurs over
the second and third notes in groups of
groups of four sixteenth notes.
(only Violin I book is preserved)
(engraving edition)
Ties; slurs over pairs of eighth, sixteenth
and thirty-second notes; consecutive pairs
of eighth and sixteenth notes; slurs over
groups of three eighth notes; small slurs
over triplets of thirty-second notes (pairing
second and third notes and fifth and seventh
notes).
(engraving edition)
Slurs over same pitch notes; pairs of eighth,
sixteenth, and thirty-second notes;
consecutive pairs of eighth and sixteenth
notes; slurs over groups of three eighth
notes; (p. 14) small slurs over thirty-second

n.d.

Estienne Roger

n.d.

Pierre Mortier

1705

Antonio Bortoli

(reprint)

Amsterd
am

n.d.

Estienne Roger

Suonate da chiesa à
3…

Bologna

1689

Pier Maria Monti

188

Suonate a tre…Op. 7 (reprint)
Amsterd
am
(reprint)
Amsterd
am
Sonate a violino
Venice
solo…Op. 8

Domenico Zanatta

triplet groups of notes (pairing second and
third and fifth and sixth notes).
Not seen.
Not seen.
…nouvelle edition, corrigée de plus 300
fautes
(manuscript and engraving edition)
Slurs over individual and consecutive pairs
of eighth, sixteenth, and thirty-second notes;
slurs over three quarter, eighth, and
sixteenth notes; slurs over four eighth,
sixteenth, and thirty-second notes.
(manuscript and engraving edition)
Slurs over single and consecutive pairs of
eighth, sixteenth, and thirty-second notes;
slurs over three quarter, eighth and sixteenth
notes; slurs over four eighth, sixteenth and
thirty-second notes.
CC.143 Ties; small slurs over pairs of
quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes; small
slurs over consecutive pairs of sixteenth
notes; small slur over three sixteenth notes;
medium slur over four quarter and sixteenth
notes; in Sonata Sesta, Monti is inconsistent
on the length of the slurs for groups of four
sixteenth notes; (pp. 29–30) unclear long
slur over six sixteenth notes, consecutive
slur probably meaning longer slur.
In this edition, when Monti adds a small
slur followed by a medium slur covering six
sixteenth notes, he means a longer slur.

Antonio Veracini

Firenze

1692

Antonio Navesi alla
Condotta

(reprint)

n.d.

Estienne Roger

(reprint)
Sonate da
camera…Op. 2

Amsterd
am
Utrecht
Amsterd
am

n.d.
[1694]

Estienne Tabuteau
Estienne Roger
(No. 69)

(reprint)

Modena

n.d.

Fortuniano Rosati

189

Sonata a tre…Op. 1

CC. 90 Small consecutive slurs over pairs
eighth and sixteenth notes; small slurs over
pairs of eight sixteenth notes; long slur over
two sixteenth and
two eighth notes; small slur over
consecutive triplets; long slur over four
sixteenth notes.
Not seen.
same as Estienne Roger.
The slow movements of this collection are
printed in score (violin and harpsichord),
probably meaning that the violin would
improvise with ornamentations (probably
with slurs), requiring a flexible tempo, and
that with the score it could easier for the
harpsichordist to follow the violin. This is
confirmed by the a tempo indication at the
end of first movement of the Sonata No. 9,
indicating is the end of the ‘free tempo.”
This is the first proof of this kind of
practice, known through Corelli Op. 5.
(Landscape position) Slurs over consecutive
pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes; slurs
over pairs of sixteenth notes plus one dotted
eighth note; Rosati uses accolades as ties
between measures (although he is
inconsistent); long slur over five eighth
notes after an accolade; long slur over six
notes; long slur over eight notes slur over
triplets; slur over four sixteenth notes.
Use of slurs is clear, and Rosati uses
accolades just for ties. Long slurs tend to

Clemente Monari

190

Giuseppe Torelli

Sonate da
camera…Op. 3

Modena

1696

Fortuniano Rosati

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Bologna

n.d.

Estienne Roger

appear in fast movements, rather than in
slow ones. An “affetuoso” movement
appears in the collection, with several
interesting slurs, although not as striking as
in the Ruggieri work.
CC. 91 (Landscape position) Small
accolade for tie notes between measures;
small slur between single and consecutive
pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes; unclear
medium slur; medium slur between dotted
sixteenth note and thirty-second note.
Not seen.

1686

Gio. Micheletti

AA.364 Not seen.

Modena

n.d.

F. Rosati

AA.365 Not seen.

Bologna

1686

Gioseffo Micheletti

Antwerp
[Bologn
a]
Amsterd
am
Bologna

1695
1686

Hendrik Aertssens
Gioseffo Micheletti

CC. 24 Ties; small slur (almost a line) over
consecutive pairs of quarter and sixteenth
notes; small slur on pairs of eighth notes; on
a 12/8 Gigha, first two eighth notes slurred;
In Balletto Largo & affettuoso, complex
amount of slurs; expressive small slur on
descending notes.
Not seen.
CC.24 Not seen.

n.d.

Estienne Roger

Not seen.

1687

Gioseffo Micheletti

CC. 25 Ties; (Largo & affettuoso) slurs on
almost all pairs of eighth and sixteenth
notes; (Largo mà spiritoso) slurs on pairs of
sixteenth notes throughout the movement;

Balletti, e
Correnti…Op. 1
Sonate da
Camera,…Op. 2
Sonata a tre
stromenti…Op. 1

(reprint)
Concerti da
camera…Op. 2
(reprint)
Sinfonie à 2. 3…
Op. 3

Antwerp
[Bologn
a]

1689
n.d.

Hendrik Aertssens
Marino Silvani

Sinfonie a tre…
Op. 5

Bologna

1692

Gioseffo Micheletti

191

(reprint)
Concertino per
camera…Op. 4

consecutive pairs of eighth notes; on a 12/8
Allegro measure, first two eighth notes
slurred through the movement: inconsistent
on the length of the slurs; (Presto) unclear
slur over four sixteenth notes; on a 3/2
Largo, slurs over triplets of quarter notes
(indication of “Pian Piano”); interesting
slurs on p. 43, including chromatic notes
within the slur.
Not seen.
CC.26. Ties; small slurs on eighth notes;
chords on Adagio probably to be broken on
bariolage at please by performer; slurs on
triplets; considerable amount of double
stops; slurs on pairs of sixteenth notes in big
intervals descending on Largo movement;
descending consecutive pairs of sixteenth
notes.
First publication to use double-stops since
Uccellini (Op, 7, 1660) and Stradella
(Introduzione Nos. 8 and 11). Drawings and
writings by Carlo Buffagnotti (notes seem
to be done by hand).
CC.27 Ties; small and medium slurs over
different rhythms (dotted sixteenth note and
thirty-second note); small slur over
consecutive pairs of eighth and sixteenth
notes; medium slur over pairs of quarter
notes; small slur over pairs of quarter,
eighth and sixteenth notes; medium slur
(handwritten?) over four sixteenth notes;
small expressive slurs.

(reprint)

192

n.d.

Estienne Roger

Not seen.

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Venice

1698

Giuseppe Sala

Concerti
musicali…Op. 4

Augsbur
g

1698

Lorenz Kroniger &
Theopil Göbels Erben,
Johann Christoff
Wagner

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Venice
Venice

n.d.

Estienne Roger

CC. 28 Ties; small slurs on pairs of eighth
notes; (Largo) pairs of quarter notes; (p. 13)
unclear slur over three eighth notes; (p. 31)
slur over two notes of different pitches:
quarter note plus eighth dotted note, then
sixteenth note by itself; in a 6/8, three
eighth notes slurred at the end of several
measures.
Ties; slurs over consecutive quarter, eighth,
and sixteenth notes; (p. 41) slur over
triplets, not covering the third eighth note;
(p. 50) expressive slur between the eighth
note of one beat and the dotted quarter note
of the next beat.
Not seen.

1701
1701

Giuseppe Sala
Gioseppe Sala

Augsbur
g

1698

Lorenz Kroniger &
Theopil Göbels Erben,
Johann Christoff
Wagner

(reprint)
Concerti musicali…
Op. 6

(reprint)

Not seen.
CC.30 Ties; small slurs on consecutive
pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes; small
slurs over pairs of eighth notes with wider
intervals (slow movements); consecutive
medium slurs on triplets; (Concerto
Duodecimo. Allegro) expressive small slurs
on pairs of eighth notes; in 12/8 measure,
first two eighth notes slurred.
Ties; small slur on pairs of quarter, eighth
and sixteenth notes; small slurs on
consecutive pairs of quarter, eighth and
sixteenth notes; slurs on consecutive triplets
of eighth notes; expressive slurs between

Bologna

1709

Marino Silvani

Sonate a tre diversi
autori…
Sonate da
camera…Op. 1

-

1700

[Sartori B]

Bologna

1692

Pier-Maria Monti

193

Concerti
Grossi…Op. 8

Bartolomeo
Bernardi

measures; in 12/8 measure, first two eighth
notes slurred.
(Violino Primo del Concertino) ties; unclear
slurs throughout the collection; unclear slurs
of different lengths; slur over different
rhythms; medium slur on three eighth notes;
slurs over consecutive pairs of quarter,
eighth and sixteenth notes; small slur on
pairs of sixteenth and thirty-second notes;
“largo, e con affetto;” unclear long slur over
four/five sixteenth notes; slurs over triplets
of eighth and sixteenth notes; (Largo, p. 22)
unclear slurs; (p. 25) “ondeg” over triple
note chords; very long slur in the middle of
same page; “arpeggio, battuto”; “arpeggio”
and slur over triple chords;“tutto slissato”
(slissato means slurred): first time used in
violin published music.
Common use of staccato throughout the
collection; the term “sopra il manico”
appears two times.
This collection represents one of the most
complex groups of works written for violin
to that date, with diversity of slurs,
terminology added to the page, as well as
addition of staccato and double and triple
stops.
Not seen.
X77. Ties; small slurs on consecutive pairs
of eighth and sixteenth notes; unclear
medium slur over four sixteenth notes; slur
over dotted quarter note to another quarter

194
Albergati, Pirro

Sonate a tre…Op. 2

Bologna

1696

Carlo Maria Fagnani

Sonate a violino
solo…Op. 3

Amsterd
am

n.d.
(1706)

Estienne Roger

Balletti, correnti…
Op. 1

Bologna

1682

Giacomo Monti

note; “preludio, largo, e spicco;” medium
slur over different dotted rhythm; all dance
movements have an added tempo marking,
usually very detailed; several slurs on Gigas
seem not to follow pattern: expressive.
X. 78. Ties; small slur over pairs of
sixteenth notes; slur over pair of half notes;
(Sonata Quinta and Sesta) ‘Largo è spico’;
(Sonata Settima) ‘Tremolo adagio’;
Violino Secondo. (Sonata Prima):
inconsistent consecutive slurs on pairs of
sixteenth notes; (Sonata Quarta) ‘Andante
come stà’ (meaning no ‘spico’ or no
ornaments).
In this copy, every part contains in the first
page (cover) a handwritten “Torelli vln
primo, secondo, tiorbo…”.
(engraving edition)
Slurs over same pitch notes; pairs of
sixteenth notes; long slurs over double
stops; slurs over three sixteenth notes; slurs
over nine eighth notes; slurs over
consecutive pairs of eighth and sixteenth
notes; (p. 12) slurs covering complex
rhythms; slurs over different beats; long
slurs over sixteenth notes; slurs over four
thirty-second notes.
V.44 Ties; consecutive small slurs over
thirty-second notes: probably meaning
longer slur; consecutive slurs over pairs of
descending eighth and sixteenth notes; (p.
11) some small slurs possibly handwritten;
small slur on pair of sixteenth notes;

Bologna
Bologna

1685
1683

Giacomo Monti
Giacomo Monti

Pletro armonico…
Op. 5
Concerti varii da
camera,… Op. 8

Bologna

1687

Giacomo Monti

Modena

1702

Fortuniano Rosati

Bizzarie
armoniche…Op. 1
Scherzi geniali…Op.
2

Venice

1689

Giuseppe Sala

-

1690

-

Suonate da
chiesa…Op. 3

Venice

1693

Giuseppe Sala

195

(reprint)
Suonate a due
violini… Op. 2

Giovanni Maria
Ruggieri

Albergati complains in the beginning of the
collection about Monti’s work in this
edition.
V. 45 (same slurs as in Monti 1682).
V.46 Ties; small slurs over pairs of eighth
and sixteenth notes; consecutive pairs of
small slurs over quarter notes; inconsistent
medium slur over four eighth, sixteenth and
thirty-second notes; medium slur over six
quarter notes;.
V. 49 slurs between same pitch notes; pairs
of consecutive eighth and sixteenth notes.
V.52 small ties; consecutive medium slurs
over three eighth notes on a 12/8 measure:
almost the whole movement is written in
slurs (Sua Giga); consecutive tied notes
over several measures as a long
syncopation.
Not seen.
Not seen.
Willi Appel was not able to locate this
work.
Ties; (p. 12) long slur between four
sixteenth notes between measures; small
slurs between pairs of sixteenth notes;
unclear different size slurs covering four
sixteenth notes; (p. 21) small slurs (almost a
line) on pairs of eighth notes. These slurs
cover two notes (pianto or appoggiatura);
(p. 22) two slurs (one per measure) over
same pitch note with a trill; (p. 24)
misplaced and unclear small slur over four

Venice

1697

Giuseppe Sala

Sonate a trè…Op. 1

Modena

1693

Antonio Ricci

Sonate a doi
violini,…Op. 2
(reprint)
Sonate a tre…Op. 2

Modena

1693

Christoforo Canobi

Modena

1693

Antonio Ricci

196

Suonate da
chiesa…Op. 4

Tomaso Antonio
Vitali

sixteenth notes; (p. 26) long slur over four
quarter notes, then it covers only three
quarter notes in the next line: it could it be
because it is next to the indication
“Adagio;” (p. 30) misplaced slur in first
line; (p. 40) unclear slurs throughout the
page; (p. 48) small slurs not clear.
(Violino Secondo)
(p. 42) slur over three and four eighth notes
where some of those notes are same pitch,
meaning some kind of portato/tremolo. The
movement indication is “largo e affettuoso:”
expressive slur.
Ties; (p. 11) at the beginning of Sonata 2,
unclear short slur; (p. 20) three connected
slurs as ties over different measures; (p. 48)
misplaced long slur; slur over three repeated
sixteenth notes as a portato: expressive;
consecutive short slurs on pairs of eighth
notes.
In this collection, slurs appear only in slow
and “affettuoso” movements, similar to Op.
3. It seems Ruggieri uses the slurs as
expressive or rhetoric tool. He also tends to
add slurs over written down appoggiaturas
(or pianto).
CC. 137 Not seen.
CC. 138 Similar to Ricci, probably Canobi
used same music blocks.
CC. 137 Ties; small slur over pair of eighth
and sixteenth notes; unclear slurs in p. 27.

Modena

1695

Fortuniano Rosati

Not seen.

Modena

1701

Fortuniano Rosati

Sonate A’ 1. 2. 3. e
4…Op. 16
Divertimenti per
camera…Op. 1

Bologna

1693

Pier Maria Monti

Bologna

1693

Pier Maria Monti

CC. 139. Ties (always accolades); long
slurs by hand; consecutive small slurs over
pairs of eighth notes, usually as descending
second (pianto); long slurs (possibly
handwritten) covering six thirty-second
notes and one sixteenth note; medium slur
covering three eighth notes; long slurs
between measures with tied half note to a
sixteenth note plus other sixteenth notes);
medium and long slurs covering different
rhythms; long slurs placed high enough so
inside slur can be added “3” and “t.;”
(Sonata terza) “Sarabanda. Largo, e
staccato” but with long slurs; (Sonata Sesta
and Settima) Andante: most amount of slurs
of different sizes seen to date: almost all
notes are under some kind of slur.
Overall, one of the most complex (by
composer) and clean (by Rosati) collections
to date.
Ties; (Sonata Duodecima) small chromatic
slur between a G-G#.
X.177 Ties; expressive small slurs on
descending pairs of eighth notes (as
appoggiatura or pianto); small/medium slur
over three eighth notes; three consecutive
small slurs (meaning a longer one) over
pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes; (Balletto
p. 39) first medium slur over three repeated
same pitch eighth and sixteenth notes
(possible tremolo/portato). In the same of
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Sonate da
camera…Op. 3
Concerto di
sonate…Op. 4

Isabella Leonarda
Giorgio Buoni
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Antonio Caldara

Suonate a due… Op.
2
Allettamenti per
camera…Op. 3

Bologna

1693

Pier Maria Monti

Bologna

1693

Pier Maria Monti

Suonate a tre… Op.
1
(reprint)

Venice

1693

Giuseppe Sala

Venice

1700

Giuseppe Sala

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Venice

n.d.

Estienne Roger

1699

Giuseppe Sala

Suonate da
camera…Op. 2

section of the violino secondo, unclear slur
when the first note is of different pitch.
Not seen.
X. 178 Unclear ties of different sizes over
measures; unclear small slurs over pairs of
eighth notes, on descending seconds
(expressive); small slur over pairs of
sixteenth notes; On the 12/8 Giga, unclear
slurs covering two or three notes;
consecutive pairs of descending sixteenth
notes (usually when ascending they are
separate); (Sinfonia of Allettamento Quinto)
unclear long slurs covering four sixteenth
notes; (Corrente) inconsistent use of
medium and long slurs to cover groups of
four sixteenth notes in the same passage.
Not seen.
DD. 221. Ties; small and medium slur over
consecutive pairs of eighth notes; long slur
over four eighth and sixteenth notes; small
slur over pair of sixteenth notes; long slur
over three sixteenth notes; long slur over
three arpeggiated descending eighth notes
on an Adagio.
Not seen.
DD. 222/1 Ties; small slurs over pairs of
quarter, sixteenth and thirty-second notes;
medium slurs over three eighth and
sixteenth notes; small slurs over consecutive
pairs of descending eighth notes (pianto);

small slurs over two first notes of a triplet
on compound time signature; medium slur
over four sixteenth notes; long slur over six
eighth notes; long slur over five descending
sixteenth notes; (Chiacona) small slur in
different rhythms; unclear handwritten
slurs.
Not seen.
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(reprint)

Venice

1701

Giuseppe Sala

Giovanni
Ravenscroft

Sonate a tre…Op. 1

Roma

1695

Mascardi

Attilio Ottavio
Ariosti
Giulio Taglietti

Divertimenti da
camera…
Sonate da camera a
Trè…
Pensieri
Musicali…Op. 6

Bologna

1695

Carlo Maria Fagnani

BB. 218 Ties; small slur over pair of
quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes; small
slur over consecutive pairs of quarter,
eighth and sixteenth notes; expressive slur
over pairs of descending eighth notes.
V. 103 Ties.

Bologna

1695

Carlo Maria Fagnani

BB. 371 Not seen.

Venice

1707

Apresso Antonio
Bortoli

BB. 372 Ties; small slur over descending
pair of eighth notes as an appoggiatura
(expressive); small slur over pair of eighth
and sixteenth notes, as well as dotted eighth
note and sixteenth note; medium slur over
single and consecutive groups of four
sixteenth notes; consecutive slurs over pairs
of dotted sixteenth note plus thirty-second
note and over quarter note plus eighth note
(12/8); small slur over consecutive triplets;
two consecutive medium slurs covering
eight thirty-second notes (meaning longer
slur), while in the next measure unclear
medium slur same amount of notes; two
consecutive medium slurs covering eleven

Bologna

1713

Li Fratelli Silvani

Sonate a violino
solo…Op. 13

Bologna

1715

fratelli Silvani
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Concerti a
Quattro,…Op. 11

thirty-second notes; medium slur covering
four eighth notes.
BB. 373 Ties; consecutive long slurs
(possibly by hand) over eighth sixteenth
notes; consecutive small slurs over pairs of
sixteenth notes; medium slurs over groups
of four eighth and sixteenth notes; medium
slurs over three eighth and sixteenth notes;
two consecutive slurs (long-short, first
handwritten) over nine thirty-second notes
(meaning long slur); small slurs over pairs
of thirty-second notes; consecutive small
slurs over descending pairs of eighth notes;
medium slur over consecutive three eighth
notes; medium slur over two sixteenth notes
and eighth note; small slurs over
consecutive pairs of descending eighth
notes; medium slur over consecutive groups
of four eighth notes; medium slur over four
sixteenth notes; telescopic slur (two pieces)
over sixteenth note and two thirty-second
notes; telescopic slur over four eighth notes;
medium slur over four quarter notes; small
slur over pair of quarter notes; long
telescopic slur over six quarter notes.
BB. 374 Ties; small consecutive slurs over
pairs of eighth and sixteenth notes; medium
slurs over four sixteenth and thirty-second
notes; small slur over descending pairs of
eighth notes (expressive); small slurs over
pairs of sixteenth and thirty-second notes;
long slur (possibly by hand) over dotted
sixteenth note and five thirty-second notes;

Pietro Migali

Sonate A trè…Op. 1

Rome

1696

Il Mascardi

Luigi Taglietti

Sonate da
Camera…Op. 1
Sonate a trè,…Op. 3

Bologna

1697

Marino Silvani

Napoli

1697

Michele Luigi Muzio

Sonate a
violino…Op. 1

-

n.d.

-

Sonate da camera a
tre… Op. 2

Bologna

1695

Pier-Maria Monti

Concerti per
camera…Op. 3

Modena

1697

Fortuniano Rosati

Giuseppe Antonio
Avitrano
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Giuseppe Iacchini
[Iachini, Jachini]

two consecutive medium slurs over pairs of
thirty-second notes; medium slur over six
thirty-second notes and several rhythms
covering more than six notes; long slur over
six and eight thirty-second notes;
handwritten long slurs on Sonatas Quinta
and Decima.
AA. 315 Ties; small slur over pair of eighth
notes; medium slur over four eighth notes.
BB. 375 Not seen
(modern scholar edition)
Ties; small slurs over pairs of eighth,
sixteenth notes and thirty-second notes;
small slurs over consecutive pairs of
quarter, eighth and thirty-second notes;
medium slur over four eighth notes.
AA. 124 (manuscript)
Ties; small slurs over thirty-second notes.
In the Sonata VII for cello, long slurs.
AA.125 Ties; no slurs in the whole
collection. “Adagio, e spicco” (confirming
the use of staccato when “spicco,” with rests
following the note, meaning the player
should not add ornaments (“as is written”).
Otherwise, expected ornaments when not
“spicco;” “Presto, e spicco.”
AA.126 Ties (accolades) between measures,
as Rosati in T.A. Vitali Op. 4; (Sonata III)
unique symbol appearing twice at the
beginning of each section (repeat sign): two
slurs one above the other creating a “circle;”
“puntato;” small slurs in consecutive pairs

Bologna

1701

Marino Silvani

Tratenimenti per
Camera,…Op. 5

Bologna

1703

Marino Silvani

Suonate a tre …
Op. 1

Venice

1694

Giuseppe Sala

(reprint)

Venice

1704

Giuseppe Sala
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Concerti per
camera…Op. 4

Tomaso Albinoni

of descending eighth and sixteenth notes;
(Giga) slur covering the first two eighth
notes of the triplets; medium slur over four
eighth and sixteenth notes, with sometimes
middle notes same pitch.
AA.127 [Dedicated to Albergati] Ties;
small slurs on consecutive pairs of eighth
notes; small slur on pair of eighth notes as
appoggiatura); unclear consecutive small
slurs on pairs of notes;
Iacchini uses more than any other composer
to date dots (staccato), as well as adding “e
spicco” to the name of the movement; in the
cello part he adds slurs of four sixteenth
notes, not seen in the violin or viola parts.
As Iacchini was a cellist, he wrote the
obbligato solo part much more complex
than usual (seen as well in other collections)
probably as he intended to played it himself.
AA.128 Ties; small slurs over consecutive
quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes; use of
staccato.
(cello part) Medium/long slurs over four
sixteenth notes and triplets.
CC. 165 Ties; unclear long slur over four
eighth notes; long slur over four sixteenth
notes; on a 3/2 measure, two consecutive
slurs covering three quarter notes, then later
in the movement long slur covering four
quarter notes; long slur covering four eighth
notes; unclear slurs over four sixteenth
notes.
Not seen.

(reprint)
(reprint)

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am

n.d.

Amsterd
am

n.d.

n.d.

Estienne Roger (No.
67)
Estienne Roger

Not seen.
(engraving)
Ties; slurs over four sixteenth notes;
(Sonata Quarta) slur over three, four quarter
notes on a 3/2 measure, including over
measure slurs; small slurs over consecutive
pairs of eighth notes; slur over consecutive
groups of three eighth notes (not triplets) on
a ¾ measure and also on a pair of eighth
notes plus one quarter note; slur over one
eighth note plus two sixteenth notes;
consecutive pairs of quarter notes on a 3/2.
Not seen.
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Sinfonie e concerti… Venice
Op. 2

1700

Estienne Roger and
Michel Charles Le
Cène (No. 67)
Giuseppe Sala

(reprint)

Venice

1707

Venice

CC.166 Ties; medium slur over four
sixteenth notes (by step motion and in
arpeggio); small slurs over pairs of sixteenth
notes.
Not seen.

(reprint)

Venice
(?)
Amsterd
am

n.d.

Estienne Roger

Not seen.

n.d.

Estienne Roger (No. 7)

[London
]
London

n.d.

John Walsh, P. Randall
and Joseph Hare
John Walsh and p.
Randall

(engraving)
Ties; slurs over two sixteenth notes; slur
over four sixteenth notes; (p. 28) unclear
slurs over three sixteenth notes; slur over
four sixteenth notes, with three of the notes
with the same pitch (portato).
(engraving)
Ties; slur over two and four sixteenth notes.
Not seen.

(reprint)

Concertos in seven
parts…
(reprint)

n.d.

Venice

1701

Giuseppe Sala

(reprint)

Venice

1704

Giuseppe Sala

CC. 168 Ties; (Allemanda II – Largo) long
slur over four arpeggiated sixteenth notes:
Sala is inconsistent when using long and
short slurs, missing some slurred notes;
(Gigha, p. 9) unclear medium slurs over two
or three notes; unclear long slur over four
sixteenth notes; consecutive small slurs over
pairs of eighth notes with wider intervals;
(Allemanda Quinta – Largo Appoggiato)
unclear long slurs; (Corrente and Gigha)
inconsistent small slurs over pairs of eighth
notes, then use of medium slurs.
Not seen.

(reprint)

Venice

1706

Giuseppe Sala

Not seen.

(reprint)

Amsterd
am

n.d.

Estienne roger (No.
260)

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
London

n.d.

Estienne Roger

(engraving)
Ties; consecutive groups of four sixteenth
notes (whole movement); consecutive
groups of three eighth notes – in the middle
of the movement, when the whole
movement has the same rhythm (p. 3);
consecutive pairs of eighth notes;
(Allemanda V) groups of four notes in
specific rhythm; slurs over pairs of sixteenth
notes.
Not seen.

n.d.

Estienne Roger and
Michel Le Cène
Pierre Mortier

Not seen.

Joihn Walsh and
Joseph Hare

Not seen.
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Balletti a tre…Op. 3

(reprint)
(reprint)
Albinoni’s ballletti’s
in 3 parts…

n.d.
n.d.

Not seen.

(reprint)

London

n.d.

John Wlash

Not seen.

Sonate da chiesa a
violino solo…Op. 4
(reprint)

n.d.

Estienne Roger (No.
12)
Estienne Roger

Not seen.

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
London

Not seen.

(reprint)

London

n.d.

Concerti a
cinque…Op. 5
(reprint)

Venice

1707

John Walsh and Joseph
Hare
John Walsh and Joseph
Hare
Giuseppe Sala

Venice

1710

Giuseppe Sala

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
Amstser
dam
Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am

n.d.

Estienne Roger (No.
278)
Estienne Roger

CC.169 Ties; medium slur over pair of
sixteenth notes; consecutive medium slur
over three sixteenth notes (first sixteenth
note of the group separated); long slur on
consecutive groups of four sixteenth notes;
small slurs on consecutive pairs of eighth
notes; on a 3/8 measure, long slur covering
all measure (three eighths).
Not seen.

n.d.
n.d.
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(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
(reprint)
Trattenimenti
armonici…Op. 6

n.d.
n.d.

Not seen.

Not seen.
Not seen.

Not seen.
…n[ouvelle] edition exactement corigée.

n.d.

Michel Charles Le
Cène (No. 278)
Michel Charles Le
Cène
Pierre Mortier

n.d.

Estienne Roger (No. 3)

CC. 170 (Engraving).
Complex bowings, although not always
consistent.

n.d.

Not seen.
Not seen.

(reprint)

n.d.

Estienne Roger

Not seen.

(reprint)

Amsterd
am
London

n.d.

Not seen.

(reprint)

London

n.d.

John Walsh and Joseph
Hare
John Walsh

Concerti a cinque
violini…Op. 7
(reprint)

Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am

n.d.

Estienne Roger (No.
361)
Estienne Roger

Not seen.

Not seen.

Amstser
dam
Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am
Amsterd
am

n.d.

Estienne Roger and
Michel Charles Le
Cène (No. 361)
Estienne Roger and Le
Cène (No. 493)
Jeanne Roger

Not seen.

n.d.

Michel Charles Le
Cène (No. 494)
Jeanne Roger (No.
494?)
Michel Charles Le
Cène (No. 581)
Jeanne Roger (No. 439)

-

1704

-

Not seen.

London

n.d.

Not seen.

Venice

1692

John Walsh and Joseph
Hare
Giuseppe Sala

(reprint)
Baletti, e sonate a
trè…Op. 8
(reprint)
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Concerti a
cinque…Op. 9
(reprint)

Ippolito Boccaletti

Concerti a
cinque…Op. 10
Sonate a violino
solo…e uno suario
…
Sonata in B for
violins in 3 parts…
Albinoni’s aires in 3
parts…
(12) sonate a tre…

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

Not seen.

Not seen.

Not seen.
Not seen.

Not seen.
Not seen.
Not seen.

X. 96 Ties; “Largo è Appuntato;” small
slurs on pairs of eighth notes; two first
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Francesco Antonio [10] Sonate a
Bonporti
tre…Op. 1
[10] Sonate da
camera a tre…Op. 2
[6] Moetetti a canto
solo con violini
Op. 3
[10] Sonate da
camera a tre. Op. 4
Arie, baletti e
correnti. Op. 5
[10] Sonate da
camera a tre. Op. 6
[10] Sonate da
camera…Op. 7

[100] Menuetti a
violino…Opps. 8/9

-

1696

-

eighth notes slurred on triplet sections of an
Allegro; long slur on four sixteenth notes.
Not seen.

-

1698

-

Not seen.

-

1701

-

Not seen.

-

1703

-

Not seen.

-

c.1704
(lost)
1705

-

Not seen.

-

Not seen.

Amsterd
am

1707

Estienne Roger

-

c.1710
(lost)

-

(engraving edition)
Ties; slurs over pairs of descending eighth
and sixteenth notes (expressive); medium
slurs over groups of four sixteenth and
thirty-second notes; consecutive slurs of
pairs of notes; (Giga) inconsistent use of
small slurs on two or three notes in triples;
medium slurs over different rhythms; long
slur covering up to fifteen notes; the way he
draws the slur in the manuscript copy
resembles very much the long slurs on
movable type edition.
Reprinted by Roger as Le triomphe de la
Grande Alliance, Op. 8.
Op. 9 would become a set of [4] Baletti per
violino, violoncello o cembalo (Amsterdam,
1716).

-

Bologna
(Venice/
Trento)

1712/1 Giovanni Parone
3
(Silvani?)

[10] Concerti a
quattro. Op. 11

Trento

After
Giambatista Monauni
1712
(1715?
)1

[10] Concertini e
serenate…Op. 12

Augsbur
g

c.1745
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[10] Invenzioni da
camera per
violino…Op. 10

Giovanni Christiano
Leopold Intagliatore

DD. 189 (landscape) small slurs over pairs
of sixteenth notes; slur over three sixteenth
notes; sometimes consecutive medium and
small slurs covering four sixteenth notes
seem to indicate longer slur; long slur to
cover different rhythms; long slur covering
four and five notes; very long slur over
eleven notes within measures; double stops
and chords; handwritten slur covering
fifteen notes: Parone could have created the
slur by adding parts of accolades; very long
slur (twenty-two notes): unclear if
handwritten or with symbols, as sometimes
the shape is more square than half circle;
small slur over double stops.
At least there are four different slur designs,
plus the very long ones. Usually when a
very small slurs next to a medium one
represents a longer one. This collection
represents one of the most complex
publications in regards slurs.
small slurs covering different rhythms;
medium slurs over three and four notes;
long slurs covering more than five notes;
very long slur over eight notes and later on
eighteen notes of different rhythms between
measures; (p. 28) the diversity and
irregularity of symbols on long slurs (as
seen in earlier collections), might indicate
these slurs were added by hand.
(engraving edition)
complex diversity of bowings of different
lengths along with double stops.

Sinfonie a tre…
Op. 1

Bologna

1688

Gio. Micheletti

Bartolomeo
Laurenti

Sonate per Camera
…Op. 1

Bologna

1691

Pier-Maria Monti

Giovanni Battista
Brevi

Bizzarie
armoniche… Op. 3

Bologna

1693

Pier-Maria Monti
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Giovanni Battista
Borri

X.141 Ties; medium slur over pair of
sixteenth notes; small slur on descending
pair of eighth notes; unclear medium slur
over four sixteenth notes; small slurs over
consecutive pairs of quarter notes on a 3/2
Grave; consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes
on an Adagio; (p. 26) unclear; small slur
covering more than five sixteenth notes; (p.
12) six consecutive small slurs on a Presto,
each of them above an individual eighth
notes in a 4/4/ measure. The eighth notes go
on pairs by pitch: unclear if they go all
paired in three groups or all under the same
slur. Same in Violino Secondo.
AA.163 Ties; consecutive small slurs over
descending pairs of eighth notes; small slurs
on consecutive pairs of quarter and
sixteenth notes; unclear small slur over
dotted quarter note plus two sixteenth notes;
small slur over pair of sixteenth notes and
thirty-second notes; small slur over pair of
thirty-second notes and sixteenth note;
small slurs over pars of descending eighth
notes (pianto); (Introduttione Settima) two
consecutive slurs (small and medium)
meaning longer slur, over six sixteenth
notes; unclear medium slurs not covering all
notes expected throughout the collection;
Largo, & affettuoso (Introdutione Ottava);
Arpegiate (Pasacallo).
X. 154 Ties; unclear long slur covering four
sixteenth notes; unclear small slur over four
sixteenth notes; small slur on pair of

Francesco
Giuseppe de
Castro
‘Accademico
Formato’

Bologna

1695

Pier-Maria Monti

Concerti
accademici…Op. 4

Bologna

1708

All’ Insegna dell
Angelo Custode.
Per il Peri.

Orpheus
ecclesiasticus

Augsbur
g

1698

Jacobi Koppmayr
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Trattenimenti
armonici…Op. 1

Giuseppe Antonio
Bernabei

sixteenth notes; On a 12/8 Giga, slurring
two and three eighth notes, as well as
one/two eighth depending on the phrasing;
(Sarabanda Prima) unclear slurs; slurs of
three eighth notes on a 9/8 Giga;
consecutive slurs on pairs of eighth and
sixteenth notes.
X.249 Microfilm 1077. Ties; long slur on
four sixteenth notes; medium slur over two
quarter notes as chromatism (F#-F natural);
(p. 17) unclear slurs over four sixteenth
notes; unclear long slur on six eighth notes
(Menuet); long slur on four quarter notes.
Ties; (p. 7) misplaced slur at the end of the
page; slur over two quarter and eighth
notes; (p. 13) slur in a “square” shape over
the G on same pitch note between measures;
small slur on descending pair eighth notes
(expressive).
DD.140 Ties; small slurs (inside staff)
under two sixteenth notes (descending fifth
interval); consecutive small slurs on pairs of
eighth and sixteenth notes; medium slur
over pair of quarter notes; slurs on a 9/8:
two first eighth notes slurred; consecutive
slurs over pairs of eighth notes where first
pair is forte and second one is piano (not
written): “segue” in movement “Suaviter;”
slurs over pairs of descending quarter notes:
expressive slur; slurs inside staff over three
notes in 9/8; small slur over pairs of eighth
notes with staccato.

Giovanni Lorenzo
Gregori

Lucca

1698

Bartolomeo Gregorj

Concerti sacri…

Lucca

1705

n.d.

Trattenimenti
Armonici… Op. 1

Modena

1698

Fortuniano Rosati
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[10] Concerti
grossi… Op. 2

Tomaso Pegolotti

AA. 90 Ties; misplaced small slur covering
two eighth notes; small slur over
consecutive pairs of sixteenth notes;
medium slur on consecutive eighth and
sixteenth note triplets: unclear if covering
two or three notes; on eighth notes triplets,
slurs stops after the first two groups
(probably ‘segue’); small slur over pair of
sixteenth notes; (p. 20) small slur on triplet
of eighth notes; “Adagissimo” with two
small slurs: one over two eighth notes, the
other over two quarter notes on chromatic
descend (G#-G nat); (p. 21) “Grave
punteggiato”; consecutive small slurs over
pairs of sixteenth notes; (p. 24) consecutive
slurs over pairs descending minor second
intervals (pianto); (Concerto VI – Grave)
“Tremolo Punteggiato”: whole movement
slurred in pairs of eighth notes of same pitch
stopping after the first three slurs.
“Punteggiato” could refer to different
things: 1) off the string, 2) short/staccato, 3)
short and on the string, 4) at the tip of the
bow (“Punta”). However, if tremolo refers
to the organ stop, it could not be
“Punteggiatto” (as on the tip or off the
string).
These terms appear in a collection of a
composer in Lucca, rather than Modena or
Bologna.
Not seen.
BB. 109 Ties inside measure using small
slur, over measure using accolade (Rosati is
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Andrea Fiorè

Sinfonia da
Chiesa,…Op. 1

Modena

1699

Fortuniano Rosati

Giacomo Cattaneo

Trattenimenti
Armonici…Op. 1
Concerti a cinque,…
Op. 1

Modena

1700

Fortuniano Rosati

Modena

1701

Fortuniano Rosati

Artemio Motta

consistent with this use of accolades); small
slurs on different rhythms with second note
with trill; small slurs over consecutive pairs
of eighth and sixteenth notes; “Largo, e
sostentato;” on Giga in 12/8, first two eighth
notes slurred; (Trattenimento Ottavo –
Grave, & affett.) several slurs: tied notes
within measure using accolade, then
running seven thirty-second notes using
three misplaced slurs implying a long slur
which ends with two sixty-fourth notes
(lines are added by hand); long slur over
five thirty-second notes, but also two
medium slurs covering four notes with dots,
implying long slur of eight thirty-second
notes; four medium slurs implying one long
slur over ten thirty-second slurs;
(Trattenimento Duodecimo) at the end the
whole piece appears again handwritten in
double stops (à corde doppie).
Z.120 Ties; small slurs on pairs of quarter,
eighth and sixteenth; small slurs on
consecutive pairs of quarter, eighth and
sixteenth notes; medium slurs on four
sixteenth notes; medium slur on different
rhythms.
X.251 Ties; consecutive small slurs over
descending eighth notes.
BB.23 Ties; small slurs over pairs of quarter
sixteenth notes; small slurs on dotted eighth
note plus sixteenth note and dotted sixteenth
note plus thirty-second note; small slurs
over consecutive descending pairs of

Girolamo Nicolò
Laurenti

Trio Sonata in the
Corona di dodici…
6 Concerti…

Bologna

1706

Peri

sixteenth notes; medium slurs over three
sixteenth notes; consecutive pairs of quarter
notes and eighth notes as pianto.
DD. 33

Dresden

n.d.

n.d.

Manuscript copy.

[6] Concerti a tre
violini… Op. 1
[25] Ricercari for
solo violin…

Amsterd
am
n.d.

-

-

Not seen.

n.d.

n.d.

(modern edition)
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